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UBBRA
/ CAMPAIGN IN 
KELOWNA
Ho^. J. H . King And Other Spcakcra 
Address Largo Gathering In  
Empress Theatre
On Tuesday evening, tlie local poH-
tical campaign in the pending Domin- 
■ eh ‘ion general lection was inaugurated by 
a Liberal rally in the Empress Theatre. 
The spacious building was well filled 
half an hour previous to commencement 
of the proceedings, and the audience 
proved an orderly and attentive one. 
Although not effusively demonstrative, 
the gatliering was evidently Liberal in 
its sympathies. The speakers were well 
received and interruptions were few. 
Hecklers met the usual fate of those 
who dare to cross swords with , men 
more experienced in debate, and the 
audience,applauded the rejoinders made 
by speakers. _
The chair was taken by Mr. J. E. 
Reekie, President of the Kelowna and 
District Liberal Association, and with 
him on the platform were Hon. Dr. J.
,, H. King, Minister of Public Works for 
the Dominion, Col. C, E. Edgett, Lib­
eral candidate for Yale, Mayor D. W . 
Sutherland, Capt. Ian Mackenzie, M.
, L, A. for Vancouver, Messrs, D. H. 
Rattenbury, C. H. Jackson and A. E. 
Cox. Their appearance tvas ̂  greeted 
I by rounds of applause. No time was 
: lost by the chairman in introducing the 
speakers, Mr. Reekie merely remark­
ing that he would not speak himself, 
but Vvished to notify the audience that 
Col. Edgett and Capt. Ian Mackenzie 
would address meetings at East Ke-
F A IR  T R A D IN G
C R U S A D E  P R O S P E R S
Mr. J. T. Crowder’s Campaign Meets 
With Hearty Support A t Kooten­
ay Points
Mr. J. T. Crowder, Dominion Pre­
sident of the Retail Merchants’ Asso­
ciation of Canada, is meeting; with cn-
WITH KELOWNA 
WATERSUPPLY
♦  . . •O'
♦  A L L -E N G L A N D  ♦
♦  B A D M IN T O N  T E A M  ♦
♦  t o  V IS IT  h e r e  ♦
4> ------- - , ♦
A  sporting event, of the first ♦
thusiastic ̂ support in his campaign for 
the establishment of a fair trading
policy for retailers, upon which, he 
spoke before the Kelowna Branch of
Analytical Test Shows W a te r ' Taken 
From City Intake T o  Be O f  
Wholesome Quality
o___ ____ _ __
the Association on Friday, October ..
2nd. He is now travelling eastward, 
and reports from various points rciich- 
ccl by him show that the idea is taking 
a strong hold upon the retailers.
At Nelson and Cranbrook, the meet­
ings addressed by Mr. Crowder were 
unusually large. The grocers and tire 
dealers were particularly enthusiastic, 
and it is confidently expected that ev­
ery druggist and bookseller will also 
definitely support the fair trading poli­
cy. Disinterested people concede this 
plan to be the only salvation of the re­
tailers, and there is no question of the 
strength of the support accorded • by 
all Interior points visited.
lowna, Rutland and Winfield. He then -  - -called on Mayor Sutherland to make 
the first speech. ,
Mayor Sutherland
Mayor Sutherland,. who was much 
applauded on 'rising to address the 
meeting, commenced by stating how
fgratifying it was to him to see such a arge and enthusiastic gathering. He 
would not speak at any great length 
personally, as others were to follow 
him. First of all, he, wished to thank 
all those who had in any way helped 
him during his own campaign.
The audience would remember that 
during that election the issue had been 
raised whether the Dominion Govern­
ment was or was not sincere" in its 
statements that the Kamloops-Kelowna 
branch of the C.N.R. would be com­
pleted as soon as possible. Numbers of 
Conservative Senators and_ Members 
of Parliamient had appeared in the con­
stituency and had . told the voters that 
the line would not be built, that the 
Government was merely stating that 
it would be built in order to secure 
their votes. He personally and those 
who had been associated with him dur- 
ing'that campaign had been fully aware 
that the Government did intend to fin­
ish the construction of the C.N.R., 
branch as quickly as possible. How­
ever, plenty of voters had been fooled 
by the Conservative speakers into be­
lieving that the Government had no 
such intention. The object of the Con­
servative speakers had been to make 
people believe that the Liberal Govern­
ment was holding up the completion of 
the line of railway and using the whole 
issue as a sort of bribe. He would ask 
the meeting if the facts bore out what 
the Conservative speakers had stated. 
The,railway, completed, was here to-
dress the meeting, began his speech by 
stating- what pleasant memories he had 
retained of the greeting given hini in 
Kelowna when he had'p*icc before been 
a candidate for federal honours. Though 
he had opposed the late J: A. MacKel- 
vie, M.P., on that occasion, he had 
had a great personal _ admiration for 
the former representative of the con­
stituency and had felt that his death 
had been a great loss to Yale.  ̂
During his former campaign he had 
adopted a platform which had been 
drawn out by three men at a conven­
tion at Penticton and which had been
a sifnple declaration of principles. He 
held the same ideas and adhered to the
day. (Much applause.)
Continuing, Mayor Sutherland re-;
marked that the audience could not'fail 
to agree that all the statements he had 
made during his campaign had turned 
out to be literally true. He could hot 
say the same ' regarding statements 
made by his opponents. The worst 
feature in connection with false reports 
was that many people had to toil for 
their daily bread and in consequence 
had no time to find out whether Cam­
paign statements were true or untrue. 
Therefore many false reports gained 
credence. One of these had been ex­
ceptionally unfair. * When he had been 
the Liberal candidate the Conserva­
tives had spread the report that “one 
of the candidates was in favour of the 
completion of the C.N.R. branch and 
the other against it." meaning that he. 
Mayor Sutherland, was adverse to see­
ing the C.N.R. come into Kelowna.
The same,subtle campaign was now 
being waged by the opponents of the 
Liberal Government. A  cry was being 
raised that Canada was being ruined 
financially through the policy of Rt. 
Hon. Mackenzie King and his cabinet, 
though all facts pointed to the utter 
- untruth of such a statement. What 
were the main facts? These we^e that 
all the nations had been partly "ruined 
through the cost of the late war, ex- 
—cept-the-United—Statesr-also-that-only^ 
two had regained tlic commercial su­
premacy they enjoyed before the war 
and these two nations were Belgium 
and Canada. (Applause). Canada h.id 
increased its export trade 250 per cent. 
No other nation had such a record. 
Before the war the ratio of raw pro­
ducts exported from Canada was 0.3 
per cent and now it was only 45 per 
cent, a fact which absolutely confuted 
the cr.v being raised by the Conserva­
tives that the iixlustries of Canada were 
being wiped out by a low tariff policy. 
Last year no other country on the 
globe had made such material progress 
as Canada and the Dominion had pros­
pered exceedingly under a Liberal ad­
ministration. (Prolonged applause.)
The Liberal Candidate
In introducing the next spc.nkcr. Col. 
C. E. Edgett, the chairman remarked 
that that gentleman was by no means 
unknown to a Kelowna audience and 
that when the 29th of October arrived 
he would be the representative of Yale 
in the Dominion Parliament.
Col. Edgett, who received a very 
warm reception when he rose to ad-
same principles now and never had 
seen fit to change them. However, he 
had realized that it would be impossible 
to put those principles into effect out­
side of a party and that the only way 
to do so would he to join a party which 
would help to bring about, the legisla­
tion required. Yale had had enough of 
being on the opposition side, and a 
change would be made on October 29th. 
(Cheers.L , . .
Col. Edgett then gave a description 
of the varied resources and industrieŝ  
of the Yale riding, stating that any 
man who represented the constituency 
must not only be familiar with them but 
also be of an independent nature and 
not a man who would be controlled by 
the “interests” of Eastern Canada. He 
personally would not be controlled by 
stich interesits but would in every way 
look after the wants of his constituents. 
He wished to thank the people of .Ke­
lowna for giving him' a majority on a 
former occasion and felt sure that on 
October 29th his majority in the Or­
chard City would he still greater. He 
felt happy that he could go up and 
down in the constituency and not have 
to make excuses for anything which 
the present Liberal administration had 
done. (Applause). When that admin­
istration had taken over the reins of 
office the Canadian dollar had only 
been worth 82 cents, whereas it was 
now at par in most countries and at 
a premium in others. (Applause.)
After quoting the statements recent­
ly made by the President of the Can­
adian Pacific Railway to the effect that 
Canada was in a most prosperous con­
dition and that the Dominion had a 
great future awaiting it, and after hav­
ing remarked that such statements com­
ing from such a high authority ought 
to be a sufficient answer to those apos­
tles of gloom who were going up and 
down the country stating that Canada 
was in a perilous financial condition, 
the Liberal candidate described the in­
dustrial progress being made in the 
Yale' riding, commencing by dwelling 
on the mining activities in the Similka- 
meen and Greenwood districts. This 
progress was due to the interest taken 
by the Liberal administration, which 
had helped the copper industry by 
granting a bounty of $30 per ton on all 
copper produced in Canada. Nothing 
better could he found to illustrate how 
the policy of the Liberal Government 
had helped to revive industry than the 
present condition of the City of Green­
wood. a place which had been a very 
depressing sight until the recent min­
ing revival had taken place. He would 
ask anyone in die audience to get up 
and state that a high tariff would have 
brought this wonderful change about. 
Not only mining, hut the kindred in­
dustries of farming, fishing and lumber­
ing were all progressing. Was it not 
a sign of returning prosperity when 
the B. C. Electric Railway Company 
was prepared to expend $30,000,000 in 
developing new power and that similar 
large corporationsWere pursuing the 
same policy in other portions of the 
Dominion? Farmers were returning to 
Canada from the U nited States, \yhcre 
they had gone^urlng the hard times
■With Aid. Latta. again in his scat 
at the Council tabic after an absence 
of several months on the prairies, all 
the members were present at the re 
gular meeting on Monday night ex­
cept Mayor Sutherland, who had to 
fulfil another cnga^mcnt. In his ab­
sence, Aid. Adams was voted to the 
chair.
In opening the proceedings, Aid. Ad­
ams welcomed Aid. Latta back to his 
place, and that gentleman expressed 
his pleasure at returning to Kelowna 
and bcin^ able once more to meet his 
aldermanic xolleagucs.
A  representative of A. J. Carry’s 
Wild West Show waited upon the 
Council to ask for issue of a licence 
to exhibit in town on Saturday, Oct. 
17th. He explained that the exhibition 
copsisted of broncho riding, roping, 
knife throwing and similar features, 
with no aideshows or gambling devices 
of any kind.
Upon motion, it was decided unani­
mously to grant the show a licence to 
exhibit here on the date specified.
The City Clerk explained that the 
purchaser of some' property at the 1924 
Tax Sale had made objection to pay 
the taxes thereon for 1925 as a condi­
tion of receiving his Certificate 6 f Title 
from the City, hence the City Solici­
tors had been consulted, whose opin­
ion was as follows:
“Under Section 234 of the Municipal 
Act, the Municipality has a special 
Hen on land and improvements for the 
taxes accrued thereon. Therefore, 
when the Municipality lawfully Comes 
into possession of the Certificate of 
Title covering such land and improve­
ments on which it has a lien, we do 
not think the Municipality would be 
justified in delivering up the Certifi­
cate of Title while that lien remains 
unsatisfied. Or, in other wotds, we 
believe that the Municipality has the 
right to insist upon payment of the ac­
crued taxes before delivering up the 
Certificate of Title ,to the party en­
titled thereto.” ♦
It was decided to subscribe to the 
“Municipal News of British Colum- 
>ia.”
A letter from Mr. S. M. Gore, of the 
Kelowna Steam Laundry, informed the 
Council that the steam whistle given 
lim by the City had gone out of busi­
ness. He had ascertained that a small­
er one could be obtained for $l5, and 
le therefore suggested that the City 
jear the cost, while he was willing to 
pay the express and instal the appara­
tus. He asked for an early decision, 
as the other whistles in '^e city would 
soon cease from functioHing for the 
winter, and if his whistle Vas not re­
placed, there would be no time signal.
After some discussion of the mat­
ter, it Was resolved to purchase a 
whistle, details as to' ite size, cost and 
installation to be left in the hands of 
the City Superintendent. ‘
A letter from the Kelowna Branch 
of the Great War Veterans’ Associa­
tion requested permission to hold the
♦  magnitude is promised Kelowna ♦
♦  in a visit on Thursday, December ♦
♦  17th, as at present scheduled, from ♦  
•S' the All-England Badminton team "S* 
•S' which will tour Canada this win- ♦
♦  ter. The newa has been received •8* 
•!• by Mr. R. H. Hill, President of -fr 
•8* the Kclowiui Badminton Club, •8*
♦  who has , been notified that the •8'
•S' team will stop off at Kelowna on "S' 
•S' the way, from Calgary to Vancou- •8* 
•S' ver and will play exhibition games •B* 
•fr here. •S'
•S' The personnel of the team com- "S' 
•S' prises Sir G. A. Thomas, Messrs. "S' 
•S' F, Devlin, A. K. Jones, W . M. •► 
•8* Swindon and H. R. C. Martin, •8* 
•S' and lovers of the game are pro- •8* 
•► mised a great treat by the spec- •S* 
•► tacle of these skilled players in •S' 
•S' action. •S*
•S' , ■ . , , ,
4i •!. •Si 4.4. •g. •!. •Si 4. ,|, 4.4. ,|"|i 4 .4̂  ,S"S> •!•
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IN TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT
O.-C. T R A IL  A S  L O O P
IN  P R O V IN C IA L  T O U R
Delegates Press Claims O f Okanagan 
Route Upon Minister O f Public 
W orks
N ew  System To Be Installed By  
Okanagan Telephone Co. W ill 
Expedite Exchange Service
Mr. S. T. Elliott, who together with 
Mr. C. E. Blackwell, of Okanogan, 
Wash., acted as representative of the 
Okaiiogan-Caribop Trail Association 
at the recent convention of the B.C. 
Automobile Association, is very cn-
ENTERTAINED 
TO LUNCHEON
Dominion Minister O f Public W orks  
And Others A re Quests O f  
Local Liberals
Mr. Arthur B, Godfrey, Managing 
Director of the Okanagan Telephone 
Company, who returned to Vtrnon 
from the Coast last .Saturday, was a 
visitor to Kelowna on Tuesday, and in 
an interview with The Courier he gave 
some interesting and welcome informa­
tion regarding improvements and ex­
tensions to the local service which his 
company has decided to make.
Orders have been placed for a “com­
mon battery” switch hoard to replace 
the present magneto hoard in use at 
the Kelowna central. This is one of 
the very best types of equipment for 
an exchange of the local size and will 
give Kelowna a much better service. 
The act of lifting the receiver off the 
hook ĉalls up central without the nc
thusiastic over the excellent highway
rh
ccssity of ringing, a small lamp on the 
switchboard lighting up to call
ORIENTAL TONE 
ATMAHJONGG  
CARNIVAL
the
operator’s attention. After the con­
versation is corripleted, replacing the 
telephone on the hoqk makes another 
connection which has the effect of ex­
tinguishing the single call lamp and 
of lighting two other small lights, thus
Setting O f Unique And Successful En­
tertainment Is  O f The Mysterious 
East Throughout
The Mah Jpngg carnival and dance 
given in the Scout Hall last Thursday 
afternoon and evening was a very suc­
cessful affair khd something quite out 
of the comm'on in the way of entertain­
ment. The hall itself was wonderfully 
decorated, the. colour schemes employ­
ed being perhaps the best vet attempt­
ed in that building.: There was also an 
entirely Oriental tone to 'everything, 
the ladies of the I.O.D.E. having-spared 
no pains in securing the right setting 
for a Mah Jongg entertainment. It 
would not be correct, however, to say 
that everything was entirely Chinese, 
for though the stall holders and their 
assistants were wonderfully costumed 
a la Chinoise, still no dialect of the 
Flowery Land could be heard. That, 
however, was the one thing lacking to 
give the entertainment a completely 
Oriental cachet.
There were numerous stalls, all of 
which were well patronized. These 
included the Candy Stall, where Mrs. 
D’Arcy Hinkson and her assistants 
were to be found, in highly artistic sur­
roundings; the Novelty Stall, also fine­
ly decorated, presided over by Mrs. J. 
Dayton Williams, and assistants: 
Home Cooking Booth, where Mrs. F. 
B. Lucas and friends dispensed food to 
suit all appetites and which had a very 
attractive appearance; Ice Cream Dis­
pensary, where Mrs. E. R. Bailey, in 
truly Oriental surroundings, did a 
good business with visitors both young
and old; Hot Dog Stand, presided over 
by Mrs. O. France ana'’assistants, one
(Continued on page 5)
B R IT IS H  C O M M U N IS T S
I N  P O L IC E  C O U R T
The truth was that the pictures of the 
depopulation of Canada, spread before 
tlie people by the opponents of the 
Mackenzie King Government, were 
false, â  fact shown by statistics avail­
able to all. There had been migrations 
of population before in the history of 
Canada and the United States and pro­
bably there always would he, hut when 
the migration was' from the United 
States to Canada it was a sure sign of 
returning prosperity, and the reason 
why such a migration was taking place 
at the present time was because the 
policy of the Libci.il Government had 
resulted in remedying the conditions 
prevailing when the Conservatives held 
office. (Applause.) Nothing could now 
stop Canada from going ahead.
Touching on the campaign being car­
ried on by Conservative leaders, the 
Liberal candidate quoted the election 
address-of Mr. Grotc Stirling and ask­
ed the audience if an.v one could be­
lieve that a high tariff was a panacea 
for everything. Would it not he better 
to believe in actual results than in mere 
(Continued on page 3.)
LONDON, Oct. 15.—Six Commun­
ist leaders, taken in a raid on the par­
ty headquarters, were arraigned in the 
3ow Street Police Court today, and 
were charged with conspiring to incite 
sedition and mutiny. They were re­
manded until Oct. 23rd on bail of $100 
each. The courtroom was packed, the 
spectators including the wives of four 
of the accused men. Sir Archibald 
Bodkin, Director of Public Prosecu­
tions, was present while Sir Travers 
Humphries briefly outlined the case 
for the prosecution.
Thomas Bell, Communist, has been 
taken into custody at Glasgow and 
William Gillagher at Paisley. Both are 
being sent to London.
The British government is hard on 
the heels of Communists whose alleged 
activities recently in broadcasting 
pamphlets inciting soldiers and sailors 
to mutiny have fed the flames of popu­
lar anger agaist them. Raids were 
made last night on the Communist 
head((uarters and at least one other 
Communistic centre in London. Al­
though they were sensational in their 
suddenness, it had been suspected both 
l)v the public and the Communists 
themselves that they were in prepara­
tion;—Whcn~the-net” had—been—drawn
tight, it was found that a considerable 
number of followers of the red ban­
ner were in the toils, some of them of 
considerable prominence. All of them 
arc charged with copspiring to incite 
sedition and mutiny.
of the best got up of all; Soft Drinks 
and Pop Corn, managed by Mrs. H. J. 
Williams, and Grab Basket for Chil­
dren, run by Mrs. J, H. Trenwith and 
Mrs. G, W, Hammond, both of which 
did a good trade and were very prettily 
decorated. There was also an Oriental 
tea room, where Mrs. W . Lloyd-Jones 
and helpers served tea and coffee in 
true Chinese style.
In the interval between the afternoon 
entertainment and the dance a mock 
trial was put on by several of the mem­
bers. It was a very laughable affair, 
Mr. G. S. McKenzie filling the part of 
a Chinese judge to perfection. There 
were also pretty Oriental dances by 
twelve winsome maidens, who had been 
trained by Mrs. M. T. Lovell, and 
which were a very pleasing feature.
The dance was well attended, the 
Len Davis Special Chinese Orchestra 
playing delightfully, so that all pre­
sent had a thoroughly enjoyable time. 
Mr. R. G. Rutherford, who acted 
very effic'cntlA- as M.C., donned a 
Mandarin costume for the occasion, 
and, practically all present being in 
Oriental costume, the scene was not 
only a pretty one, but highly unusual.
Mrs. F. R. E. DeHart, Mrs. T. 
Treadgold and Mrs. A. C. Poole, to 
whom the general scheme of the dec­
orating was entrusted, can be congrat­
ulated on having made a complete suc­
cess of a difficult task. Those respon­
sible for the very varied decorations 
of the stalls also deserve passing praise, 
asTrot~oTily^did iio~two~ look aliker hut 
all were very prettily got up.
notifying the operator to disconnect 
and bringing about a great saving of 
time. An operator can handle a much 
larger, number of calls under this sys­
tem with considerably less wear and 
tear on the nerves than under the pre­
sent ringing method.
The alteration will involve many ra­
dical changes to the outside plant, in­
cluding the rebuilding of several miles 
of cable* in order to ensure better ser­
vice when the new system is ready 
for cut-over. The present building will 
house the new switch board, although 
certain interior alterations wilt have 
to be made to provide room for extra, 
equipment needgid. It is hoped to have 
the work completed by early spring, 
and the improvement will extend to 
the rural as well as the urban service.
The Okanagan ’Telephone Company 
has always had great faith in the Ke­
lowna district, and has had this exten­
sion work in view for some time past, 
but general conditions throughout the 
valley have made it very hard to get 
new capital interested. 'The initial ex­
penditure at this time will run up to 
$35,000 or $40,000, to which must be 
added in the near future several thou­
sand dollars for toll and rural line ex­
tensions. ;
In this connection, it might not be 
amiss to point out that, although the 
Company has invested half a million 
dollars in the Okanagan, it has not 
been very successful in inducing resi­
dents to buy. stock or debentures, the 
general public being more disposed to 
speculate in oil or mining stock, pro­
mising much more but paying much 
less in dividends. This is one reason 
why the Company has not been able 
to proceed with those improvements 
at an early date, and it is very credit­
able to its enterprise and faith in the 
district that it has decided to go ahead 
with the contemplated extensions, even 
if financial support by the investing 
public of the Okanagan is almost en­
tirely lacking.
that is now being constructed throug 
the Fraser Canyon, which was visited 
by all the delegates as well as many 
representatives of United States mo|or 
associations. Portions of the new high­
way, he states, arCi completed as far as 
Boston Bar. In no portion will the 
grade be more than 5'/̂  per cent and 
the road will he 18 feet wide in the 
dear, while on the sitiic facing the river 
a stone wall is being built, two feet 
high and twqi, feet .wide, which will 
make it almost impossible for cars to 
plunge into the canyon. The work is 
being carried on under difficulties, as 
the proximity of the C.N.R. track ne­
cessitates great precautions when blast­
ing is being carried on and a continual 
watch being kept so that the C.N.R. 
line is in no way damaged. This, na­
turally, is causing, the building of the 
highway to be more expensive than it 
would otherwise, be.
After inspecting the highway, Mr. 
Elliott, with Mr. C. E. Blackwell and 
Mr. A. Godfrey, of Vernon, and Mr* 
D. B. Johnstone, of Kamloops, inter­
viewed the Hon. W . H. Sutherland, 
Minister of Public Works, in connec­
tion with the proposed round route 
from Vancouver via the Fraser Can­
yon, Kamloops, the Okanagan district, 
Osoyoos a)id Seattle back to the Ter­
minal City, and found the Minister 
very sympathetic towards the objec­
tive of the Okanogan-Caribop Trail As­
sociation, though he stated that he 
could not figure’out how it would be 
possible, with the sums at his disposal, 
to meet the demand'made for connec-' 
tions with the hew highway, in the 
form of surfaced roads', at the present 
time. »,
Hon. J. H. King, Minister of Public 
Works for the, Dominion, Capt. lau. 
Mackenzie, M.L.A., Vancouver, and 
Col. C. E. Edgett, D.S.O., Liberal can­
didate for Yale, were the guests of hon-
■ 'iito * * *
C O N S E R V A T IV E  C A M P A IG N
IS  I N  F U L L  S W IN G
Mr. Grote Stirling Addresses. Meetings 
A t Many Points
our at a pleasant and inf rmal lunch­
eon given by local Liberals at the 
Lakeview Hotel, on Tuesday. About 
forty .were in attendance, including a 
dozen ladies, and an cxccilout meal, 
served in the accustomed, good style of 
the hostelry, was enjoyed.
Mayor Sutherland, who presided, 
with Hon. J. H. King on llis right and 
Col. Edgett on his left, welcomed the 
visitors and recalled with pleasure the 
visit paid to Yale last year by the Min­
ister of Public W o ’rks, whclt he and
the yieaker had campaigned together, 
anc| Dr. King had endeared himself to
ail whom he had met. He was glad 
to have him and Capt. Ian Mackenzie 
with them on the present occasion, and 
he would not delay, by any further re­
marks of his own, the pleasure which 
the gathering would enjoy by listening 
to their guests.
Hon. J. H. King
Dr. King, who, like all the speakers, 
was loudly applauded upon rising to 
speak, deprecated the kind remarks 
of the chairman in regard to him and 
expressed his keen enjoyment of the 
entertainment tendered, which had been 
quite unexpected. He considered the 
labours of last year’s campaign were 
not lost, as this year they were going 
to elect a member in support of the 
Liberal government. He said this with 
every confidence, as the government 
had gained largely in the esteem and 
trust of the people. There was no 
doubt. whatever about the result on 
October 29th) and he believed the gov­
ernment would have a clear majority 
over all. ,
Premier Mackenzie King had had a 
very difficult task during the past four 
years in governing the country wjth- 
out an absolute majority, yet no Prime 
Minister had enjoyed such large maj­
orities as he when it came to divisions
G E R M A N Y  A G R E E S
T O  S E C U R IT Y  P A C T
LOCARNO, Oct. 15.— Germany to­
day officially announced her adhesion 
to the Rhine pact of a mutual guaran­
tee, framed at the Security Conference 
here with the object of outlawing war.
The pact will be signed by Germany, 
France and Belgium as principal par­
ties and by Great Britain and Italy 
as guarantors.
After the announcement of Ger­
many’s adhesion, the Conference, at its 
eighth plenary session, adopted the 
text of a draft security pact.
A solution of the problem of the 
Polish-German arbitration treaty has 
practically been reached by enlarging 
the scope of the treaty to nmke it 
virtually the same as the treaties be­
tween Germany and France and Ger­
main' and Belgium. This means that 
all possible disputes, even those aris­
ing out of frontier questions, would be 
submitted to arbitration.
Mr. Grote Stirling, Conservative can­
didate, for Yale, has carried on a very 
active campaign this week. On Monday 
he spoke at Coldstream, on Tuesday at 
Mara and Grindrod and yesterday at 
Enderby and Ashton Creek. At these 
gatherings he l̂ ad the assistance of 
Col. Nelson Spencer, of Vancouver, a 
former member of the Saskatchewan 
Legislature. This afternoon he ad­
dresses a meeting at Armstrong and 
will speak at Vernon tonight, when he 
will be supported on the platform by 
Gen. Clark, M.P. for Burrard, and Mr. 
George H‘. Cowan, K.C., ex-M.p. for 
Vancouver. Tomorrow Mr. Grote Stir­
ling will address a meeting at Oyama 
in the afternoon, when Mr. Cowan will 
also speak, and on the same afternoon 
Hon. W . J. Bowser, -K.C., and Mr. J. 
B. Hawkes, a former member of the 
Saskatchewan Legislature, will address 
a Conservative gathering at Peachland.
Tomorrow evening, the' first great 
Conservative rally will be held in the 
Empress Theatre, when Mr. W . J. 
Bowser, Mr. G. ‘H. Cowan and Mr. 
Grote Stirling will all give addresses.
On Saturday the Conservative can­
didate and Mr. Bowser will be tender­
ed a luncheon at the Lakeview Hotel 
and on Saturday afternoon they will be 
present at a reception ’given in their 
honour at the Incola Hotel, Penticton, 
by the Conservative ladies of that town 
and district. Later on, the same af­
ternoon, Mr. Stirling will address a 
gathering at Oliver and on Saturday 
evening there is *0 be a big Conserva- 
t.ve rally at Fenucton at which both 
Mr. Bowser and Mr. Stirling will speak.
in Parliament upon questions ■ connec­
ted with his policies. Mr. Meighen had 
forecasted that the Premier would be 
defeated within ten days from the time 
his administration met the House, but 
his prophecy had not been fulfilled.
He, the speaker, had returned to Yale 
because last year nearly six thousand 
people had voted in the constituency 
for the King government, and, it would 
take only a few hundred more to 
change the result in favour of that 
government. Mayor Sutherland had 
made a good fight both in 1921 and 
last year, but the people were not then 
so well informed as to'the government 
as they were now. The Premier was 
going to the people this time not ex­
plaining or complaining, while the 
Right Hon. Arthur Mei;^en had gone 
round Canada for the past four jyears
pleading blue ruii^ and complaining,
lid ‘ '
sbetween them.
and the people of Canada woiiil judge
A IR P L A N E  R E L E A S E D
F R O M  B IG  A IR S H IP
TW O  FREIGHTERS GROUND
IN  DENSE COAST FOG
KINDNESS COSTS
W ORKER HIS LIFE
•I* P ITTSBURG W IN S  •!•
•I*, W O R LD ’S SERIES •!•
4. -------- - 4.
*  •PITTSBURG, Oct. 15.— By de- •S>
CRESTON, Oct. IS.— Substituting 
at work for a friend who wished to 
attend a pre-nnptial dance at Creston 
on Tuesday night proved fatal to 
Frank Clicrho, of Sirdar. He was 
drowned in Kootenay Lake at the 
Crow’s Nest I’as terminal of the C. 
P.R.. at Kootenay Landin. on Wednes­
day morning, when he fell into the 
lake.
VANCOUVER. Oct. 15.— Aided by 
a protecting wall of fog, a prowler 
broke the pl.itc glass window of a 
Chinese store here at about 5.00 o’clock 
this morning, appropriated five sweat­
er coats and (led into the misty shad­
ows.
♦  feating the Washington Senators'•!• 
•S' today by 9 to 7 in the seventh and +  
•S* final game of the series, the Pitts- •!• 
•̂  burg Pirates won the world’s •#• 
4̂ hasehall championship. 4*
■fr 4̂
.>4i4t4>4i4i4>4,4i4.,^4i4.4>4.4,4.^4.
PLU C K Y  VANCO UVER  M AN  
BEATS OFF THREE H O LDUPS
VANCOUVER , Oct. 15.— F. J. 
King reported to the police that three 
men fried to hold him up in the .fog 
last night. One of them asked for a 
match and while he was reaching for 
it the other two set upon him. He put 
up a figlu and drove them off, sus- 
ta'ning minor bruises in the encounter.
VANCOUVER, Oct. 15.—The ship­
ping of the North Pacific coast re­
ceived two more severe rebuffs from 
fog last night, one when the Holland 
American freighter Emdyk, bound 
fronrthis portrto-Europc.-went-aground 
on Bentick Island, and the other when 
the lyo Maru, a large Japanese freight
FULHAM , England, Oct. 15.—An 
experiment in releasing an airplane 
from an airship while in flight was 
carried out successfully this morning, 
when the dirigible R33 took to the air 
with a monoplane suspended from a 
trapeze beneath its hull. Piloted by 
Lieut. R. L. Haig, chief test pilot, 
the monoplane was released at an 
altitude of three thousand feet and 
made a succesful flight.
After cruising about for half an hour, 
Lieut. Haig attached his plane again 
to the big dirigible. He was later re­
leased and resumed his solo flight 
while the dirigible continued her cruise 
and returned later to her mooring
mast.
cr of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha line. | K IN D LY  ACT OF
struck oil the coast of Vancouver Is­
land just before entering nlic Straits 
of Juan de Fuca.
According to the latest word receiv­
ed, the Emdvk was still ashore in the 
dense fog. with hpr No. 1 hold flood­
ed and water in her forcpcak, but the 
lyo Maru had cxtricatccl herself and 
had moved on to William Head. The 
Emdyk carric.s about two thousand 
tons of local cargo for delivery in the 
United Kingdom and continental Eu­
ropean ports. The lyo Maru has con­
siderable cargo from the Orient for 
this port.
W AN TS  RETIRED RICH
BARRED FROM PAR LIA M E N T
W INN IPEG , Oct„ 15.— C. S. Ste­
phenson, Progressive candidate for 
Marquette federal constituency, in an 
address at Minnedosa, advocated a law 
barring retired capitalists from, elec­
tion to parliament..
P R IN C E  O F  W A L E S
LONDON, Oct. 15.—The Prince of 
Wales has found time amid the prep­
arations for his home-coming to in­
terest himself on behalf of H.M.S, Re­
pulse’s radio operator, Bramley, son 
of Fred Bramley, Labour leader and 
former member of parliament, who 
died suddenly on Oct. 9th. Young 
Bramley is anxious to arrive in Lon­
don in time for his father’s funeral, 
which takes place at 2.00 o’clock on 
Friday afternoon. As the Repulse is 
not due at Portsmouth until noon on 
I'riday, this will be impossible unless 
Bramley can be specially rushed ashore 
somewhere before reaching Ports­
mouth so that he can make connection 
for London. The Prince sent a radio 
message to Premier Baldwin and the 
Admiralty, a.sking them to do their 
utmost to facilitate this, and they have 
promised their co-operation.
Dr. King thought he knew the tem­
per of the people of B. C. Some had 
criticized him for being in Yale at all 
and had said that he should he in his 
own constituency, but he thought he 
had a larger duty to the people of the 
province and that therefore it was his 
duty to go as far as possible into ev­
ery part of B, C. during the campaign.
The speaker sharply attacked the 
Conservative leader upon his charges 
of government extravagance, especially 
in connection with railway matters, and 
pointed out that Mr. Meighen had been 
res îonsible for taking over the rail­
ways, while now he wanted to strangle 
his own child. It would simply entail 
further loss to curtail necessary expen­
ditures, and the only way in which the 
railway problem could be solved would 
be by building up, settling and devel­
oping the country, thus providing ad­
ditional tonnage for both the C.N.R. 
and C.P.R.
Dr. King pointed out that the gov­
ernment had done much for the West, 
but the West had not done much for 
the government so far, with only six 
supporters west of the Great Lakes, 
and he urged that the time now offer­
ed to show appreciation of what the 
government had done by electing Lib­
eral candidates. Referring in particular 
to the candidate for Yale, Dr. King 
said he had known Col, Edgett for se­
veral yeans, and he paid a warm tribute 
to that gentleman’s merits and pledged 
him all the support in his power. He 
had made a splendid fight lonc-handed 
in 1920 and now, with a government 
that- had-decreased the -national debt, - 
that had changed an adverse balance 
of trade against Canada into a trade 
surplus in favour of the country of 
$260,000,000 last year, that had raised 
the Canadian dollar from a discount of 
eighteen cents to par value, surely  ̂his 
prospects of success were of the brigh­
test and victory was in sight on Octo­
ber 29th.
Dr. King had absolutely nothing a- 
g.iinst Mr. Stirling, He was a fine 
gentleman, hut the government needed 
support, and the speaker concluded by 
urging all present to get out and work 
hard for the next two weeks, so as to 
ensure the election of Col. Edgett.
Capt. Ian Mackenzie
Capt. Ian Mackenzie, in a very brief 
hut eloquent speech, gave evidence of 
the oratorical ability for wliicli he is 
noted in the Provincial Legislature. 
While the occasion was a very delight­
ful one, he said, it gave him special 
pleasure to aid in any way the cam­
paign of his good friend and comr.ndc. 
Col. Edgett, of whose unselfish work
(Continued on Page 4)
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W
E
A TC H  R E PA IR IN G  expertly and quickly done. A ll 
work guaranteed. Cliargca arc fair and reasonable. Estimates 
furnished free. ' ■
1LOCK R EPAIR ING . W e  are recognized as the best 
/ place in the city for carefid attention to old grandfather clocks, 
antique and other clocks.
FE W E L L E R Y  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  and R EPA IR ING .All classes of work done. We can make up on the premises intricate and artistic ring and brooch settings, etc. Charges arc 
very low and estimates cheerfully furnished.
NGR AVING . done in our store. Inscription work, fancy 
monograms, crests cut reverse for seal or regular. Finest 
workmanship.
R E M E M B E R !
Y O U  C AN  T R A D E  IN  Y O U R  O L D  W A T C H  
A s  A  PA R T  P A Y M E N T  O N  A  N E W
W A TC H .
SEE O UR  SN APPY , N E W  1926 M ODELS.
PETTIGREW
Jeweller and Diamond Merchant
2-inch Continuous Post Bed ......................................$10.00
Felt Mattress ............. .............. ............. ...............-  $9.00
Coil Spring ............................................. ................  $8.00
Folding Couches and Mattresses ........... ................ $15.00
Bed, Spring and Mattress; all three
pieces for .......... ....................... ...........  i ̂
Buffet, Extension Table and Set of 6 Diners; / I f l
8 pieces in solid oak fo r ......  ..............  v  A
Time of Sale— OCT. 1st to OCT. 15th.
KELOWNA FURNITURE C0MPANY
PEND O ZI STREET Phone 33
Backed by 
SER VICE  and 
Q U A L IT Y
Your orders will be appreciated and given 'careful and
prompt attention.
W m . H A V G  SO N
Dealers in Masons’ Supplies and Coal
Phone 66 Kelowna, B.C. P.O. Box 166
W H O O P - -EE- -EE ! D O N ’T  M ISS T H E
KAMLOOPS STAMPEDE
OCTOBER 22nd, 25rd and 24th
T H E  S H O W
that put Calgary, Edmonton and New Westminster on the map. 
35,000 British Columbians turned out to see it on the opening day 
at New Westminster, B. C.
D A IL Y  PROGRAMME
Bronk Riding, bareback and 
with-saddle.
Calf Roping.
Wild Cow and Wild Steer 
Riding.
Roman Races.
Relay Races.
Trick Riding.
Fancy Roping.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS
Exhibition of high jumping by 
the Welsh Bros., famous string, 
including Calgary Lass, ridden 
by 8-year-old Tiny Welsh; Mad­
emoiselle, 23-year-old jumping 
mare, ridden by Alfie Welsh, age 
11; Whitegate, Queen Mary, Cal­
gary Lad and others. Strawberry 
Red and his mule, who were fea­
tured at Wembley Stampede, 
London, England.
COM E A N D  SEE ROSE W A L L  A N D  A L F IE  W E L S H
in the
F A N C Y  TR ICK  R ID IN G  A N D  R O PIN G  ACT.
Pete Knight, Champion Broncho Rider of the World; Peter Van- 
dermere. Prince of Wales’ Cowboy, Champion of Calgary, 1923; 
Gesse Coates, of Idaho, United States Champion; Norman Edge, 
of Cochrane, Allierta, Champion Bareback Rider of the World; Slim 
Watrin, of High River, and 20 other leading cowboys of United 
State.s and Canada try to ride Tumble Weed, Champion Bucking 
Horse of the World. 192.S. Midnight Champion, 1924, Bassano, 
Black Diamond and Cyclone and 50 of the meanest bucking horses
in the world.
TH IS  W IL L  BE T H E  GREATEST STA M PE D E  E V E R  
PU T  O N  IN  T H E  IN TE R IO R  OF  
BR ITISH  C O LUM BIA .
Under tl'ic management of
STR A W B E R R Y  RED W A L L  A N D  PE TER  W E L S H
K AM LO O PS, B. C. OCTOBER 22, 23, 24
8-2p
NOTICE
In the Matter of the Companies Act 
And in the Matter of F. A. Dobbin 
Lumber Company, Limited.
TAKE NOTICE  that the above 
named Company intends to apply for 
a change of its name from that of F. 
A. Dobbin Lumber Company Limited 
to that of Thirlings Lumber Company 
Limited.
Dated this 21st day of September 
1925.
G. H. REED, Secretary.
6-4c
I'lic development of the herring fish­
ery on the B.C. Coast is increasing by 
leaps and hounds. Less than fifteen 
years ago Japanese began in a small 
way to catch and cure herring for ex­
port to the Orient. Now there arc sev­
en saltcrics on Vancouver Island and 
nine on the Mainland Coast and be­
tween forty thousand and forty-five 
thous.and tons of dry-salted herring 
arc sluppcd annually to the Orient. A  
large trade is also being developed with 
the United States and Russia. A new 
cldhicnt i.s being introduced into this 
business. Hebrideans, who arc expert 
fishermen.
BOYSCOUTI 
C O m N
1st Kelowna Troop | 
Troop Firat I Self Last I 
Edited by “Pioneer.”
FASH ION  FANCIES
“ 13th October, 1925.
Orders for week ending 22nd Octob-1 
cr, 1925.
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week,
I Lynx; next for duty, Eagles.
Rallies: The Troop will rally at the I'
I Scout Hall on Monday, the 19th in­
stant, at 7.15 p.m„ and the regular I basketball practices will be held on the | 
Friday previous, commencing at 4 p.m. 
Scouts belonging to a different division 
will keep off the floor until their time 
for practice arrives, unless requested to 
take part in the practice by the Scoiitcr |
I or Leader in charge.
A  brief history of our rally last night I 
I is as follows:. Scouters (Officers) ab­
sent none, late 1; Patrol Leaders, ab­
sent none, late none: Seconds, absent 
two, late none; Scouts, absent three, 
late seven. This .‘ is out of a possible I 
total attendance of fifty-one. The 
Beavers failed to produce their illus­
tration of the 2nd Scout Law and the 
Owls have drawn to illustrate the 3rd 
Scout Law next Monday. The Wolves 
attained the highest percentage, 77, for 
I attendance, neatness and conduct. The 
Otters came second with 71 per cent. 
[A ll, the Otters’ points -were lost 
' through neatness, that is uniforms were 
not worn, and the same applies, with
By Marie Belmont
f u 1 Royal blue is a colour which has ap-
the exception that one of their number favour lately at the
was late, to the Wolves. P-L. F. Wil- g,„art European resorts.
Hams of the Owls led the Troop in the 'pjjg costume ab.ove is good for early 
mile at Scout pace pr^ticc and came .yvear, and smart in its combina
in one ^minute- sjow. Practice for 1st I tJon of white and royal blue.
Class Signalling is now under way with Beneath the cape is a simple dress of 
Instructor, James Laidlaw in charge. eponge striped in royal blue.
The Owls and the Otters both lost There is a; short panel in front bound 
three points for giggling during the blue. The jaunty royal
“Freeze”. In the first Patrol basket- Ujjyg cape of light weight woollen ma- 
ball match of the season, the Uwls Serial is seamed to fit the shoulders, 
scored 5 to the Wolves 4. Next week' 
the Lynx play the Eagles.
Provincial Commissioner Ross Suth- of the members to qualify for the Firc- 
erland was here for a few hours on man’s badge. Knowledge required to 
Thursday last and left for the South pass many of the tests for this badge 
by the afternoon ferry. He will be may be found very useful in emergen- 
back here again on Friday and will at- cies. Remember Be Prepared is our 
tend a rally of the Rutland'Troop that motto, and each Scout should prepa-e 
evening for the purpose of presenting I himself to meet the emergency ot fire, 
the Life Saving Medals won by three should it occur in his ̂ wn home, lliis 
of ,their Scouts at their Camp last also gives an opportunity for comnntn- 
year. At the moment of writing we do }ty service, jwhich fact should ' be; of 
not know how much time Cornmis-1 interest to the Rover Patrol, 
sioner Sutherland will have in Kel­
owna, but if there is time we hope to Perhaps the most discouraging fact9r 
have him present at the formal cere- met with by Scout Leaders, locally, in 
mony of the Gyros.handing over to the the work is irregularity of attendance 
Scout Executive the improvements at by the Scouts, or some of them at least, 
the Scout Hall. Parents can do no greater service for
We wish to express our thanks to the I the_ S.M. in his work than by using 
McKenzie Company Limited for their their influence to ensure ^regular at- 
kindness in donating us $5.00 towards tendance of their boyŝ  at Scout meet- 
r»iir ratnn pxnenses mgs. Scouts themselves should re-our Camp expenses. ^  tnimber the 2nd Scout Law— “A  Scout
An additional requirement has been .g Loyar—and do their bit by not 
added, to the anything keep them from The
Bad^. Recruits now have to be ab gave sickness or circumstances
to whip the ends of a rope. beyond their control. It i.e difficult at
A  Scout’s duty is to be useful and timeg for Scouts to attend but it is just 
help others. This applies to the even- difficult, if not more so, for their 
ing of the 31st of this month (Hallow- 5 3 1 . and A.S.M’s. The fact that the 
e’en) as well as any other time. Therel ig^jgrs freely sacrifice their own time 
is a pernicious habit nowadays of KO-j and convenience for the sake of the 
ing around destroying property and Scouts and the Scout movement is lost 
putting people to a great deal of ui- gjgbt of by both Scouts and their par- 
convenience and trouble on this even- ĝ itĝ  vvould often seem. The “1st 
ing, the practice of which should be Kgio.\vnas” have an excellent motto; 
anathema to all Scouts. We would Lf,at might be taken seriously to heart 
suggest that Scouts take the opporlun- Ky gome members of the 1st Rutlands. 
ity this year of making that an evening You will see it at the top of their col- 
for an extra special good turn, just hy Ujinn jj, t ĵg paper: “Troop First! Self 
way of contrast. A circular with tins | L^st!” 
suggestion will shortly be sent out to 
all the Troops and Packs in the Dis­
trict.
A. W. GRAY,
Scoutmaster.
W O L F  CUBS
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
“Do A  Gpod Turn Daily”
1st Kelowna Pack
Parade on Wednesday evening next, 
at 7.00 o’clock sharp.
Football match vs. Okanagan Mis 
sion Pack on Saturday afternoon, at 
2.30.
C. E. DAVIS, GM.
October 12th, 1925 
Orders for the week of Oct. 18th to 
24th. The Troop will parade in the 
School basement on Friday at 7.30 p.m. 
in full uniform.
Duty Patrol— Kangaroos.
2nd Kelowna Pack
It has not been' found possible to 
find a substitute for Mr. Alex Smith, 
late Cubmaster, so no rallies of this 
Pack have as yet been held. Instruc­
tor James Laidlaw, however, has con­
sented to carry on as acting Cubmaster 
for a while, and the first rally of this
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
T,. . r .T ___ ____f Pack is therefore to be held at the
The ar^ngements for the meet!̂ ^̂  Hall on Wedne.sday afternoon
Friday, Oct. 16th, have been a terc I  ̂ week at four o’clock. We are 
and instead of holding a meeting in t ie particularly anxious to continue hav 
School basement the meeting will be  ̂ Pack which meets in the after 
held 111 the Community Hall and will I reason that a good many
be open to the public. T le Provi ciaH favour of their boys
^^^^1 1̂ ’ of Cub age being out in the evenings,
7 particularly when tlicy live a long way will, in addition to^presentn g medals ^all.
and badges to the Scouts, address the 
parents and others interested in the 
Scout movement. We hope to have a 
good attendance of both Scouts, Rov­
ers and their parents. Owing to the
IvJ^ n o r  ho' T I . ,  G „ k Ios ' - c ag.ni„
a n,odd Scorn .ncding will ho hoM, to n S ^ o c  ,i '  T™o'°pa-
o r a V ’' '
Leader, Madeline Poole; Second, O- 
Thc—Foxes-and—Kangaroos-^scorcd.| liv_e__IJro\vn; Guides, Dorothy Limas, 
100 per cent for attendance at last Margaret BlacTcwboclrMxiricFDajii-Bet 
week’s meeting. The Seals, however, ty Snowsell. 
were iioj well represented. The even- Daffodil Patrol
ing was'givcn over to rehearsal for the lacadcr, Margaret Bnrtch; Second, 
aiiproaching visit of the Provincial Ivy Ashworth; Guides, Betty Cricliton, 
Coniniissioncr. A.S.M. R. Wedge, Florence McCarthy, Fraiicc.s Harvey,
I^ovcr-Mate E. Stafford and Rover Kathy Black, Doris Leatlilcy.
Scout G. Mngforel were in attendance, Nightingale Patrol
in addition to the S.M. | Leader. Louise Moc; Second, Ruth.
Recruit K. Bond passed the knot- 
tying test for tenderfoot Iiadgc, com­
pleting the tests for this badge. To- 
getlicr with Recruit G. Harrison, he 
will be invested at the demonstration 
meeting in the Community Hall this 
week. Another addition to the strength 
of the Troop is Recruit Walter Sex- 
smith, a former Cub, who joined at 
this meeting. He has been attached to
the Kangaroo patrol.
.« * *
A number of Scouts were active in 
assisting to remove the contents from 
the Methodist church yesterday dur­
ing the unfortunate fire tliat burned 
that building to the ground. The oc­
casion, it is hoped, will inspire some
Stuart; Guides, Phyllis Cook, Pctii 
Harvey, Grace Watt, Eunice Haymaii, 
Lois Lovell.
Swallov/ Patrol
Leader, Wilma Trcadgold; Second, 
Joan Foster; Guides, Frances Lewers, 
Jean Gordon, Clicita Reid, Pat Willis.
R U T U N D
Mr. A. McMurray left on Saturday 
for the Coast, to altciul the convention
of School Trustees at Victoria.# ♦ •
The Methodist cliurcli, which was 
one of the old land marks of Rutland, is 
no more. After doing good service for 
soiiiethiiig like 25 ycar.s, it vvent up in 
smoke on Sunday. Tlic  ̂children had 
assembled for Sunday School ih the 
morning, and as usual, when all had 
gone home, the five in the heater was 
shut off liy the Stipcrintcndciit, Mr. 
E. Miigfortf. There was lio thought of 
danger as everything was left safe. But 
at one o’clock, as the pastor, Rev. H. S. 
Hastings, and his family were at din­
ner, smoke was noticed coming 
through the roof, and soon, aided by a 
strolig wind from the north-west, the 
roof was a mass of Haines. By this 
time the alarm had been given and wi' 
ling liaiuls removed everything from 
the building except the built-in boo < 
case; The oi^an was the Just thing to 
be got out. Shortly after, the roof fc 
in and it was not long before there was 
nothing but a mass of ruins to show 
wlicre the church had once been. From 
the first.it was seen to be impossible to 
save the sacrcd*tdificc, and it was fort 
uiiato that the wind was lilowing from 
the north, as had it been from the op 
positc direction the parsonage wouk 
have been endangered.
, There were sonic watching the blaze 
who had worshipped in the churc 
many years, and to such it was sonic 
what of a tragedy to see their spiritqa 
home burnt to the ground.
How the fire started is A mystery 
The only'’’ explanation that could be 
given was that a spark from the fire 
earlier on had lodged among the shing 
les which had smouldered and blazec 
up when caught by the wind. The 
church was insured for $500,
The church has an interesting his 
tory. ’ P'rom an old resident in Kel 
owna we learn that it was one of the 
oldest buildings in * the district, hay 
ing been first used as a schoolliouse in 
Benvoulin many years ago. It was 
later acquired by the Methodists for a 
church, renovated and moved on to Mr 
Leslie Dilworth’s property under the 
shadow of Mount View which was the 
name the church was known by fot 
years. Some 16 years ago the edifice 
was moved to Rutland and later on an 
addition was built on to it and it was 
also p.aintcd. During its long existence 
the following pastors among others 
have served the congregation:—-Revs 
E. D. Braden, W. Vance, G. Tanner 
T. Griffiths, E. C, Currie, F. Stanton 
and H. S. Hastings.
It had been arranged for the two 
local congregations to exchange pas 
tors on Sunday and when the congre 
gatipn assembled in the Presbyterian 
church in the evening, the Rev. J. 
Dow referred sympathetically to tlie 
heavy loss his hearers had sustained in 
the loss of their church.
We understand that the Management 
Board of St. Andrew’s United Church 
met on Monday evening and passed a 
resolution of sympathy with the Mount 
View, Congregation in the loss of their 
church. The use of the church was 
also offered for services until other ar­
rangements can be made. The offer
has been accepted.m * *
Owing to the recent destruction by 
fire of the old Methodist church,, it 
has been decided by the clergy and of­
ficers of the St. Andrew’s and the 
Mount View Church congregations 
that an immediate amalgamation’of the 
two Sunday Schools is in the best in­
terests of all concerned. The prelimin­
ary service will therefore be held in the 
remaining building at 2.30 p.m. on Sun­
day next, when it is hoped that all Sun 
day School workers and pupils will 
make an effort to attend and to assist 
at the reorganization which will be ne­
cessary.
ESKIMO M USICAL
TASTE IS SOUND
A Gyro Club is being organized at 
Trail.
Capt. 1'. R. Pattison, a retired of­
ficer of tlic Indian Army, who has Iiad 
extensive experience as a friiit grower 
and fruit dealer in the .Argentine and 
South Africa, lias purchased the experi­
mental stat on at Oliver from the B.C. 
Department of Lands for the sum of 
516,000.
He Is Rather Bored By Jazz And 
Prefers Liszt
The Eskimo loves music. He will 
sit on. the ice for hours, in a tempera­
ture that would put an ordinary ther­
mometer out of business, and listen to 
the phonograph.
The Eskimo native music is made 
on grea hoops, as big around as dish- 
pans, over which a skin is tightly 
stretched. They arc something like 
drums and a good deal like tambour­
ines; you can take your choice which 
to call them. Eight musicians and 
drum-tambourines of different sizes 
make an Eskimo orchestra. Each man 
pounds away with a little white rod 
the length of a walking-stick. All the 
notes of the octave arc thus produced. 
As the players sing as they play, and 
as they keep perfect time, the music 
las good points of its own. but it has 
strict liiii.ts, so, when the Eskimo 
lears real orchestral music it delights 
him extremely. When McMillan, the 
Arctic explorer, last sailed for the Arc­
tic, a plionograpli company sent him 
a fine portalile machine and a number 
of records. In his Winter quarters, fro­
zen fast to the ice, within nine degrees 
of the North Pole, the phonograph 
was used continually, and concerts of 
‘canned nuisic” were given to tlic Es­
kimo.
Then an amazing thing was found
puJL_J'lie Jfskimo is not civilized, but
e call apprcci:ite“ thc most—civilized 
music. He likes it far lietter than tlie 
)arl)aric srains of jazz. Jazz may ap- 
))('al to the .African or Indian, but the 
•'.skimo is rather bored by it; be pre­
fers Liszt. When the ‘‘Hungarian 
Giapsody” was played, the Iilubbcr- 
.iv.ng native would crouch down on 
the ice and listen, and stay on as long 
as the notes would Hoat on tlic freezing 
air. “.My Heart at Tliy Sweet Voice’’ 
was received with as much cntliusiasni 
as in the Paris Opera House. The 
voices of the stars of the Metropolitan 
company and tlie piano solos of Josef 
Hofmann were all prime favourites. 
Jazz was nowhere.
Tile Eskimo musical taste is 
sound, it appears.
■Aiwa:
SALADi^
JBm ■BKlI «Wh» 9
TKe cHoice teas ̂ sed
l;r in  S a lada  ̂ ^ield ricH ly o f tneis*
deliciotis  ̂ oodiiess* «$ay Salada*
rie
R O B IN  H O O D  W  
P U R IT Y  F L O U R
H A Y
dER EALS, FEED  A N D  
P O U L T R Y  S U P P L IE S  
S T R A W  G A S O L IN E  A N D  OILS
Good Clean Fall Wheat
S U IT A B L E  FOR SEED
K a O W N I GIIOWERS’ EXCIUNGE
Phone 29 Free City Delivery
Store Open pn Saturday Nights
A N N O U N C E M E N T  i  
CAMPBELL COAL &  CARTAGE CO.
Formerly C A M P B E L L  CO AL CO., now operating from 
the office of E. W . Wilkinson & Co., corner Bernard Aven­
ue and Water Street, opposite the Bank of Montreal, will 
attend to your Hauling and Fuel requirements.
Specializing in N E W C A S T L E  and F E R N IE  COALS. 
A  fuel for your every need.
All orders promptly attended to.
PH O NE  , 500 
Night Phones: J. W . Murray, 501 
C. E. Campbell, 102,
‘Our satisfied customers have built our business”
8-tfc
Apples To England
F O R  C H R IS T M A  S
Nothing will give more pleasure to your friends than 
a box or more of the finest British Columbia apples.
For $5.00 we will undertake to deliver a box of 
McIntosh, Jonathan or Delicious to any address in Great 
Britain or Ireland.
To  be delivered by Christmas all orders should be 
received by our Locals or our Vernon Office not later tljan 
November 1st.
ASSO C IATE D  GROW ERS O F  B. C. LTD . 
VERNON, B. C.
6-6c
NO TIC E  TO  CREDITORS
In the Matter of the Estate of 
Arthur Gordon McCosh, deceased.
NO TICE  IS H EREBY GIVEN  
that all persons having claims against 
the late Arthur Gordon McCosh, who 
died at the City of Vancouver, B.C., 
on the 3rd day of Septernber, 1925, arc 
requested to send by registered post 
prepaid or deliver to the uncRrsigncd 
Solicitor for the Executrix, Ethelwyii 
sabel McCosh, full particulars in writ­
ing of their claims and statements of 
their accounts and tlie nature thereof, 
ind the securities, if any, held by them, 
lily verified by Statutory Declaration.
A N b  TAK E NOTICE that after the 
] st day of Novcmlicr, 1925, the Exccu- 
^ix will proceed to distribute the as 
sets~dr~tlie^dcccascd-among-tlie_^per- 
sons entitled thereto,,having regard 011- 
y to the claims of which said Execu­
trix shall then have had notice.
Dated this 29th day of September, 
925.
AR TH UR  O. COCHRANE, 
Vernon News Block, Seventh Street, 
■Vernon', B.C.,
Solicitor for the Executrix,
7-4c
Alleged attempts of owners of re­
claimed land at Sunias to unload a 
portion of the cost of the reclamation 
upon the public treasury arc to be 
forestalled by legislation at the next 
session of the provincial Legislative 
.\sscmbly.
CORPORATION OF THE  
DISTRICT OF GLENM ORE
Taxpayers desiring to work out tlicir 
taxes in roadwork should give their 
names to Mr. W. J. Rankin, Glcninorc, 
as soon as possible and not later than 
October 31st.
9-lc
R. W, CORNER,
Clerk.
FALL
SAILINGS
To Europe
Autumn is the ideal time to 
^Holiday” in Europe. In London 
and Paris the “season” is opening 
—the crowds of tourists are gone—  
there's greater freedom every­
where.
These magnificent ships offer you 
the greatest possible comfort. 
and service — excellent meals —' 
abundant entertainment and sport 
to ensure a most enjoyable trip. 
Montreal—Quebec—Liverpool 
“ Regina, Sept. 26 Oct. 24 Nov. 21 
Canada; Oct. 3 Oct. 31 Nov. 27 
Doric, Oct.~10Nov. 7
Mcgantic, Oct. 17 Nov. 14
For complete details—call,
'phone, or write: n
ROGERS BLDG. Vancou- 55
v£r. or Local Agents, ,
lorgaat steamers 
front Montreal
W H ITE  ;STAR  
DOMINION LINE
McTavish & Whlllis
ST E A M SH IP  AGENTS
Phone 217 K ELO W NA, B.C.
One way of getting what you want
SUBSCRIBE TO  T H E  COURIER is by wanting nothing.
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HOW do YO U  feel about the development of your own great West? Whatever yow  political aflUiations, you 
are bound to aAnit that 1921 marked a turning point in 
western progress* Today the world has its eyes on British 
Columbia^tfais is the route to the markets of the globe, 
whether on the Atlantic or Pacific.
Economy!
Prosiiefily!
For the first time 
since 1913, the Liberal 
Government announces 
a surplus in the coun- 
tr3T̂s budget— a surplus 
o f $4,816,000. This in 
spite of a reduced taxa­
tion, in spite o f the fact 
that the country under 
Meighen’s leadership  
spent $464,000,00.0 in 
1921, while in 1925 
$350,000,000 was^^spent 
by Mackenzie King. 
For every four dollars 
spent by the Conserva­
tives, the Liberals spent 
three!
You have heard of the 
diversion of the agricultural 
products of the prairies over the 
western route, o f the great in­
crease in the annual crop, of 
elevators raising their huge bins 
in ^ e  great port of Vancouver^ 
of ships from every nation in the 
^orld draining their yellow gold*
There has been an indus­
trial development that few can 
credit* No one can say that this 
development is not actually due 
to the Liberal government policy 
of equalization of freight rates3
progress or reaction? Premier 
King has declared himself. He 
says, throughout Canada, that 
trade is moving to the Pacific? 
He believes in the policy of 
equalization— ĥe is for the west 
—not because he is prejudiced, 
but because he realizes that the 
very future of the Dominion 
hedges on National Unity and 
equality for every section of 
Canada?
M>te for
From no lesser person than 
C. W . Beatty, president of the 
C.P.R., we hear that business 
activity is greater in Vancouver 
than^ an^ other city in the 
Dominion?
Do you want the west still 
to prosper? Are you in favor of
King has a policy for popu­
lating the open spaces; it is the 
standardization and equalization 
of freight rates—-a taiilf that has 
due regard to the present stage 
of the country’s development, 
that .is light on the implements 
of production, raw materials for 
our basic industries, the neces­
saries of life and commodities 
from the nations in the British 
Commonwealth?
Col. C. E. Edgett
l i b e : r a l
C A N D I D A T E
'Y''/
iHaaott ^  IR-isclj p ia n o s
•FROM FACTORY TO HOME*
» !
Pianos — Supreme
You can own a Mason & Risch Piano, for ov­
er 50 years Canada's favorite, on the same 
easy terms that inferior instruments are offer­
ed. Write ,for illustrated catalogue or call for 
demonstration. Buy the Mason & Risch way, 
direct “From Factory To Home,” on Easy 
Terms.
MASON & RISCH LIMITED
(Factory Branch)
Bernard Avenue, Opposite Poatofficc, K E LO W N A
L IB E R A LS  O PEN  CAM PAIGN  .v̂ rowers to market their fruit the year
IN  K E L O W N A  round. He had been much struck by 
the remark recently made by one of the 
! British journalists who had visited Ca- 
i nada that, as far as Great Britain was 
I concerned, “a couple of years of de­
cent trade would put things right.’
(Continued from page 1.)
theoretical arguments? The high tar
iff idea was the red herring which Con ___  ____  _____  _ ___
servativc politicians always dragged | This man had not advocated high tar- 
across the trail to obscure other issues.! iff walls tor the Old Country in order 
_It_had always caught a few votes, but{ to revive her, he, a man who had trav- 
would not cafch~Tnany-<hiring—the-ptc^lolleiLall_oycr the globe, had simply hop- 
sent campaign. The fact was that thejed for “trade?' ThTr“Voters“all through- 
Conservativos did not keep their tariff | out Canada would have their choice on 
promises when actually in office, and I  October 29th whether they wanted cx-
in this connection ho would quote Rt. [port trade, or a promised high tariff. 
Hon. Mr. Meighen’s own words, “You Thus a great responsibility would J>e
-know where-I atu; I do not believe in 
a high tariff," as reported in the Ver­
non News. Ill' practice the Liberals 
m.aintaincd a higher tariff than did the 
Conservatives. He had lived in the O- 
kanagan district five years and had all 
his property at st.ike there. Was it 
likely that he would vote for a greatly 
reduced tariff? The Conservatives h.ad 
also spread around the idea that the 
anti-dumping act had ' “no teeth,’’ 
whereas this means of protecting Can­
adian producers. first crystallized into 
legislation by Hon. Mr. Fielding, had 
been described by Mr. Mcighen. in par­
liament as “protection personified." 
The truth was that the electorate were 
fed up with the tariff and similar bogies 
and that voters nowad.ays thought in 
terms of marketing. Kelowna was 
very happily situated regarding the 
marketing of local products, the pre­
sent administration at Ottawa having 
bonused c6 ld storage facilities here 
;which would make it possible for the?
placed on each voter.
After going over the same ground 
as Mayor Sutherland in regard to the 
l>nilding of the C.N.R. branch to Ke­
lowna, ((uoting freely from extracts 
from various local papers to prove that 
the Conservative campaign at the last 
hy-clcction in Yale had been so con­
ducted as to spread about the belief 
that the Government never really in- 
leiuled the branch to be completed, he 
asked if anyone in the audience could 
explain the statements made by Sena- 
t('r Taylor when in V'’ancouver to the 
effect that the Liberal administration 
“had no intention to build the line.” 
This caused the first interruption, some 
one in the .audience calling out “he 
could easil}' do it,” but hot attempting 
to explain how.
Stating that he would leave his hear­
er?; :o iiidge for themselves if the gov­
ernment had or had not kept its pledge 
lo tile electors of the constituency in 
regard to the completion of the Kam-
loops-Kclowna branch line. Col, Ed­
gett spoke shortly of his work iiv con­
nection with the G.W.V.A., stating 
that a certain politician, who, he stated, 
should have known better, had made 
the remark at Peachland that he. Col. 
Edgett, “was mixing the G.VV.V.A. up 
in politics.” As a matter of fact, he 
said, the meeting which he was ad­
dressing was the first at which he had 
ever mentioned the G.W.V.A. or his 
conncctiou_^vith,_tlLat organization. He 
believed that any such statements, ho 
matter where or whence they emanated, 
could not break the confidence the peo­
ple of Y ale Jiad in hiiu.^(Applaiiso.)—  
Col. Edgett next touched on the Or­
iental question, stating that the men­
ace confronting the people of B. C. j 
was a serious one and the danger from i 
the increase of the Oriental population I 
of the province i^as a thing which could j 
not be brushed aside by mere talk. i 
There was now one Oriental to every 
thirteen of the white population. At! 
the present time the seriousness of 'the | 
wiiolc situation was not realized, but it, 
should be remembered that the present j 
white generation was merely holding: 
land in trust for the next one. He, per- ! 
soiiall.v, took the stand that no land 
should lie leased or sold to Orientals 
and he would light on all possible oc­
casions to bar Chinese or Japanese 
from holding land. (Aiqdaiise.) The 
present government bail taken steps 
to look after B. C.’s interests in con­
nection with this <|iiestion. The pre­
sent Oriental population in the whole 
Dominion was ajqiroxim.ifely 60,()()(), 
of whom 55.000 lived in this province.
This was not a fair deal; the rest of 
Canada should take its proper share of 
i this burden.
The second interruption to Col. Ed- 
gett’s speech then came in the form 
I of the question “How many do you 
j  employ yourself on your own farm?” 
1 ami the Liberal candidate at once re- 
! plied that he employed none and did 
i his own farming, a remark which was 
; loudly applauded.
After speaking on the subject of old 
age pensions and stating that these 
should be granted to e!x-scrvicc men 
and others who had worn themselves 
out in-thc service of their country b f  
in various walks of life. Col. Edgett 
stated that he could follow a leader, 
hut at the same time was quite pre­
pared to act independently when mat­
ters affecting the interests of the con­
stituency were brought up in Parlia­
ment. He did >iot think that Rt. Hon. 
Arthur Mcighen was a leader one 
could follow, nor did he consider that 
a follovcr of that statesman could pro­
perly rcpicscnt Yale. He did, how­
ever, believe* that he himself could 
riglitlj" represent the wishes of the peo­
ple of Yale, also, that when their mem- 
iier. he would l)c able.to voice those 
wishes in the councils of the Liberal 
party, where he would naturally be 
found after October 29tli. (Loud ap­
plause.)
The chairman before introducing the 
iio.xt speaker. Hon. Dr. J. H. King, 
stated that after hcarinfj Col. Edgett's 
address none in the audience coidd cn- 
r'Ttain any (Ipubt that the Liberal can­
didate would win the coming election.
As for the Minister of Public Works, 
who would address the meeting, he 
was a man all present delighted to hon­
our. Many things pointed to the wis­
dom of the present Liberal administra­
tion and it was a pleasure to have one 
of its members present, especially one 
who had worked so hard in the inter­
ests of B. C.
The Minister Of Public Works
Hon. Dr. King commenced a very 
straightforward and interesting ad­
dress by stating that when coming up 
the street to attend the meeting he had
^pme across__.something „which _had
made him “mad,” He doubted if he 
had ever been so mad in years. How­
ever, he had listened to Mayor Suth­
erland and Col. Edgett with great plea­
sure and the feeling of being really mad 
had passed after seeing the good re­
ception given them. He would later on 
intorm the meeting as to what had 
made him so angry.
To get down to business, the last 
time he had been in Kelowna, at the 
late by-election when the Premier and 
he had spoken in the same building, 
both he and Rt. Hon. Mackenzie King 
had made certain promises and state­
ments. such as that the C.N.R. line to 
Kelowna would be completed and that 
cold storage facilities would be given 
the growers, and he would therefore 
ask if these pledges had been redeem­
ed or not?
He would iTmind his hearers that in 
1921, when the Mcighen Gov’crnmcnt 
left office, there had been an enormous 
deficit which the Liberal Government 
had to make provision for. Mr, Mcigh-
cn had also, when Premier, taken over 
enormous railway systems and had paid 
many millions of dollars in .trying to 
run them, so that ever since then Can­
ada had had to pay large sums yearly 
to cover the expenses uicurrcd in op­
erating them. Mr. Mcighen had spent 
$260,000,000 in two years to keep up 
those railway systems, yet he charged 
the Liberal Government with extrava­
gance because they had expended 
$240,000,000 for the same purpose in 
five years. Mr. Mcighen also worried 
a lot about the present income tax, 
without which the country could not be 
run at present.
Continuing, the Minister of Public 
Works said he would now inform the 
audience as to what had caused him to 
lose his temper before the meeting had 
commenced. It was the distribution 
through the mails of pamphlets got out 
by the Prosperity Lcagud of Canada, 
an organization having its headquarters 
in Montreal. These pamphlets, several 
together in a small cover, were being 
sent by post at a cost of two cents. 
In all probability most of the voters 
in the constituency would receive one 
on the next morning. In his opinion 
the Post Office Department of Canada 
was being cheated, as at least six cents 
postage should have been placed on 
each cover. He could scarcely believe 
that the people of Canada could be in­
fluenced by such statements as were 
to be found in the pamphlets. How­
ever, he would wire Premier Mackenzie 
King and " the Postmaster General the 
next morning and find out whether a 
stop could not be made to the send­
ing out of such pamphlets unless the 
correct postage' were paid. In all prob­
ability these political sheets would not 
be circulated outside of Western Can­
ada. The names on the list of officers 
of the Prosperity League showed that 
all connected with that organization 
were allied with the high tariff party. 
The pamphlets were intended to influ­
ence the vote at the coming election 
by using a new name.
Speaking of the political conditions 
when the present Liberal Government 
took over the'reins of office. Dr. King 
reminded the audience that before go­
ing to the country Mr. Meighen had 
had a large majority and that, when 
the election of 1921 was over, his fol­
lowers were the smallest group in the 
House of Commons, while six out of 
the nine provinces of the Dominion did 
not return a single follower of the pre­
sent leader of the opposition. What, 
he asked, had Mr. Meighen or the 
party he led done since that date which 
could reinstate them in the respect of 
the electorate?
Since being a member of the present 
federal administration. Dr. King re­
marked, he had done his best to look 
after the interests of the residents of 
the constituency of Yale. He would 
remind those who were listening to him 
that before joining the King Cabinet 
he had been Minister of Public Works 
in the Oliver Government. He had not 
accepted his present post until he had 
secured the consent of his colleagues 
at Victoria, who wished to have B.C. 
represented in the Liberal Government 
by some one thoroughly conversant 
with the needs of the province. The 
result of the last by-election in Yale 
had been disappointing, many voters 
having been led astray from the right 
path by false propaganda. Much of that 
propaganda had been circulated with 
the express purpose of misleading the 
electorate. This had been explained by 
those who *had spoken before him. 
However, lie would ask those present 
if the Premier had not stated that steps 
would be taken to equalize the freight 
rates in Canada and ask them if this 
had not been done? (Applause). 
Many people in the Dominion did not 
fully understand the freight rates situ­
ation yet, and consequently did not ap­
preciate the fact that for business pur­
poses there were now two maritime 
provinces, one in the east and the oth­
er in the west. Mr. Meighen stated that 
he did not understand the policy of 
the present government in regard to 
freight rates, yet it could be easily ex­
plained. It was to secure, through the | 
Railway Commission, justice for every ‘
portion of the Dominion.___  _______
the Minister of Public
your goods.” The present Liberal 
Government had gone still further and 
had made similar agreements with oth­
er portions of the Empire. A treaty 
with Australia had opened up a first- 
class market for Canadian pulp, while 
a similar treaty with the British West 
Indies would also be the means of 
creating new commerce between the 
Dominion and those British posses­
sions. The present government had 
also reduced taxation and had lowered 
the tariff on the implements used in the 
basic industries of Canada. It had 
balanced the budget, but had not yet 
been able to do UAvay with the income 
tax. ■ Mr. Mcighen had asked why that 
tax had not been abol.shod or lowered 
as had been the psc in the United 
States. He, Dr. King, would say why. 
The people Of the United States were 
enjoying great prosperity. They had 
had a profitable time both durir.g the 
war and since the war and the interest 
on Slims they had lent Great Britain 
and Canada alone in order to enable 
them to carry on during war time had 
becii sufficient to allow them to reduce 
the income tax in their own country. 
However, the Government of Canada, 
though it could not lower or do away 
with the income tax, had met all its 
obligations and had been following a 
course which was in the interests not 
only of the Dominion itself but of all' 
component portions of the Empire.
In. his own constituency of East 
Kootenay, the speaker went on to say.
more zind was being produced than 
Canada could possibly consume. The
same might also be said of East Koot­
enay’s lead production. This sort of 
thing could be found in other parts of 
Canada, where various commodities 
were produced for which an export 
market h{id to be found. It was there­
fore evident that the nine million peo­
ple of Canada, who produced more 
coimmodities than any other nine mil­
lion people existing, must sell what 
they produced in the markets of the 
world. Canada had now the fifth larg­
est export trade in the world, and the 
objective of .the present Liberal admin­
istration was to so cheapen the cost of 
the implements of product.On that Can­
ada could increase her export trade and 
compete with all nations for the world’s 
business.
Concluding an eloquent address, the 
hon. gentleman asked the voters of 
Yale to be fair to the Ottawa adminis­
tration and return one of its supporters 
at the coming election. “Dp you,” he 
asked, “want the conditions in Western 
Canada to be the same as in 1921 be­
fore the Liberals obtained office?” He 
warned his audience that the pamphlets 
he had before referred to were sent out 
by a body of nien whose sole object 
was to create the idea that a high tariff 
would alone be of benefit to the coun­
try. The prophets of blue ruin should 
also be cast aside. Canada was at pre­
sent going through a very difficult per­
iod in her history and those who were 
interested in her welfare should get 
behind a government which had done 
so much for the benefit of the people 
at large. (Prolciinged applause.)
(Continued on Page 6)
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Works enjoined all present to forget 
whether their forefathers had always 
vated Conservative or Liberal and to 
wake up to a realization of the present 
political situation. Canada at the pre­
sent time was the lodestone of the Em- 
pTc. This position had been gained 
through the Liberal policy of granting 
rates of duty to goods coming from 
the British Isles, a policy introduced 
by Sir Wilfred Lauricr. 'Why had Sir 
Wilfred adopted such a policy? It was 
because he wished to develop the vast 
amount of vacant land in the Domin­
ion. He wished to create a market for 
Canadian wheat and other Canadian 
produce. Canada could not possibly 
consume all its wheat crop, the same 
thing could he said of other Canadian 
products. Therefore it became highly 
necessary to develop and open up mar­
kets elsewhere than in the Dominion 
itself. He had said to the people of 
the Motherland, "we will' give you a 
preference and exchange our wheat for
W ith  the 
Cream left in!
^ o rC o o i^ n g
FREE RECIPE BOOK—  
Write The Borden Co., Limited, ‘Van­
couver.
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Professional & T rades
OR. J. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pcndo*i St. & Lawrence Ave.
BURNE & WEDDELL
Barrister, Solicitors and 
Notaries Public
E. C. Weddell .Jpl'nT  
(Established 1903) 
K ELO W N A , B.C.
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC  
(Successors to R. B. Kerr) 
Roweliffo Block. Kelowna, B.C.
H E R B E R T  V .  C R A I G
b a Rr is t e r -a t -l a w  
SOLICITOR. NOTARY PUBLIC  
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kani- 
loops),
K E LO W N A  - B. C.
MRS. A . J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.CM.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter St. and 
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
W. M O NC R IErr MAWER
Organist and Choirmaster, 
United Church 
Teacher of Organ. Piano (all grades) 
Voice Production and Theory 
Studio, 102 Lake Ave. Phone 113
8-tfc
DALLARD & McEWAN
Dressmaking —  Millinery
Importers of
Dresses, Hats. Novelties. 
Phone 251 P. O. Box 706
ISSUER o r
MARRIAGE IIC EN G ES
JAS. D. P E T T IG R E W  
Manufacturing Jeweller
• 30-tfc
TH E KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET M ETAL WORKS
W. O. SCOTT, Proprietor 
’Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
M ARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . G RO VES
M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reports ou Irritralion Works 
Applications for Water I.icenses
K ELO W NA , B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
Br C.' LAN D  SURVEYORS AND  
C IV IL  ENGINEERS  
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
K E LO W N A
JOSEPH ROSSI 
CO NTRACTO R  
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Barm
’Phone 298
ALBERT WHITFIN
B U IL D IN G  CONTRACTOR- 
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano Work 
Phone 506-L4 P.O. Box 85
R U TLAN D  PO UND  DISTRICT
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Section 
20 of the Pound District Act, tlut I 
will sell by Public Auction the follow­
ing impounded anim.'il: one bay geld­
ing colt, no visible brand, at 2 p.m., on 
Saturd.ay, October 24th, 1925, on the 
S.I2. H of Section 23, Township 26.
9-1 c
A. W. DALGLEISH ..
Poundkeeper.
SEE O U R  N E W  
T H R E E -IN -O N E
fRANSMISSION 
LINING FOR 
FORD CARS
BEST O N  T H E  M ARKET
Full Lino of 
PR E ST -O -L ITE  and 
C O LU M B IA  BA TTER IES
REPAIRS ON  A L L  MAKES OF  
CARS
THOMSON MOTORS, LTD.
Phone 22 (Day and Night)
‘ 6. A PendCorner of Lawrence Ave 02i
■
EVERY DAY YOU USE UP ENEBGY
Part of your body is ex­
pended in heat and energy
Every day you mus|̂ t supply food 
to replace this loss. 
BREAD is the one food which the 
human system is able to convert en­
tirely into nutrition.
At least one meal each day shpuld 
consist of Bread and butter and 
milk. So all health authorities agree. 
Why not start this health-rule today?
Sutherland's Bakery
Phone 121
MANTLE CLOCKS
At Exceptional Prices
Solid Oak, 8-day, strike ......  $10.00
Mahogany finish, 8-day, strike $10.00 
Mahogany Tambour, 8-day,
strike ...... .....  $16.00 to $30.00
Kitchen Wall Clocks....$7.50—$12.00 
8-day Office Clocks in oak and 
mahogany ....... $12.00—$24.00
These beautiful clocks have just ar­
rived by way of the Panama Canal, 
and are being offered at very attrac­
tive prices.
KEEP TH EM  IN  M IND  FOR  
CHRISTMAS
Issuer of Marriage Licences.
J. W . B E LL , — Phone 296-R4 
For
DRY WOOD
P IN E
F IR
BIRCH
A LD E R
ORDER N O W  and be sure of 
Good Wood.
LAND REGISTRY ACT
(Section 160)
IN  THE MATTER OF Lot 7, Block 
4, M.np 896. Osoyoos Division of 
Yale District (Municipality of 
Glcnmorc).
PROOF having been filed in my of­
fice of the loss of Certificate of 
Title No. 30546 F. to the above men 
tioued-Jands—in-thc ~ namc-of—Marion 
Elizabeth Bacon and hearing date the 
23rd March, 1922. I H EREBY GIVE  
NOTICE of my intention at the ex 
piration of one calendar month from 
the first pulilication hereof to issue to 
the said Marion Elizabeth Bacon a 
provisional Certificate of Title in lieu 
of such lost certificate. Any person 
having any information with reference 
to such lost Certificate of Title is re- 
(lucstcd to communicate with the un­
dersigned.
DATED at the Î ancl Registry Of­
fice, Kamloops, B. C., this 12th daj' of 
October, 1925.
E. S. STOKES,
Registrar.
Date of first publication. Seal of the 
15th October, 1925. Land Registry 
9-5c Office.
rilE KELOWNA COURIER
a n d
ONonagan Orchardlst.
Owned and Edited by
G. C. ROSE.
Circulation. 1.200 
SUBSCRIinTON RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Etnpirc 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries, 
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER docs not ncccssardy 
endorse the sentiments of any con 
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgifily written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor, will not bo ac 
cepted for publication over a “nom 
dc plume"; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
Contributed matter received after
Tuesday night will not be published 
until the following wcclt
ADVERTISING  RATES
Contract advertisers will please note
that their contract calls tor delivery 
of all changes of advertisement to 
The Courier Office by Monday night 
This rule is in/the mutual interests
of patrons and publisher, to avoid 
congestion on Wednesday and Thurs
day and consequent night work, and 
to facilitate publication of The Cour­
ier on time. Changes of contract ad­
vertisements will be accepted on 
'Tuesday as an accommodation to an 
advertiser confronted with an emer­
gency, but on no account on Wed­
nesday for the following da/s issue.
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted 
etc., under heading “Want Ads.’ 
First insertion, 15 cents per_ line, 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. ' 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Advertise 
ments— Rates quoted bn application
Legal and Municipal Advertising—  
First insertion, IS cents pe/ line
each subsequent insertion, ^0 cents 
oer line.
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POOR SERVICE
The Canadian Pacific Railv^ay is 
making a bad tactical error m furnish­
ing such a miserably inefficient pass­
enger and mail service during the 
height of the fruit movements' The 
general public is always ready to con 
done a certain amount of inadequacy 
when the fruit rush is on, but there 
seems little excuse for the present 
state of affairs  ̂which is ascribed to the 
shortage of motive power, due to one 
of the tugs being laid up on account 
of her hull being condemned, so that 
the “Okanagan" has to perform tow­
ing duties instead of handling less-than- 
carload lots of freight, as in bygone 
years. This has entailed “passing the 
juck" to the “Sicamous,” which has 
to do an amount of freight work that 
renders it impossible to kieep up to the 
passenger and mail service schedule.
ast Thursday, the steamer lay at 
Okanagan Landing for some four 
lours, loading freight, while passengers 
chafed impotently at the delay, and 
she did not arrive'at Kelowna until 
9.00 p.m., over five hours late.
While the inconvenience to passen­
gers is great, the delay to the mails is 
possibly the worst feature, working a 
lardship on the postal staffs at all 
ake points and causing delay and loss 
in business transactions. Surely some­
thing could have been done to make 
provision for the circumstances, which 
did not arise suddenly. The life of a 
wooden vessel in inland waters aver­
ages much about the same, and it must 
lave been known that the contingency
There has been an avernge hay crop 
in this province this year. The potato 
crop has been below average. Hops 
were an average crop, small fruits dis­
appointing and the apple crop 62 per 
cent of normal.
of a rotten hull would confront the 
C.P.R. ere many years. Some special 
arrangement could surely have been 
made to provide for transit of passen­
gers and mails by launch or speed boat, 
of which there arc a number available, 
so as to avoid the conditions that have 
lecn caused.
We repeat that a tactical error is-be- 
ing made, because, while our local pub­
ic bodies are apparently too supine 
to lodge a spirited protest, resentment 
on account of the poor service is gen- 
ral and there is a pronounced drift in 
avour of the C.N.R. Merchants are 
arraiiging-to routc-thcir-purcliascs over- 
the new line and other business will be 
given it that might have been retained 
by the C.P.R., had it shown more con­
sideration for the interests of the trav­
elling public.
VISITORS ARE 'ENTER -
TA IN E D  TO LU N C H E O N
and aid in sending a . solid fourteen 
Liberal members from British Colum- 
bia to ,jsu|»port the Mackenzie King ad­
ministration.
Col. C.,E. Edgctt
Col. Edgctt was the lust si'icakcr, and 
he also was brief. He excused himself
from any lengthy remarks, as they 
11 heawould all r him that night. He ex­
pressed his deep indebtedness to Mayor 
Sutherland for the splendid support 
that gentleman was given him4n his 
campaign, which he was carrying on 
with all the activity in his power. So 
far he had addressed sixteen meetings 
to his opponents Six, and he had met 
with a very satisfactory reception. No 
excuses or apologies were needed for 
the Mackenzie King administration. He 
was a Liberal by conviction, a Liberal
on principle, not because of the poli­
tical opinion of his ancestors, and he
was proud to be lined up in his cam­
paign with Hon. Dr. King, Mayor Su­
therland and Capt. Mackenzie. He felt 
the spirit of the Liberals in the con­
test was such that they could not help 
but win, and he looked forj victory. as
a certainty on October 29th.t*t
With the singing of the National
Anthem, the proceedings then came to 
an end and the visitors left on a visit of
inspection to the prc-cooling plant, es­
tablished through government aid.
T H E  HOM E T O W N  PAPER
W e arc not in the habit of publishing 
poetry of any kind, and the efforts of 
local bards are not acceptable as con­
tributions, but we feel it would be an 
ungracious act to deny space to the 
subjoined poem, which has been sent 
us as “an appreciation frqm a King­
ston, Out., subscriber.” It may not be 
particularly applicable to. The Courier, 
but we thank our Eastern- sub.scriber 
and correspondent for the kindly 
thought (hat prompted him to send us 
the little pitce. There arc far more 
kicks than bouquetf in̂  thc newspaper 
business, and the heart' cL the most
hardened editor, toughened tc leather!
ness by years of experience oi '̂liuman 
pettiness and meannesses, such aŝ  only 
journalistic work can give, cannot hcii> 
a faint glow of warmth at a measure 
of appreciation, no matter how small, 
so long as it is free from hidden sting 
or cynical sneer.
When the evenin’ meal is over an’ the 
dishes put away,
An’ you 'settle down to store your 
mind with happenin’s of the day. 
Comes a peaceful feelin’ o’er you, 
brushin’ from your face a frown, 
As you scan the weekly paper from 
your ol’ home town.
It tells you all about who’s sich an’ 
those who come an’ go, 
Likewise the cornin’ vendue at the 
farm of Jabez Stowe.
The burnin’ of the cider mill belongin’ 
to “Hub” Brown,
Get’s a write-up in the paper from 
your ol’ home town.
There ain’t an entertainment t)r a 
meetin’ where they pray.
But what I know about it though 
I ’m living far away. -
If the chicken-pox is ragin’ or the 
mumps is goin’ roun’
I persue it in the paper from my ol’ 
home town.
I rea<> the mornin’ papers and the ev­
enin’ papers, too,
An’ I sometimes pick a novel up an’ 
sort of skip it through;
But when I want some pabulum, which 
nowhere else is foun’
I unwrap the little paper from mj"̂  
ol’ home town.
They say our good an’ bad deeds are 
Recorded up on high,
So that God can classify us when it 
comes to die.
If that be true, I know a man who’s 
going to wear a crown—
He’s the gent who runs the paper
in my ol’ home town 
—John Kelly, in the Chicago Tribune,
FASH IO N  FANCIES
Fall & Winter Underwear
A T  M O N E Y  S A V I N G  P R IC E S
Women’s Bloomers, SOc
A full range of sizes and colors: peach, grey, pink
ami white; early fall weight; 50c
SPECIAL, per pair
<EE
(Continued from page 1)
in the cause of his fellow returned men 
and their dependents he spoke with 
enthusiasm. He paid a flattering com­
pliment also to the Minister of Public 
AVorks, when he declared that Dr. 
King had done more for B. C. than 
any minister since Confederation.
Prospects for Liberalism in British 
Columbia were never brighter, Capt. 
Mackenzie declared. He predicted a 
thousand majority for Dr. King in East 
Kootenay .and. reviewing the various 
constituencies in turn, he claimed good 
chances for victory in all of them. In 
a spirited peroration, he urged that it 
was up to Yale to join the procession
By Marie Belmont
Twill of a soft brown colour is used 
for this modish frock which bespeaks 
ycu.th in every line.
Braid in tones of golden pheasant 
and deep browns is used to trim the 
neck and cuffs. The dress suggests the 
two-picce mode in its use of a wide belt 
buttoned by tan bone buttons.
Like this skirt, all skirts add full­
ness. They cither employ this mode 
for front fullness, or they reverse it, 
and place the fullness at the back.
Women’s Bloomers, 85c
A good winter weight fleecy finish; colors, cream,
sand, rose and grey;, ....... ...... 85c
Women’s Vests, ’ 75c
SPECIAL, pqr pair
A real bargain; correct fall weight; all styles; com­
fy cut; opera strap, short sleeves; aJ! 75 c
sizes, 36 to 44; SPECIAL
W OM EN’S COMBINATIONS
A  wide range of Combinations
C K ^ ju s ta b k
tomato o n s
in all
S i K i m a i i ^
weave
practical styles in plait 
or Swiss ribbed, full oi
o d j u s t o b l e  s l e e p e r s
knee length.
Women’s riSlk-knit Princess Slips, 
double skirt, good assortment 
of new 'winter shades. Special 
price,  ̂ C A
a.garment...  ......
Women’s silk-knit envelope che­
mise, assorted col- (P A  f7K
ors; Special  ...... I
Women’s silk-knit Drawers and
Bloomers; new : $ 1 .7 5
shades;
<tc
t'SVf <
CHILDREN’S UNDERWEAR
Girls’ Bloomers and Vests; com­
plete range of styles; ages 2 
to 17 years. Just the right
weij^ht. P irtn
Prices from ....    tfVFK./
Boys’ fleece lined Underwear, 
shirts or drawers; ,
Boys’ Penman’s make Contbiiia- 
tions in the popular weights, 
with short knee or long leg; 
sizes 22 to 34; (PA
.....$1.75 to tP A . 4 t lprices
WOMEN’S SILK HOSE SPECIAL
W e have a number of lines that are not 
complete in sizes, but all sizes in the 
lot. Values run to $2.50 a pair.
S A T U R D A Y  SPECIAL, 
per pair ..................... $1.45
MEN, SAVE ON YOUR WINTER UNDERWEAR!
Men’s Fleece Lined Combinations, $2.50 
This is the heavy fleece lined Penman make. We strongly re­
commend it to anyone requiring a strong, serviceable $2.50
SlANflELDlS
t(/n̂ fydmka66ê
Umderwear
'^Stands
Strenuous
Wear^
suit#' >
Penman’s Combinations, $2 .7 5
With a fine fleece that won’t irritate the most tender skin. Ev­
ery garment spring needle ,̂ knit; sizes 34 to 44. 
tr’r i 9 9 t/Y
Penman’s Combinations, $3.95
A  heavy weight garment with a soft lining; a great (IJ*I QfC 
favorite every year; all sizes. Price
Hatchway Combinations, $3.50
The new H A T C H W A Y  has no buttons to bother you; just sim
ply put it on and it stays there. This is going to be a $3.50
big H A T C H W A Y  year. In a .very popular weight,
Extra heavy weight ......'.v........ .................... ............. $5.50
Heavy Wool Shirts or Drawers, $1.75 each
All Wool Red Label
Men! This is just what you have been looking for in a heavy
wool ribbed garment; all sizes; shirts dr drawers; $ 1 .7 5
each ..
“W H E R E  CASH BE ATS  CREDIT”
fOOD rOR YOUR TREES
W E  A R E  B R ING ING  IN TO  T H E  V A L L E Y  CARLO TS
OF
A g r ic u ltu ra l L im e  
S u p e rp h o sp h a te  o f L im e  
O . K - O rg a n ic  Fertilizer
JAMES SEXTON, M.P.
British Labour leader, who respond­
ed to the demand of youthful “Reds” 
at the Liverpool conference, that the 
British Empire be smashed, with the 
biting sarcasm that those young men 
had contributed a total of thirty shil­
lings to the Labour* movement.
Crank With Left Hand
On account of the almost universal 
use of the starter most of us have for­
gotten how to crank an engine by 
jiand. Use the left hand and keep the 
'thumb on the same side of the handle 
as the fingers. In case of. a back-fire 
the handle will spin backwards. The 
left hand is weak and the handle flies 
out of it without doing any harm. Us­
ing the right hand, with its stronger 
grip, the driver’s head is likely to be 
thrown against the radiator, and the 
hand is more apt to be hit by the re­
volving crank.
W e believe that a number of the orchards in this dis­
trict require fertilizers in the worst way, and we would 
bring to tluTirtteTTfioTrof tlie gfow'efs“ tlicrC).^K.“ORGANI(>“ 
. F E R T IL IZ E R , which consists of Blood, Bone and Muriate 
of Potash. This is practically the same as Clark’s cele­
brated Orchard Dressing, which has been so successful 
in the Wenatthee Valley.
The consensus of opinion among experts is that 
there is nothing to equal Organic Fertilizer together with 
a percentage of Muriate of Potash. W e would strongly 
recommend the growers to advise us of their requirements 
and to take dcliv'try from the cars in order to get the best 
prices obtainable.
PRICES A N D  TERM S ON A P P L IC A T IO N
M. G. WILSON & CO.
LIM ITED
K E LO W N A — PH O N E  118
9-3c
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO T O  T H E  CO UR IER
te*'-*-
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W A N T  A D S.
Flrat insertion: 15 cent# per line,
each additional inacrtion, 10 centi 
per line. Minimum charge per]
, week, 30 cento.
In cBtimating the coot of
tioement. subject Dr. Mnthison, dentist. Willits'Block,
jt e a ? fo » “r V o u r o f  -------------
S rrfJ rw o V d , 'I Tr»nator. F. H . Lane, pr.onc 477 or
Announcements
•’iftecu cents per line, each inser­
tion; inininium cliavgc. 30 cents. 
Count live words to line. Each, 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word.
■ ♦  • *
59. 48'tfc
FOR SALE— MiBcolloncous
YO UNG  PIGS for sale. Wm. Gay, 
; Rutland. Phone 397-L2. . 9-lp
FOR SALE— Furnished bungalow, 
fire place. Easy terms. Phone 85"Ij3
9-lp
Keep your eye on Chapin’s window 
for Saturday candy specials, 15-tfc 
* ♦ • .
Plan to meet 
0 your friends at
CHAPIN 'S  29-tfc
« « <*
_____ _______________ , TRY W ILK IN SO N 'S  STUDIO  on
FOR SALE—Lady’s fancy pull-over Pcndozi St. for your amateur finishing. 
; sweater, crocheted. Orders taken to Films left by 9 a.m. developed and 
inakc at reasonable price. Phone printed by 4,30 the same day. 38-tfc 
.395-L3. ________ 8;;2p « •
n n n r ) Ay r s h i r e  COW. ace six/l We have received a Consignment of 
dulVo S a .  N^i,cmbcfl5?h* Roods ol such a small price g-ut we can 
Mrs. M, E. Cook, Eli Avenue. Phone I recover your auto tops, Studebaktr, 
492-R3,
Local and Personal
Hecent local incorporations of lim­
ited liability cornnanies with registered 
head ofhee lit Kelowna include the 
Glenmore Ranch Company, Ltd., cai>- 
ital $50,000, divided into five hundred
I N O T H IN G  W R O N G  W IT H
K E L O W N A  W A T E R  SUPPLY
(Continued from Page 1)
Rev. F. Yolland, of Trail, lu staying «barcs, and annual lag Day for the sale of pop-.
•It the Palace agents, capital $25,000, divided >uto .,ies on Saturday, Nov. 7th, and ex-
two hundred and fifty sliarcs, I jm invitation to the Council to
Mr. I. Mowat, of Victoria, is a guest ■ ii„,* r.,.» I attend the Armistice Memorial Scr-
at the Lidreview, m ’ '  ' “ I - ' " T ' l  “ p, 1 .«•  eh ,m  T lW '"™  ou theemblematic of the ladies eiiampion „r Snndiv Nov. 8th.
Mr. A. W. Badlcy returned from Re- ship of the Kelowna Golf Chib, was j).
gina on Saturday. played at the local links on Sa urday ^  granted readily.^
. rir  I • h‘ftcn«oon, Mrs. K. Maclarcn wmmng
Mr. C. S. Brossi, of Vernon, is rcgis- Mrs. H. F. Rees,'3 and 2. The )  filtX'. was
tered at the Lakevicw. Lame was a very interesting one to l^L ivcd  from* Dr. W. IL Hill. Direc-
Aldermaii S. B. Buchanan, of New liluycd before a ‘^rge L Ho.spitul Lab-
Wcstmiiistcr, is st.aying at the Lake-, oratories, and showed-the water to be
view. Guests at the Lakevicw include: Mr. wholesome and lit for huiiiaii consunip-
Mr. anti II. Duun, City CIctk, read a
Lake, were visitors litre over “ •‘- Ltoke; Mr. and Mrs. H, B. AndCrson, report covering the principal matters 
week-end. Kercmcos; Mr. A. J. Finch, Mr. T. at the annual convention of
Mr, 1*'. W. Groves, C,E,, is at Pen- H. Wilson mid Mn D. Craig, of Pen- j u,jjQ^ of y. c. Municipalities, held
i r i i i r “ / .\ S a «c r f3 - ''M ? .^ ': ‘^ S ;  ou Scp.cmhor_22„d, w M .
, . of Vancouver.
Mr. J. T. Banficld, of Vancouver, whq I
was StaymR at the Palace, left ou Mou-1 1 hy Aid. Adams, ou hchall of Ihc Com.
members of the Kelowna Rebekah cil, for the clear and concise manner in
9-2d McLaughlins and all heavy cars, at 
-----  $15.00 each, at the Ladd Garage. 9-lp
M ANGELS for sale. Maurice Jensen,
phone 262-R4, Rutland. 8-2c| ^nd Children’s Hairdressing.
J ■ ' ■' ■ I Old Country experience in bobbing ant
W O O D —For good wood and good shingling.
service phone 275-L6. A. Ramsay Mrs. R. McH. Dunlop
■ _____________ 535 Lawson Avc. Phone 426
JERSEY BLACK GIANT COCK-1
crcls from twelve pound rooster. Pro-, , tt a - i -n
<luce good laying cross breds. MacLurg I The Girls Hospital 7Ld_ _will hold 
Kelowna. ' 8-3p their regular meeting on Friday, Octo-
............................... — --------------—  bee 16th, at the home of Mrs. G. M
GUARANTEED  used cars. Taylor DcMara, at 8 o’clock. 8-2c
Motors, Ltd., Ford Dealers. 6-4c • • i
------------—------ ............. ;------------ - r —  A  JUMBLE SALE on Thursday,
FOR SALE— Fifty-eight acres, Rut- Oct. 22nd, 1.30, in the Community 
land district, part of the North-West Auspices Rutland Anglican Guild,
•quarter of- Section 23, Township 26; 9-lp
price, i$l,000. Apply. No. 576, Courier. • *
7-4p| xhe Hosphal Ladies’ Aid will hold
xrn cMnnT-TMr tinfir-i; twof scwiiig bccs at the Nurses’ HomeNO  SHOOTING or hunting notici... 2 o’clock on Monday, (I)ct. 19th, and 
^  printed on heavy ^ard. On sale at , 21st. All members
The Cofirier (Office, Courier I
Water Street. a-tr i  ̂ work on hand must be finishcc
SPLE N D ID  buildi^ lot for sale, close before the annual meeting on Oct. 26.
to the lake. J. F. Fumerton. 47-tfc .  * «
T O  STOREKEEPERS—We have for KELOWNA-^PENTICTON BOAT  
sale a National Accounting System SERVICE. Daily schedule: Leaves
Your accounts are always up to date Kelowna at 8 a.m., connecting with the
Price very reasonable. P. Burns & Co Kettle Valley Railway train at Sum-
45-tfc merland. P. S. Roe, Lakeview Hotel,
' ■ ' ...... ......TTTT— —;----- I phone 16. 9-tfc
M ANGOLDS for sale, $8.00 per to n r * • •
delivered in town, $6.50 on the ranch Kelowna-Parent Teacher Associa- 
F. J. Day. 2-3p|tion. Reception by the members to the
■ new teachers and parents of pupils of
tVANTED—-Miscellaneous | receiving classes. Public School Audi-
^ torium, Monday, 19th, 8.15 p.m. Cards
musical programme. 9-lcbungalow. Apply, No. 579, Courier « ^  •
■ Warm winter clothing at the Rum-
W A N T E D  t o  b u y — O ld and young '̂̂ 2̂ S l ic k "  ^^9-lcchickens and ducks. Pekin Chon I day, Oct. 22nd. at 2 _o clock. 9-lc
Suey.
i  p
8-2p_________  Parish Hall, Sutherland Aye. Bridge,
W A N T E D —A small shack. Apply, W. I Whist and Five Hundred Drive. Thurs- 
Sharoe Rutland. 9-lc day at 8 p.m. Admission, 50c. Keen card
snarpe, Kuuan^-----—  . . ..........  players cordially invited. Refreshments.
W E  BUY,'sell or exchange household | 9-lc
goods of every description. Call and 
-see us. JONES & TEMPEST. 18-tfc
TO RENT
-The Child Welfare Clinic will be 
held on Tuesday, Oct. 20th, at 2 p.m.
9-lc
F U L L Y  MODERN fully furnished "W.C.T.U. POSTER CONTEST.- 
house, open- fireplaces, hot water I ah  entries must be in the hands of 
"heating, 4 bedrooms, dining room, sit- Mrs. C. F. Brown, Glenn Ave., by Oc- 
-ting room, etc. McTavish & Whilhs.__|tQ^gf - 9-lc
7-tfc
FOR RENT— Fully furnished modern 
8-room house, newly decorated and 
’painted inside. $35.00 per month on 
yearly lease; $40.00 per month for short 
period. Apply, G. A. Fisher, Box 129, 
City. 8-tfc|
H E LP  W A N TE D
W A N T E D — Good girl for general 
housework. Phone 198 or P.O. Box 
243. _________ _________ 9-lc
w a n t e d —Married man, by the year, 
on farm, mostly team work, must 
know how to milk. C. E. Lewis. 9-lp
W A N T E D — Capable woman, cooking 
and general work. Apply, Mrs. H. C. 
S. Collett, Okanagan Mission. 9-lc |
LOST AND  FOUND
Cut this out for future reference. 
W E D D IN G  ANNIVERSARIES
First year ............  Cotton
Second year ................ Paper
Third year . .......... Leather
Fifth year ........Wooden
Seventh year .......   Woollen
Tenth year ........................Tin
Twelfth year .... Silk or Linen
. Fifteenth year ........ Crystal
K N O W LE S  
The 
Jeweler
Twentieth year..............China
Twenty-fifth year ...2.... Silver
Thirtieth year ............  Pearl
Fortieth year .........     Ruby
Fiftieth year ....    Gplden
Sixtieth year .......... Diamond
9-lc
CARD OF THANKS
The members of the Jack McMillan 
- _  & Lprilon s and (^sorso s ,^ n k  I.O.D.E., wish to thank all
Commerce $10^bill. Return to Holmes gg kindly assisted in making
& Gordon, Ltd. Kewarcl. v-ip Mah Jongg Carnival a success, es-
LOST— 1 pair of eye glasses and ease, pecially Mesdames L^ell, BMla^ and 
Finder please leave at Courier OF I ’ MSenaie and'
, ... ........— C. Jones, also Kenneth Shepherd and
LOST— Engraved silver Eversharp | Jack Trcadgold. 9-lc
pencil, between Willits’ store .and 
C.P.R. wharf. Finder please return to 
P.B. Willits & Co. _____________ 9-lp
NOTICE
NO SH OOTING
A L L O W E D  
ON
G U IS A C H A N  RANCH
7-tfc
NO
A L L O W E D  
ON
F IN T R Y  ESTATE
S-13c
NO SH OOTING
ALLOWED
ON CHRISTIEN RANCH
W . PR ICE  9-5c
Re Pasture. Mr. Janies VV. Gamniic. 
Take notice that you have failed to re­
pair fence and gate at house; also that 
parties are interfering with the passage 
of stock. So 1 cancel our previous bar­
gain. Stock will have to enter by mj' 
own gate.
FRED J. GILLARD.
9-lp.
In the federal constituclicics in B. 
C. there will be at this coming election 
a two party fight in seven, a three par­
ty iiattlc in six and a four party con­
test in one. The Conservatives arc con­
testing all fourteen ridings and the 
Liberals eleven.
— $900.00
W IL L  B U Y  
4 ROOM  COTTAG E
on
S U T H E R L A N D  A V E N U E
Electric Light and City Water. 
GOOD LOT.
TO RENT
7 room modern House, corner
of Harvey and Ethel. $40
Per month
FURNISHED HOUSES  
TO RENT.
McTavish &lWhillis
It’s as lucky June bridegroom who 
gets a good looker and a good cooker.
he attended as an dfficial delegate from
. f . I • , f I the City of Kelowna. He was thankedThe seventy-fourth anniversary of | ‘ ___
clay for Penticton
There is to be a bridge and whist I j^odge, No, .36, at the Oddfel lows’ with the subject, 
trty at the Parish Hall. Sutherland | Hall- last evening. The service was ĉ tatistics laid before the Council
followed by a very enjoyable enter- , , • '
. ... ., itainmciit to which friends of the sho\vcd a very satisfactory increase m
I^v. W. P. I'recttian, ot Astoria, jodgj. i,ad been in-1 the consumption of electric current dur-
occupied the pulpit at the Baptist a  good musical programme was h September as compared with the
Church last Sunday. • g ,̂ tiy eiijoycd Mrs. G. Anderson I 1924, the amount paid
Mr. and Mrs. L. Stocks, of l’ «“tic- Ufid Mr- ‘ to the West Kootenay Power Co. by
ton, who were at the Palace, returned the 500 drive. ^ I
home hy car on Tuesday. A great many people: W  the increase was largely due to
r-.rvi r- T7 Pflcrfff -ififl M'lvor D W  .much regret that ncw.s has just rcacnccl 1
qn?WLmP'aSrcssed a wdl-attendcd the city that Mr. Wm. Mudge,,who for greater consumption of power by 1110-
Riitlmid last evening some years past was a resident of tors, there was also an increase of
meeting at Rutland last evening. Uj^htcr Street, where he resided with gooo k.w. hours in current for lighting
Over seven hundred game licences liis daughter and son-in-law, Mr. showing a very healthy
have been issued this season at the Mrs. J. J. Hall, died this morning m purposes, snowing a y
local office of the Provincial Police. J hospital at New Westminster. No ar- growth.
„ . rangements have yet b^pn made re- jn view of the opening of the pheas
caSdatc ’foV'Y®i‘“  a? ' ... a..t shooting soaso,. on October I5th,
week holding meetings in North . Ok- Rev. D. J. and Mrs. Welsh are visit- it was agreed to advertise a warning 
anagan. ing Kelowna and are being welcomed that there must be no shooting within
itr 1 AT T XT iijany old friends. Mr. Wdsh was limits, discharge of fire-arms
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Houlding ,̂ ^Mh^mtor of the Kelowna Baptist Church . , . - . - i ' i i   ̂ u ti .
Revclstokc, who were on a motor tour gQj,,c five years. Since leaving within the City being forbidden by y-
of the Okanagan, returned home on his original profes- Law. '
Tuesday. gion of teaching ancl has held respons- A  report submitted from Mr. W
Tfip <;reond round for the Barnes Ublc positions at Enderby, Summcrland U  -jŝ û igt Agent, showed that
" p l a M .  day add U„d New ,,.o„ bee. collected a.
the third round is being pulled off I a time and is revisiting his the Tourist Camp m camp fees for the
afternoon. . former places of residence. He willjperiod from September 16th to Sept-
Four cars of canned goods were occupy his old pulpit here next Sunday 29th, inclusive
shipped from here via the C.P.R. last j evening. . j A  report upon tests carried out by
week as, against three cars during t ie of the local'branch of the Mr. J. E. Britton upon samples of milk
same wee in . • j Royal Bank of Canada has been local dairies supplying the city
Mr D. Lloyd-Jones returned on .Sat- creased to ten and important improve-J fnllnwim? satisfactorv oercen-u r S  from a trip to Eastern Canada, ments in the bank’s premises have been pve  the follow mg sat.stactory percen
He feoorts a very heavy snowfall all made. The manager’s office has deen tages of butter-fat. 4.7, 4.1, 4.0, 3.8,' .̂Z.
the wav from North Portal to Calgary, considerably enlarged, a second teller s a  formal resolution was passed to
. I cage installed in order to prevent con-J . that the revised plan of the
Mr. F. C. Wasson, Dairy Instructor, ggstiop on busy days, and the louden ■NTatirmal Railwavs Kamlooos-
Provincial Department of Agriculture, ^nd glass partitions moved so as to en- Canadian NationaLRailways J^am oop  ̂
who was staying at the Palace,, left j^^ge the lobby. Mr, H. F. Rees, the JCelowna branch, showing the proposed 
on Friday for South Okanagan points. I ̂ ^j^ager, reports that the number of I jQg t̂ion of station, crossing of Cawston
t/- the recent Or-1  ̂ and street to be closed, beIt IS understood tnat tne recent I branch many by people who have not! , ■ , , t., j r^ij.
der-in-Council Permitting Abe sh^ting I ^  England I signed by the Mayor and the City
of hen pheasants m the l^ojith U n j from other parts of Canada, are a Clerk, and the corporate seal attached
agan and a portion of the Similkameen
IS to be amended- up in the Okanagan. Another resolution made a special
An executive meeting of the Dio- ^  attended meeting of the Al- grant of $45 to the Benevolent and Pro-
cese of Kootenay held l^re Hed Fish and Game Protective Assoc- tective Order of Elks Lodge No. 52,
iS M n g "^ !? e le 1 a £  towards ,he services  ̂of .he Orchard
all points of Koo.tenay and the Okana-1 Anglers’ and Hunters’ Coun- City Band during the celebration of
cil of the Lower Mainland as well as driving the last spike of the C.N.R. atgan.
Mr. 'A. C Kelowna.Col C E. Edgett, Liberal candidate, , Okanagan points. -------------
nas compteled Wa ‘o„ . of^the so«h - now The Coû ncil adjourned nn.il Monday,
S = e
.,0 . ^ . 0  Ohanagan PO...on o to.Ing, and
her d a „ S . e r &  w ' m ' ! 'T h re e 'S
at Okanagan Mission, left on Friday were taken up and cbnsiderable busi-|of the international line last year.
for England. She sails on s.s. Mont- ness of many Ĵ >"ds settled.
clair from Montreal on October 23rd, f . 1 r ' •i'-ciair irom During the week from the 4th to
bound for Liverpoo . Oct., inclusive, the following
Mr. A. P. Halladay, Fishery Inspec- shipments of fruit and vegetables were
tor. New Westminster, and Mr. G. N. made by the Kelowna Growers’ Ex-1
SO UTH  EAST K E L O W N A  
IR R IG AT IO N  DISTRICT
and‘Game protectiv“e Association. I mixed apples in crates, one Car of crat- 1 - - -  excavating about 1,120
, ,r , ed McIntosh, one car of bulk apples, trenrh minimum deoth 4
The Farmers’ Produce Market nin fjve cars of onions; to B.C. point.s }*«•  ̂aLo L r  i ™  diameter
this year by the Rutland Women s In- L „e  car of McIntosh and two cars g t ° e ^  ^ckfilling same,
stitute, has been closed down. onions; to Vancouver, for export to the , ,.  PjP ^gc^jQ^g
season was a fairly successful one for United Kingdom, one car of Cox Or-
the stall holders, though the busuiess Lnge, Jonathan and McIntosh, and one fnwer B^nch ^
transacted was not up to expectations, k   ̂ of McIntosh and. for export to New ’ .
- . ^ , 7onlinfl nnp n r  of onions* to Mon- Work to be done under the instruc-
Mr. T. Stevenson, of San Diego, (Tal., •_ export to the United King- tions of the District Manager. Specifi-
who is Slaying .  .he Palace . s ^  „ay  be seen a. .he D.s.nc.
mer old-time resident cars of Cox Orange; to New York, for Office.
He held land in the °wna valley Sweden; eight cars of Jon- Lowest or any tender not necessar-
1i°nVoH th?C P^^ one car of mixed apples; ily accepted,and Okanagan branch hne of the C.B.K. Rutland, via C.N.R., for prairie
Farly next month all who love good points, thirteen car.s of crated Mcln- 
niusic will be able to hear something | tosh and two cars of mixed apples, 
very exceptional, the playing of Mr.
Alfred HolHns„England’s famous blind The tenth annual convention of the 
organist and coniposer, who will give a Prohibition Association of British Col 
recital here in the United Church on umbia will be held at Vancouver on 
Nov. 5th. Thursday and Friday, Noventber Sth
. and 6th, commencing ' at 2 . p.m. on
The members of the Kelown’a Far- Thursday. The convention will follow 
ent-Tcacher Association arc giving a gathering of the forces of the Uni-
rcccption to the new members of the Church of Canada, and it is ex­
teaching staff and the parents of pu- pĝ ĝ̂ } delegates to the church
pils in the receiving classes next Mon- moeting will also represent their res- 
day evening, in the Public School an- pt-ctivc organizations at the prohibition 
ditorium. event.
Major A. Brooks, D.S.O., of Ohan- ArATTiAUTtr
:igan Landing, has been appointed a I TH E  MOST V A LU A B LE
member of the Game Conservation 
Board. Major Brooks has a profound , r.
knowledge of the fish .and wild game I A British Guiana onc-cent postage
H ARRY B. EVERARD,
Secretary of the Trustees. 
Kelowna, B. C.,  ̂^
7th October, 1925. . 8-2c
STAM P K N O W N
of ih? province, ami hi. appoin.mon. J.a.np issued in 1856 is now valued a.
is botli a judicious arid very popular 
one.
A boy of fifteen was fined $10 and 
costs in the Provincial Police Court 
yesterday morning on a charge of car­
rying fire-arms without a licence, and 
another lad, aged fourteen, was ass­
essed a like amount for being in poss­
ession of a dangerous sheath knife on 
lis person.
Next Saturday afternoon and even­
ing those who arc fond of seeing trick 
riding, fancy roping and other eques­
trian feats will have a chance of tak­
ing in this form of entertainment right 
in the city, as Jim Carry’s Wild West 
Show and Hippodrome will give per- 
‘ormances at the corner of Bernard 
\vcnne and Ellis St. There will be 
owboys and cowgirls, Mexican knife 
throwers. Australian wliip crackers, 
comedy hurdle races and all the feat­
ures of a small stampede, Jim Carry and 
lis outfit being on their way to the 
vamloops Stampede, where they arc 
going to compete against all comers.
$32,500. It- is the only one_of-itS-_dcr-_ 
nomination known to be in existence of 
that issue, and is said to be the most 
valuable stamp in the world. The most 
valuable stamp of American origin is 
one of a fivc-cent issue b’  ̂ the town of 
Boscawen, New Hampshire, in 1846, 
and its worth is placed at $12,000.
TH E  CORPORATION OF TH E  
CITY OF K E LO W N A
DISCHARGE OF FIREARMS
Warning is hereby given that the dis­
charge of firearms within the City! 
Limits is prohibited by the Fire Arms 
Regulation By-Law, which provides] 
a penalty of $50.00 for each infraction 
thereof.
Shooting on the City’s Nuisance I 
Grounds is prohibited and trespassers | 
thereon will be prosecuted..
G. H. DUNN,
City Clerk.'
Kelowna, B.C.,
(Detober 12th, 1925. 9-3c
DON’T WAIT TILL SPRING, 
PLANT YOUR BOLDS NOW
W e have just received from H O L ­
LA N D  the best Bulbs in years.
H YACINTH S, Extra Selected in 
four colors, at 2Sc each; $2.50 per 
dozen. •I
NARCISSUS, Trumpet double
— nose,—five-varieties,-at-$1.00-pcr
doz.; $7.50 per 100.
NARCISSUS, Pheasant’s Eye, Or- 
natus, at 50c per doz.> $4.00 per 
1 0 0 . -
TULIPS, Darwins, in best varieties, 
at $6.00 to $8.00 per 100.
Also Paper White Narcissus, Span­
ish Iris and Easter Lily Bulbs.
A N D  D O N ’T forget, now is the 
time to P LA N T  Peonies, Bleed­
ing Heart and Oriental Poppies.
Get all the above from your Local 
Nursery.
The RIGHTER STREET 
GREENHOUSES
Here since 1912, for your Service.
P.O. Box 117 Kelowna Phone 88
7-5c
Choicest o f New Hosiery in the 
Correct Shades fo r Fa ll
New assortmcnls, 
direct from the inan- 
ufactiticrs, arc now 
on display in our 
Hosiery Section.
Smart Sport Hose 
l>lays an important 
part in our selection. 
Not only are the fine 
qualities special fea­
tures of our hosiery, 
but the prices too are 
far less than one 
would expect to pay 
for such fashiomible 
grades.
Fancy check silk and wool Sport C A
Ho.se from, per pair .................. .
All colours in Holeproof Hosiery <j?'| A A  
from, per pair ...............................
IVomen's Smart Footwear in an 
A rray of New Models
Whatever your preference may be as to 
leather, last or colour, here arc all of the sea­
son’s newest and most desirable styles to 
choose Jrom.
Blonde and Grey Kid Strap Slippers of fine 
quality, also Blonde Kid Pumps; ^>7 >7K 
from, per |iair........... ...................  5 • • tF
The vogue is for 
Black Patent and 
Black Kid Slippers 
for evening wear.
W e . have large as­
sortments
era
H
P H O N E  361
f
M U '
K E L O W N A i B. C.
OCTOBER NINETEENTH
IS the
LAST DAY
on which
CITY TAXES
/
can be
PAID
® less the
PENALTY
of /
TEEN
m  SALE
IR IS A N D  D E L P H IN IU M  
C H A R LE S  Q U IN N
8-2c
J. F. R « T S
H O N E Y  CANS
Phone 278-R4
22-tfc
BR O W N ’S
H O NEY  
M cKENZIE  COM PANY, LTD.
TH E  CORPORATION OF TH E  
CITY  OF K E LO W N A
JVOTERS’-LIST,-1926
All “Householders” .md “Licence 
Holders” who arc not the Registered 
Owners, in the Land Registry Office, 
of Jiropcrty .situated in the City of Kel­
owna, and desire to qualify as Voters 
at the Municipal Election jo  be held 
in January, 1926, must register their 
names with the undersigned, and may 
obtain the necessary forms for that 
purpose at the office of the City Clerk, 
who is authorized to take the necessary 
Declarations in that behalf.
Declarations must be delivered to llic 
iiii-' rsigrted within 48 hours after be­
ing i tdc, but no such Declaration will 
b.e a. -pted unless delivered before 
noon o he 31st day of October, 192.5,
G. H. DUNN.
City Clerk.
Kelowna, j - * ,
October 1-h, 1925. 9-3c
The value of a hug depends upon the 
law of supply and demand.
THE KELOWNA COURIER ANU OKANAOAN ORCHARDIST THURSDAY, OCTOBER I5th, 1925 -
INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT.,,
IS SLACKENING UP
CanncricB Are Nearing End O f Opcra- 
tiona For Season
The rusli of work is sIacl<;cniiiK up in 
the iiHliistrial district. Tlic Kowchffc 
caiiucry closed down on hriday, hut 
may possibly make a run on api)lcs be­
fore the season is over. The Occiden­
tal cannery is still canning pumpkins,
but may close down for the season at 
the end of this week. The Dominion 
cannery finished canning tomatoes last 
Thursday and vvill probably start on 
apples next Monday. The Okanagan 
Rackers’ cannery at- Rutland clo.scd 
down on tomatoes on Tuesday and is' 
making a run pn pumpkins.
'I'he packing houses arc all busy, 
though the peak of the rush appears 
ti> be over. All winter varieties are now 
coming in and tlic shipments arc still
heavy. Gcot’ge Rowcliffc, report
normal business. The Occidental I'ruit 
Company has shipped considerable 
((uantities of apples and onions to the 
U.C. Coast and to prairie points, also 
apples to Great Britain and apples and 
onions to New Zealand during the past 
week. The Okanagan Packers shipped 
20 cars of apples and vegetables to 
prairie points last week via C.N.R. rail. 
The Kelowna Growers' Exchange ship­
ped fifty cars last week.
7C PC SZ3C 1C
ARRIVED I
T H E  N E W  1926 M O D E L
M EANS LESS W O R K  FOR G O O D  COOKS!
You want an improved Range, one with a 
Reputation-made by makers with 80 years' 
experience— a Range that is big enough to 
keep the largest family happy— strong enough 
to last longer than you expect a stove to last 
— handsome enough to grace any home—
As All Good Cooks 
Are Interested In
Delightful 
Baking Results
You Simply Must See The
So Call And
See The New  
1926 Model CHANCELLOR RANGE
There is ho obligation to buy. Just call in and let us 
show you the new attractive features.
LECKIE HARDWARE
LIMITED
Selected Selling Agents for 
Gurney Foundry Co., Ltd.
Branch;—Vancouver, B. C.
OCIP2:
YALE  CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIATION
Hon. W . J .  Bowser, K.C 
George H. Cowae, K.C
EX-M.P. for VANCOUVER
AND
Grate Stirlieg, M .P.
CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE FOR Y A LE
Empress Theatre
rRIOAY, OCTOBER 16.1025
cism of Central should be made to 
Central.
The feeling has been general that 
Central should be approached through 
tlic K. (?. E. If the I'rcHidt'nt’s advice 
is followed, direct questions and criti­
cism will be made to Central in future 
oil things pertaining to their depart­
ment.
The directors h:ive coti.sidercd omit­
ting tlie “Interim Report" tliis year as 
being an unnecessary expenditure of 
about $700. .Some discussion took 
place aqd the meeting agreed that a 
report from the Mana{?cr at the Ajiril 
meeting would be sufheient.
Mr. G. Barrat answered questions 
on selling prices, also the selling of 
two liumlrcd tons of Jonathans to Mr. 
T. Bulinan for evaporating purposes.
The date of tlie next meeting is Nov. 
9tb.
LORD HARDINGE  
I*resident of the newly organi2cd citi­
zens constabulary in the United King­
dom, which is preparing to maintain 
essential services of food and trans­
portation in the event of a nationa 
strike.
T E A C H E R S  T O  M E E T
H E R E  N E X T  W E E K
According to Mr. W. Johnston, Pre­
sident of the B.C. Dry Belt Farmers’ 
Exchange, the potato acreage of the 
province is this year considerably in 
I .excess of that of last season, but the 
yield is much less. He also states that 
there is considerable discrepancy in 
methods of grading potatoes in the In­
terior and at the Coast, which is lead­
ing to confusion, and that an effort 
should be made to secure a uniform 
method of grading.
LIBERALS OPEN CAMPAIGif
f IN KELOWNA
Annual Convention O f Okanagan V a l­
ley Teachers’ Association To  Be 
Held A t Kelowna
Next week a number of education­
alists will visit this city, as the annua 
coiivicntioa of the Okanagan Valley 
Teachers’ Association will be held in 
the auditoriuni of the Kelowna Public 
School on October 22, 23 and 24.
On the afternoon of the first day, 
Mh C. W. Lees, Principal of the Kel­
owna Public School, who is President 
of the Association, will preside at a 
general business meeting and in the 
evening Mayor Sutherland will act as 
chairman at a public gatiieimg, when 
Dr G. M. Weir of the University o:: 
B.C., who acted as cominissicner for 
the B.C. Government on the education­
al survey of the province, will deliver 
an address.
The following day will be devoted to 
the discussion of various problems con­
fronting teachers, and addresses yvil 
be given by Inspector E. G. Daniels, 
of New Westminster, and Inspector H. 
H. McKenzie, of Vancouver. Also in 
the evening the annual banquet wiU be 
held in the Wesley Hall, the catering 
for which has been undertaken by the 
ladies of the United Church. Address­
es will be delivered at this function ant 
musical selections will be given bj"- sev­
eral guests. ' _
Tim last day of the convention \vil 
be devoted to business and the officers 
for the coming year will be chosen.
GLENMORE
The regular meetings of the Glen- 
more Fruit Growers’ Association were 
resumed on Monday, October 12th, 
The President, Mr. Jl E. Britton, was 
in the chair, with Mr. W. Hicks, iSec 
retary. The fact that the picking hat 
not entirely ceased and the packing 
house was still working probably pre­
vented a fuller attendance. There were 
also present Brig.-General Harman 
Messrs. W. O’Neill and D. Macfarlane 
of the K. G. E., and Mr. George Bar- 
rat, of the Associated Growers. These 
gentlemen came to give information 
to the growers, if requested.
Mr. Lionel Taylor spoke on Codling 
Moth control, i^howing the necessity 
for growers everywhere taking their 
part ill combatting this pest, which 
this season has taken toll of 20 per cent 
of the Wenatchee fruit. He pointed 
out that, with few exceptions, practi­
cally all districts have Codling Moth 
infestation in greater or less degree.
Control work had been carried on 
by the Government with much sue 
cess. In East Kelowna excellent re­
sults had been obtained. $20,000 had 
been loaned yearly for the past three 
years by the Government for this pur­
pose. but they had notified that this 
loan could not be continued. It was 
therefore necessary for growers to for­
mulate a workaiile scheme, acceptable 
to the Government, whereby on a SO­
SO basis the work might be continued 
The following resolution, passed at 
East Kelowna on Friday, October 9th', 
was endorsed:
“Whereas the Codling Moth is the 
most destructive pest known to the 
fruit industry;
“And whereas there are a number 
of points of infestation in the Okana­
gan Valley, and these are increasing, 
so that the area to be sprayed in 1926 
is estimated at 1,963 acres, as against 
1,442 in 192S:
“And .wiicrcas in those areas where 
t̂he Department of Agriculture is tak­
ing steps to combat the Codling Moth 
the pest has been kept under control, 
and in East Kelowna the infestation 
has been reduced to almost nothing;
■■Resolved, that the Department of 
Agriculture be thanked for their eff­
orts in tlie past and be asked to con­
tinue their nicasurcs to fight the Cod- 
ling Moth:
(Continued from Page 3)
' . Capt. Ian Mackenzie
Capt. Ian Mackenzie, M.L.A., was 
the last speaker and his manner and 
speech took well with the audience. 
He began by stating what a pleasure it 
was to him to be able to bring frater­
nal greetings from the people of Van­
couver to the residents of the Okanag­
an. The prosperity of the great sea­
port, which it was, hoped would soon 
have a million inhabitants, was linked 
up with that of the great Interior of 
the province. As Liverpool , had not 
become the world’s largest seaport 
without the backing of the people of 
Lancashire, so Vancouver could not 
tome into her own without the help of 
the rest of the residents of the great 
hinterland. Therefore the people of 
Vancouver and those living in the Up­
per Country should march forward 
hand in hand. (Cheers.)
Continuing, Capt. Mackenzie remind­
ed the audience that it would have been 
constitutionally possible for the Mac­
kenzie King Government to have stay­
ed ill office tillT927. Mr. Meighen had 
pi;olonged his own life as, Premier 
though as a matter of fact he had never 
been the popular choice of his own 
party. However, Liberals held differ­
ent views on these matters to Conserv­
atives and the present government had 
preferred an appeal to the electorate to 
staying out their full term. As regards 
Col. Edgett, the party’s chbice for 
Yale, that gentleman had been oije of 
•his comrades in arms and since 1919 
had attended every convention of the 
G.W.V.A. Not only thait, but the 
Liberal candidate had done his best in 
every way to help out those, who, in 
the words of Lincoln, “had borne the 
brunt of battle’’ as well as the widows 
and orphans of such men. Col. Edgett's 
name was known arid respected 
throughout the Dominion as a man 
who had not only served his country at 
the front, but had striven to make the 
life of returned men easier in every
AT  8.00 P.M.
E v e r y b o d y  W e l c o m e
And whereas the funds of the De­
partment would not be sufficient to 
meet the heavy expenses necessary;
“Resolved, that the costs of this 
work, in addition to the amount granted 
by the Government to the Department 
for that intrposc, be assessed on the 
owners of fruit lands in districts in­
fested or threatened by the Codling 
Moth, the areas of such districts to be 
clofined by the Department, so that all 
iands hcnclitcd shall share the expense, 
;ind that suc)i amounts be added to the 
provincial land taxes at.d collected iiy 
tlic Provincial Tax Collector.
“In order to gi\ e ffect to the above, 
be it resolved that ti e B. C. F. G. A. 
I)c asked to organize meetings during 
the winter between the growers and 
members of tlie Department to work 
out the details and have tlie plan com­
pleted in time for the season of 1926."
Hrig.-Gcii. Harman siiokc on the 
work accomplished by the K. G. E. dur­
ing the past few months. Ho emphas­
ized the point that growers should dif­
ferentiate between the K. G. E. and 
the Associated Growers when requir­
ing information. He pointed out that 
the K. G. E. were responsible only for 
receiv'ng .and packing fruit, etc. Criti-
way.
Touching on the tariff issue, the 
speaker remarked that people might 
talk on it for ever and never be agreed, 
and that the question whether people 
were contented and happy was a much 
more important one. 'The heart of the 
Empire is in the home of the people,’’ 
he quoted, and added that Col. Edgett 
should receive support because he had' 
made many homes happier by his activ­
ities on behalf of returned men.
Reverting to the question of the tar­
iff, the member for Vancouver remark­
ed that while in the Terminal City the 
leader of the opposition had made a 
brilliant speech, but his address had 
been full of criticisms. There had 
been no constructive remarks or obser­
vations in it, in fact all Mr. Mcighen's 
addresses contained the same oid cry 
about a high tariff being the salvation 
of the country. Mr. Meighen wanted 
the tariff fixed for fifty years, thus 
wishing to deprive future generations 
of the right to settle their own affairs 
in their own way.
After telling the audience that he, 
though born in Scotland, was a hun­
dred per cent Canadian by senriment, 
Capt. Mackenzie related the history of 
the various tariff policies oi the two 
principal Canadian political parties, 
stating that the naticnial policy intro­
duced by Sir John Macdonald had no’.v 
hccomc the anti-national policy of 
1925. The cry of the Tories in 1911 
had been “no trade or* truck with the 
Yankees.’’ Now it was “no trade with 
the English. Scotch, Irish or Welsh." 
He quoted Professor Rogers of Acadia 
University, a former life-long Conser­
vative, as having said that “such a tar­
iff as advocated by Mr. Meighen would 
disrupt the Confederation.” This was 
all undoubted fact, as such a policy, if 
brought into actual effect, would most 
likely cause rebellion in some parts of 
the Dominion. It would be best there­
fore for all to forget party cries and 
support a government which was doing 
ts best for all sections of Canada and 
for all classes of the people by adopt- 
ng a sensible middle course as regards 
the tariff, thus promoting national jus­
tice and national unity. (Loud ap­
plause).
Capt. Mackenzie concluded his ad­
dress by referring to the efforts made 
by tlic Mackenzie King administration 
to create trade within the Empire it­
self, stating that Mr. Meighen and his 
supporters had tried to poi'son the 
minds of the people regard-ng the trea­
ty made with Australia whereby im­
mense commerce would he developed 
for both countries. If the people of 
Yale wanted commerce dcvelo])cd be­
tween component parts of the Empire, 
they slimild vote for a supporter of a 
f’rcmier who hail made such commerce 
possible. By doing so they would hcli) 
to accom]ilish two splendid things, the 
prosperity of the Canadian people and 
the solidarity of the British F' ire.
( Prolonged applause).
After all present had joined in sing­
ing the National Anthem, the gather­
ing dispersed.
D e ligh tfu l
Lake Shore H om e
W IT H  200 YAR D S O F  L A K E  FR O N TA G E  
FOR SA LE  A T  E X T R A O R D IN A R IL Y
L O W  PRICE. ----------
. 'i'l'V residence, which is beautifully situate ut Okanagan
Mission, IS sub.staiitially built and contains nine rooms—one with 
fireplace—bath room, hot and cold water, pantry, small cellar, wide 
S^er supply  ̂ property i.s m good repair. Never failing domestic
, , *^HE GROUNDS: Sloping, nicely sheltered lawns running 
to laktsliore, kitchen garden. Teiini.s court. Windmill and pump for 
irrigation. Screened m camping huts. The total area is 29.44 acres. 
About 3 acres iii alfalfa  ̂ balance pasture and tiiiibcr, ,
TH E  BUILDINGS:~Garagc; stable, 2 ton loft; chicken 
houses and runs; enclosed reservoir tank; wharf.
the
OKANACAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TRUST GO.
Phone 332
R E A L  E S T A T E  D E P A R T M E N T
Kdowna, B .C .
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SATURDAY ONLY, OCTOBER 17th 
FORD STIRLING, TOM' MOORE and FLORENCE ViDOR
—  in —
‘THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES’
A n  Exciting comedy of wedded bliss.
; Also a good Comedy “FUN’S PUN”
Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 25c Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
m
a
ai
a
9
B
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MONDAY AND TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19th and 20th
“If Women Ne^er Lied, Men Would Never Learn.”
Lewis Stone, Virginia Valli and Nita Naldi in
“ THE LADY WHO LIED’’
From Robert Hichen’s novel “Snake Bite.” 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21st and 22nd
R IC H A R D  D IX
_  IN  ■■
“ THE SHOCK PUNCH”
Fable: “Fisherman’s Luejk,” Topics of the Day 
Also Harry Langdon in a Comedy, “LUCK OF THE FOOLISH” 
Evenings, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c 
CO M IN G  ----- —  “T H E  IR O N  H O R SE ”
EM PRESS ORCH ESTRA-^H . E. K IRK , Director
Let Kodak Sell 
Livestock
Reproduced in Breeders' Magazines and Fair Catalogues, 
and included with business letters, pictures of your cattle, 
horses, sheep, hogs, etc., are selling arguments that cannot
be denied.
pictures the easiest way 
— and the cost is little enough. Choose the 
Kodak you need from the wide assortment on display at
our Kodak counter.
Autographic Kodaks ...........................  $6.70 up
Kodak Film-finishing.
BO O ST— T H E N  W A T C H  K E L O W N A  G R O W !
P .  B .  W I L L I T S  & C O .
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS
W O O D !
D ry S lab  W o o d  $2.25 per load
delivered.
$1.50 per load in yard.
KELOWNA SAWMILL CO., LIMITED
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THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHABDI8T
RAGE SEVEN
T H E  W E N A TC H E E  F IG H T
A G A IN S T  C O D LIN G  M O TH
What la Being Done To Cope W ith 
Serious Situation In Washington
(B v Ben Hoy, Assistant District Hor­
ticulturist)
Tlio following article taken from the 
"Chicago Packer" gives a very irood 
idea of what growers south of the hor-
Wcather conditions also enhanced 
the difficulty of properly controlling 
the pest. A t breeding time for the first 
brood a very warih day would be fol 
lowed by a very cool one, thus delay­
ing the hatch and extending the time 
that the worms came out of the co­
coons. ' , ,
A  careful check showed that 48 days
elapsed between the time that the first 
and last worms of the initial brood
came out. The usual maximum time 
for this process all over the district is 
 ̂  ̂ 25 days, so that the period of pupation
Agriculture has been fighting this pest twice as great this year as usual.
‘  " "  To  properly ,protect the fruit a-
gainst these widely separated instal-
dcr arc up against in fi^Umg Codling 
Moth. The Provincial pepartment of
through reduction in grade as $500,000 
more. . . .
The cost of spraying, including spray 
materials, is declared'to be $40 per acre 
on the average, or $1,250,000. Added to 
this is the additional labour required 
for thinning out wormy or badly worm 
stung apples, and the extra coat of 
sorting made necessary by 
ation, which ia placed at $250,000 for 
the district. *
This makes a total of $3,000,000 
which the Codling Moth has cost the 
apple industry of North Central Wash
in the Okanagan for over ten years, so
ve ■ “  "
„ „  tl...... .........---------------.
infestcu. However, during the past
...... ........ .
that e n today only a small percent 
age of he total acreage is known to be
ington this year in la^ur, material and 
damage to the crojp._ The HorBcultural
three years the number of hew infesta­
tions nave increased to an alarming ex
ments of worms, it was necessary to ap 
' '  tin
tent, and it must be considered by 
every grower as a pest to be reckoned 
with. , , .
The one best way to check the 
spread of Codling Moth is for every 
f^rower, whether he believes he mas
ply four distinct cover sprays for the 
first brood, and these had to be timed 
exactly right to secure maximum- re­
sults. Heavy winds prevailed for three
or four days just when one of these 
ii ■ ‘ • ------' - ’
Codling Moth or not, to spray thor­
oughly for it each year. This will do
cover sprays should have been applied, 
which aggravated thc_ difficulty and 
made jt almost impossible to do perfect 
work. , , ,
A  few worms got by the first brood
Council calls attention to the fact that 
if successful eradication of the worms 
cost $2,000,̂000, the industry would be 
ahead $1,000,000 on the deal.
As a result of the agitation started 
along this line, many suggestions have 
been made as to new methods of elim­
inating the Codling Moth. State col
lege and federal investigators have been... Iexperimenting with on sprays which 
have killed the eggs of the moth in
more than anythiiiff else to prevent our niany told and came back by the 
orchards getting into the cpndition/dc- tnoMsaiids for the second brood. Un 
scribed in the following article:
spray campaign, and thesp mujtiphcd 
iia y u ' * * •
i..v*usaiids f ,̂. ..... ------- - — - -
seasonably warm weather _ in early
many cases. Hi^h hopes
W ENATCH EE, Wash., O ct 2.~-As 
an initial step towards perfecting an 
organization to conquer the. Codling 
Moth, the Chelan County Horticultural 
Council has recommended to the Coun­
ty Commissioners that $15,000 addi­
tional be appropriated for pest control 
work and that this work be centralized 
under one head. Definite advice, as to 
the eradication of the moth and strict 
policing methods are advocated in 
place of the voluntary spraying cam­
paign recommended for the past year.
The plan of permitting the growers 
to set their own spray dates - worked 
splendidly in about 85 per cent of the 
district. But unfortunately there were 
orchards scattered about here and there 
that ■were never ^prayed properly, if 
at all. The result was a most disast­
rous worm infestation which destroyed 
the crop and spread to neighbouring or­
chards. Many of these orchards were 
later sprayed by the Horticultural O f­
fice. but not until the moth had car­
ried jhc- infestation to other orchards, 
making their task that much more dif­
ficult. '
September fostered .the third brood 
dan  these did ibc damage.^
Duplication of effort is the worst 
fault charged, against the present of­
ficial horticultural organization by the 
Council. Centralized action and auth­
ority is asked for, and full co-operation 
is promised by the Council if the Coun­
ty authorities will employ one entom­
ologist to take charge of pest control 
work and give him full authority t.o 
police the district and cither compel
proper spraying or do the work under 
th< ‘ ' ■ • .
-w • ww —--w   —----
au ority of the state, granted by 
'Statute. , . . .
The worm loss in the district is es­
timated as high as 15 per cent of the 
total crop this year, which would mean 
about 2,500 cars, and as low as 6 per 
cent, which would mean slightly less 
than 1,000 cars. In addition to the loss 
in culls there is ■ a very ■ heavy loss in 
the reduction 6f grades caused by
tained by some of these investigators 
that oil mixed with arsenate of .lead 
may prove the most effective insecticide 
ever devised. But when it was used on 
some orchards this spring, it had a 
bad effect on the trees and caused the 
apples to drop off. Delicious were es­
pecially affected in this manner.
Deadly gases arc also being experi­
mented with. The success attained by 
the orange growers of California with 
gas applied inside of a tent which is 
[ilaccd over the trpes leads to the bc- 
jicf that such a method of fumigating 
might solve the Codling Moth prob­
lem. It has also been,suggested that a 
gas with sufficient specific gravity 
might prove efficacious, if released in 
an orchard. Many gases are available 
which will kill all animal life without 
injuring vegetable life.
Up until July, this year was looked 
upon as ,one free from worm infesta­
tion. Then suddenly the second brood
appeared in vast numbers, and even 
th( • -  • J
worm stung apples.
, Estimating , that there will be 1,000
cars of culls caused by worms, this 
means a direct loss of $1,000,000 to the 
growers of the district. Conservative 
estimates place the loss to growers,
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..msc orchardists who escaped worm 
infestation were unable to prevent 
worm stings. It is universally agreed 
that the best and most thorough spray­
ing ever known was done this season. 
An average of between six and seven 
applications was made instead of an 
average of between three and four, 
which prevailed heretofore throughout 
the entire district, yet the worm loss 
will probably be as high or higher than 
ever befpre, .
This leads to the conclusion that 
there is something wrong with the en­
tire method of pest control and a de­
mand for a more effective insecticide. 
For'20 years the horticulturists and en­
tomologists have been studying the 
Codling Moth problernSn this state and 
growers have been following the ad­
vice given, to a greater or less degree 
of efficiency, yet no real progress 
seems to have been made in eradicating 
a pest that cost the district probably 
one-fifth of the total value of the 1925 
apple crop.
GLENMORE
Key to Cross W ord PozHe 
Vertical Horizontal
It  was with much regret that we 
heard of the loss by our neighbours at 
Rutland of their church, by fire of un­
known origin, on Sunday last. .Our 
sincere sympathy is extended to them 
at this time.
• * • . .
The season’s picking finished in 
many orchards last week. Several had 
harvested their crop by the end of the 
previous week. The remainder of the 
apple crop is coming off quickly now 
and very little remains but the green 
and gold leaves intermingled that tell 
us the Fall is here. This year’s pick- 
■ing season has been one of wonderful 
harvesting weather. The packing house 
is still quite busy and expects to be so 
till the end of the month.
1 A  rotating piece of, machinery.
4 An insect. >
7 To look closely. .
10 To butt against violently.
13 To be indebted.
14 A  thick black liquid.
15 Opposed to ‘‘weather’’ (nautical).
16 Anger.
17 Designating certain tides.
19 A  girl’s name.
20 “ Let it stand" (printer’s term).
21 Freed from moisture.
22 A passageway, as in a church.
23 That man.
25 A  fortn of the verb ‘‘dare.’’
-27-A-~co-ordinating^^onJunction.
29 Made of a cereM grain.
32 A  file or line of persons.
33 To forbear.
35 To yield.
37 Having sleeves.
39 To perform.
40 Each (ab.).
41 Affects with mildew.
45 Trifled.
49 Fertile spots in deserts.
50 A  female sheep.
52 Pertaining to the sun.
53 Upon.
54 A  Greek grave stone.
56 First name of a famous American
baseball player (ab.).
57 Illumination.
58 Lubricated.
60 Expectorated.
62 Audibly; -— -----  -----  ------
63 I..argc stout cord.
66 An immeasurable period of time.
67 A  beverage.
68 To behold.
70 Chewing gum.
71 To total.
72 Another form of "she.”
73 To do wrong.
74 Printer’s measures.
1 To study carefully.
2 To inspire with reverence.
3 A  fermented drink.
4 A  preposition.
5 Entitled.
6 To defame.
7 Gratifies.
8 Lit over again.
9 An old form of “you.”
10 A  ceremony.
11 Exist.
12 Came together.
18 Looked closely.
20 An incline.
23 To jump on one foot.
24 Organ of hearing.
26 Ruthenium (symbol). '
27 Native metallic compound.
28 A  colour.
30 Taxes paid for certain privileges.
31 Naked persons.
33 Fastens with a seal.
34 To be of use.
36 A  bovine quadruped. - 
38 A  meadow.
41 To make a noise like a cow.
42 Scotch name for "John.”
43 Opposed to "credit.”
44 An early inhabitant of a place.
45 To remove insects from persons. ^
46 A  sleeping compartment in a train.
47 To consume.
48 Not moist.
51 You and I.
54 A  kind of-rock.
55 Any of several large sea ducks._
57 Ground.
59 A  ruler in old Venice.
60 A  large body of water.
61 A  seed envelope.
64 A  play on words.
65 Printer’s measures.
67 An exclamation of surprise.
69 A  suffix denoting agency.
The October meeting of the Council 
was held on Thursday evening, the 8th 
inst.
As some enquiries had already been 
received, it was decided to sell any of 
the Tax Sale lands to the first bidders 
offering the upset price with interest 
from date of Tqx Sale.
The matter came up of the dumping 
of some rubbish in front of Mr. Per­
rier’s home. It appears that the Con­
stable had investigated and found out 
the name of the party who had made 
the deposit on the road, and had com­
menced proceedings against the party 
under the Health By-Law, when the 
rubbish-disappeared during the night. 
Under the circumstances the Council 
decided not to proceed further with 
the complaint, but affirmed the inten­
tion to prosecute to the limit any future 
infractions of this nature.
It was decided not to allow the 
dumping of cannery waste on land in 
Glenmore next year, the decision being 
taken at this early date to allow plenty 
of time for canners and land owmers to 
make other arrangements.
The financial position of the Muni­
cipality was reviewed and, as a result 
of the success of the Tax Sale in bring­
ing in funds, it was decided to allow 
the chairman of the Roads Committee 
a further grant up to $2,000.00 for road­
work to be performed this fall. The 
work is to be given to Glenmore tax­
payers in- so far as efficient^workers 
are available at the time they arc re­
quired, and preference will by given to 
those who wish to work out their tax­
es, if they hand in their names at once 
in accordance with an advertisement 
appearing in this issue.
LO TS  OF P E P  IN
“T H E  SHOCK PU N C H ’
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C IT Y  P O L IC E  R E PO R T
FO R  SEPTEM BER
Cases In City Police Court
Breach of Government Liqiiof Act.. 2
Breach of Motor-Vehicle Act ........  6
Breach of Streets Regulation By- 
Law .........................................  1
Total ........................ -..... 9
Fines and Costs 
Total amount of finc^ and
costs imposed .... ............$ 122.50
Fines collected anci paid to
City Clerk ..................   70.00
Collections
Trade Licence money collect­
ed .............. (......................$ 110.00
Poll Tax money collected ......  810.00
Road Tax money collected....  314.00
Total collections —$1,234.00
Not A  Slow Moment Throughout The 
Whole O f This Picture
Any punch that catches a fighter on 
the jaw and sends him down for tlie 
count is a “shock punHi ’’
The punch used l>y .vichard Dix in 
tlic part of Randall Lee Savage in "Tlie 
Shock F’uncli,’’ at tlie Empress on 
Wednesday and Thursday, October 
2Ist and 22nd. is a short right jolt to 
the jaw. The blow is just like the one 
successfully used by Jack Dempsev in 
many of his principal victoric.^. It is 
a short right lianded iinncli that catcli- 
cs the opponent as he i.s cliarging. If 
it lands scpiarely and with force, it :s 
bound to knock him .scn.scless.
Sucii is a concise description of the 
“shock punch,” given by “ Gunboat” 
Smith, celebrated old warhorse of the 
prize ring, who appears in the picture. 
As the hero, Dix docs some high class
knock-down and drag-out fighting with 
"Gunboat” and Walter Long.
The story revolves about a wealthy 
man’s son who is afraid lie will get 
"soft,”  He accordingly selects some 
cx-pugs and begins to train os i‘ ‘ O*" 
a fight. They teach him a new wallop 
called the "shock punch," which puts 
any one to sleep on the first applica­
tion.
During this training lie is doing road 
work in Central Park, New York. He 
meets Dorothy Clark (Frances How­
ard). who is riding there. His train­
ers frown on Ills sudden interest in the 
girl and try to drag him away. A  
fight ensues and, to their surprise, the 
shock punch is used on them to good 
effect. But Dorothy docs not like
ride up on it, taking a chance that the 
others won't dare to carry out lh®‘f 
plan. But, to be doubly sure. Bull 
M l .......................... ’ * .........ularkey lias cut the cable part way 
through. Pierce hears _that Randall isn n. jL ic c n mo :
on his way up and confesses—but it is
too late to stop. ■ ,
The girder reaches the top salcly, 
however, and before Mularkcy can 
send it crashing down below, Randall 
leaps on him before the beam has even 
reached the building. They have a 
whale of a fight on a narrow platform, 
fall off it to another platform on the
floor below and fight again, sonic- 
tinics almost rolling off into the street 
far liclow. At last Randall gets Mul- 
urkey in a position where he can deliver 
the shockipunch, and it’s alt over.
Dorothy has climbed up to them 
vî hilc tlicy arc fighting, and all's well 
that ends well.
K E L O W N A  F R U IT  A N D  ^
V E G E T A B L E  S H IPM E N TS
For The Week Ending O ct 10th, 1925
The resignation of Chief of Police H. 
Venus, of Penticton, has been accept­
ed by the Police Commission of that 
municipality.
Carloadifl 
1925 1924
Fruit ......................................
Mixed Fruit and Vegetables.. 14 23 
Vegetables .............................  23 £4
94 126
"scraps ”
Randall’s father chuckles when he is 
told of the affair in the park and ar­
ranges with the trainers to sec the 
punch dcmoiistrKtcd at the annual ball 
of the ironworkers of the Clark Con­
struction Company, of which Dorothy s 
father is president. They get young 
Randall into a row with a husky bully, 
and again he comes off victorious with
the punch, but Dorothy has seen and 
she leaves in a huff. Randall follows
her home and, after getting rid of btan- 
Icy Pierce (Charles Beyer), also a suit­
or, he wins her forgiveness but has to 
promise not to fight again.
Dorothy won’t go to tea or dinner 
with him because she is helping her 
father, who is worried to death about 
a new building which he mus’- com­
plete by a definite time.  ̂ Somebody 
seems to be working against him, but 
he can’t find out who it is. Randall is 
so infatuated with Dorothy that he gets 
a job as an ironworker on the building. 
The boss, Bull Mularkcy (Walter 
Long), tries to razz him and puts oyer 
several practical jokes on him whicn 
are funny, although they almost make 
Randall lose his life high up on tlie 
girders.
Randall has a number of hair-raising 
adventures 6n the top of the building 
and one day, after he has been down to 
the ground to sec Dorothy at the lunch 
hour, he overhears his boss and Stan­
ley Pierce plotting to let the last steel 
girder crash through from the top 
floor, thereby making it impossible to 
finish the work on time. When the 
day comes and the last girder is a- 
Iin ratQPfl RanHalt decides" to
THE GROWING CALF W O N T STO.MACH IT.
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T h e  m o s t  u r g e n t i n
Products
CA N A D A  produces every year large quantities o£ wheat, oats, barley, butter, cheese, bacon, beef, eggs, apples, potatoes, grass ^eed and 
clover seed that she cannot consume. Her natural outlet for these pro­
ducts is, o f course. Great Btitain— the one great consuming country of 
^ e  world with an open market.
Unfortunately, nearly even^ other .country with any surplus of food 
products seems to want to send its surplus to this same market.
The keenness of the competition bn this, our only, market, and the 
energy and resourcefulness of our competitors began to impress them­
selves upon the Department o f Agriculture some time ago, but xt is 
within very recent years that the real and only way to grapple with this 
problem has been discovered, or at least put into efFect. Thiis Department 
now believes, as do ^so  most of the fanners of this country, th ^  the 
"grading” of our agriculture products is the policy and practice that is 
seeing us through the struggle and w ill assure us of our rightful place on 
the British m^ket.
' i>
meanq the classifying 18 shillings a long hundredweight below L s r a a i n g  means the ciassitying 1,33 gradually grown in the esti-
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o f products, whether they be hogs, but­
ter, cheese, eggs or anything else, into 
what might be called in a general way 
“ B E S T ” ,' **GOOD'*, " F A I R ”  and 
"P O O R ”  classes.
These exact words are not used in 
describing the grades, but that is what 
is meant. The purpose served m grad­
ing is threefold—
(1) Educational. When the pro­
ducer sees the relative quality o f his ~ ------— ---------------------
product he is spurred, on m EggS—Canada was the first country
that quality i f  J.tjs the b e s t i r  to and standardize eggs. These
improve the quality where necessary.
(2 ) Fair Play. When products are
mation o f the British wholesale buyer 
imtil it  is now quoted at only from 1 or 
less to at most 5 or 6 shillings per long 
hundredweight below the best Danish.
This improvement in price is, o f 
course, due to quality, and has come 
about very gradually, the spread nar­
rowing down by a shilling or two a 
month until now it is not at all a rare 
occurrence to see best Canadmn selling 
on a par with the Danish article*
.1̂
not" graded the in fe r io r  article fo r 
various reasons often brings as much as 
^ e  superior article, and the credit and 
advantage o f putting the superior pro­
duct on the market is lost to the one 
who really deserves it.
(3 ) Facilitating Trade. The
dealer learns to have confidence in the 
article he is buying and buys more free­
ly, because it is guaranteed by grading, 
and gradually everybody gets to know 
what the "best”  article really looks like 
or tastes like. In short, grading brings 
about standardization and ensures to 
the producer the best price.
grades and standards apply not only to
and import ship-
eotc
\NADA
Canada now grades her cereals, grass 
seeds, hay, potatoes, apples, eggs, but­
ter, cheese, wool and bacon hogs. The 
results have been in every case bene­
ficial and'rin some cases quite markedly 
sor^even though the grading-system has 
been in effect in some cases fo r  only 
two or three years, mus:—
C h e e s e — Grading began April Isl^ 
1923. Canadian cheese the year before 
had fallen into such disfavour on the 
British market that New Zealand cheese 
was quite commonly preferred. Today 
Canadian cheese commands cents per 
pound higher than New Zealand.'
Butter—-Grading began same time 
as fo r cheese. The reputation o f our but­
ter was then indeed at low ebb. Canadian 
butter today, while not the best on the 
market^ is rapidly im|}roving in quality 
and gaining in reputation.
Hogs—Over two years ago the De-
export, interprovincial__
ments, but also to domestic trading.
__ The basis is interior quality, clean­
ness and weight.
Standardizing C anad ian  eggs has 
established confidence between producer 
and consumer and between exporter and 
British importer, and has resulted in a 
greatly-increased demand for the Cana­
dian egg both at home and abroad.
Other products might be mentioned 
where grading has worked to the great 
advantage o f the producer and to the 
advancement o f Canadian agriculture. ' 
Already Great Britain recognizes our 
store cattle, wheat, cheese, eggs, apples 
and oats as the best she can buy.
I t  is fo r us to so improve our other 
products, particularly our butter and 
bacon, as to bring them also into this 
list o f "the best on the British market”
and consequently the highest priced.----
Gk'ading enabled us tb do this fo r  
cheese^ wheat, eggs and apples.
Grading is helping us to do it foc 
batter and bacon.
Quality Counts
Quality is thus the first objective for the 
Canadiaii export trade, and, then steady, regular 
supply.'It it along these lines the Department of 
r lcu l' ■ • • -  • • • •
vaav.»waas.va
Agriculture is working by educational rnetnodSp. . .  .. . . . . . ----.------------ j_ .1---- crowing
[.ook at
« •
Vnd the resulVof this policy is seen in the 
igriculturvolume of Canada's a al exports 
these figures :—
ftartment o f Agriculture began to grade ive hogs alb the packing houses and
stock yards. The 10% premium paid by 
the packers for •“ select”  bacon hogs as 
against "  thick smooths”  as classed by 
departnxental graders has done wonders 
to improve the quality o f our hogs and 
develop the bacon industry.
Best Canadian bacon, which ordinar­
ily  was quoted two years ago from 10 to
Canada’s Principal Exports o f  
Farm  Products
1920-21 
129,215.157 
6,017,032 
082,338 
290,511 
0,739,414 
1,800,203 
1,358,499 
14,321,048 
8,503,553 
3,201.430
Wheat (bus.) .... 
liour (bbls.) 
Bacon and Hama (cwt.)..
Beef Cattle................... .
Butter (lbs.)
Cheese (cwt.) .................
Apples (bbls.) .............
Oats ( bus*)
/Barley (bus.)
Bye .(bus.)
Bran Shorts and 
Middlings (cwt.) 
Oatmeal and'"KolIcd
Oats "tewt.)...~.,.......M»i<:M
Clover SSecds (bus.) 
Tobacco (lbs.) .................
Cream (gals.)
Flax Seed (bus.).,... .
1924-28
101,704,537
11,029,227
1,208,721
218,084
24,501,081
1,200,632
1,400,237
82,776,701
22,820,434
7.524,808
819,781 8,667.038
897,266 • 
179,265 
200.163 
1,270,105 
1,343.681
. 830,046 
417,907 
8,631,422 
8,384,186 
3,030,105
For farther information snd pahlicationa 'vrrito
0OBMNION DEPARTMENT OF AOUCiULTURÊ
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W ants
KEAD t h e  POtLOW ING EXCERPT FROM AN UN­
SOLICITED LE fTE R  TO THE LIBERAL CANDIDATE 
FOR YALE, COL. C. E. EDGETT, D;S;0.:
, . i •'
"W as pleased to see that you were given the Liberal riottiination for 
Yale, more especially for the sole reason that you are of the character and 
calibre of a man that we require at Ottawa, It is unfortunate that all 
parties 'have h certain following of fhe species known as ‘barnacles', who 
are either Liberah or Conservative simply for what they can secure from 
the party which may be in povTer during the time of his or her promotion 
of their own particular interests. With them Canada is their last thought 
—It is all self. While the cabinet of any party are high class men, they 
are besieged and worried from every angle by those seeking financial and 
political prestige at the expense of the state. This will have to stop in 
the remaking of Canada by a new and virile Liberal party. I have the 
utmost confidence that you will be a first class officer who will take charge
of an advance party and put the enemy to confusion.
“ Please understand that I am not crihcizing those who are now in 
control but Parliament must be strengthened through the addition of strong 
and fearless men who are <not afraid to call a spade a apade and tell #ie  
truth to the people o f’’Canada. Men who will stand or fall upon a principle 
are , needed. Good duck to you !” -
contribution to Col.This letter contained a generous
Edg^tt’s campaign fund. 
Yale and Canada need men in politics of Edgett’s t3̂ e.
COL. EDGETT HAS BEEN
— on the executive boards of ̂—
FARMERS and FRUIT ORGANIZATIONS 
BOARDS OF TRADE 
IRRIGATION ASSOCIATIONS 
SCHOOL BOARDS
AND.AS THE REPRESENTATIVE OF HANDICAP­
PED EX-SERVICE MEN AND TH EIR  DEPENDENTS.
Let Him Work For You  
And Canada At 
Ottawa
l*KGO PrUgrammo Ror The Week 0 t  
October 18 'to 'October 24
(Frequency, 830 kilocycles; 
metres)
361.2'
Sunday, October 18 
11.00 a.iii.— Special sevtonty-fifth'an­
niversary service of the First Unitar­
ian Clutrch of San Francisco; Rev. C.' 
S. S, 'Dutton, minister.
Organ Prelude—'Processional (Chau- 
vct).— Edgar A. Thorpe. '
Hymn.
Anthem- 
Organ 
(Dubois).
Hymn.
Special 
Addresses,
Hymn.
Benediction.
Organ Postludc
•Tn Tlice, O Lord’' (Tours).' 
Offertory -r- ‘Taradisium"
Soturday, October 24 
8.'10 p.m.
National Carbon Company program­
me, OaklaUd Studio. i
P A R T  O N E  !
Boy Scout l^rogrammc.
Songs that the Boy Scouts sing— i 
“Table Etiquette" (Tracy); "The Bee 
and tile PUp;’' “ A  Little W ish;" “ Ole
:V); “ Bring tlip WagOn Home, Jqhn"i 
(College Song): “Style All the While;"'
Hannah Beasley" (Arranged by Tra
^ l
'•Our "Little Sunday School;;’ "O ld  
Aunt Jemima:’’ “ Feather Bed Song."
Otlifer Boy Scout songs y/ill be sung' 
on request of ineUibcrs of Toy  Scout 
Organizations.
P A R T  T W O
'Piano recital 'by Edha 'Drynun Carl­
son. , 1
P A R T  T*HREE
Selections frolu the grand opera* 
"Aida,” 'by ‘Verdi. GaSt: Aida (sop- 
rano), Mmc. ‘Katerina. Maiova; Awiher- 
,is '(contralto'), RUth Waterman'; 'Rad-' 
Scvcnty-fiftli Anniversary times (tcilOr*),'RdUert E, Saxb; Atnon-
asro (baritdnc), Marion 'Vedki. As-' 
Sisted by chorus and'Orchestra. 
'Overture.
Tenor 'Solo—“ Celeste Aitla."-^Rad-Scherzo (H o ff­
man). lames
3.30 p.m.— Concert by KGO Little Trio—"Vicni, G 'Dilctta.” Aida,
Symphony 'Orchestra, Carl Rhode- Athneris and Radames 
hamcl conducting; assisted by 'Arthur Soprano Sdio—“ Ritorna VinCltOr.
S.'.Garbett and guest artists. Aida.
Orchestral Numbers— Waltz, “ Girls Orchestral Number'—“ Sacred ‘Ddncc 
of Baden" (Kom zak); Overture, of the Priestesses,"
“Comique” (Kelcr-Bcia); Selection, Ladies’ Chorus and Danbc'bf Moor 
“Tanrihauscr" (W agner).—rKGO 'Lit- ish Slaves.
tic Symphony Orchestra. Duct—“ Fu la sqrta." —  Aida
Basso-profundo Solos —  “ Bedouin Alnneris.
Love Song" (Pinsuti); “ Mighty Deep" Chorus, 'Grand Fitialc —  “ Glory to 
(Jude).—Lloyd  Jude. | Isis,"
Orchestral Numbers— Largo (Han-, . 
del); Overture, “ Jubcl”  (W eber), with ] A E R O P L A N E  ASS ISTAN C E
comment by Arthur S. Garbett.—'KGO 
Little Symphony Orchestra.
Baritone Solos —  “ With Joy My 
Heart," from “The Chimes of Norman­
dy” (^Planquett); “ The Lost Chord" 
(Sullivan).—'Howard Kepler.
Orchestral Numbers —• Suite Two, 
"La  Source” (Delibes)j Mar ĉh, “ Slave" 
(Tschaikowsky ). 
phony Orchestra.
8.00 p.rn.— Service of the First Uni­
tarian Church, San Francisco,
Organ Prelude-—“ Bells, of St. Anne" 
(Russell).—^Edgar A. Thorpe 
Hymn.
Anthem—“ Incline Thine Ear to Me” 
(Hifhmel)
IN  F IG H T IN G  INSECTS
The aeroplane has proved itself valu­
able in aiding the ccasdless fight a- 
gainst insect pests. Speaking of flights 
that were made for scouting purposes. 
Dr.; J. M. Swaine, in charge of the 
Division of Forest Insects of the En-
KGO Little Sym- | tomological Branch of the Dfipartmeht 
of Agric '
sible to obtain valuable information up-
i tilture, says that it was pos;
on the areas of infestation and also -to 
locate blocks of spruce and balsartij 
which could be expected to suffer at* 
tack next season. These flights cover­
ed the area west and north of Lake 
Teriiiscaming, where the outbreak was 
Organ Offertory —  Folk Song | spreading, and also west and north-east
of the lakes, vvhere infestation has been
-Rev. C. S. S. Dutton.
(Grieg).
Hymn.
Sermon.
Hymn.
Benediction.
Organ Postlude— Procata in F (W id 
■or).
Mondiay, October 19 
8.00 p.ih.'
Educational programme!
Orchestral Music— “ Carnival o f Ven­
ice" *(Hopfe).—^Aridn Trio.
Health Talk.—^California State Board 
of Health.
“ Physical 'Culture for the Family, 
— Hugh Barr.ett Dobbs.
Orchestral Music-r—“ Far O ff I  Hear 
I a Lover’s Flute” (Cadman). —  Arion 
Trio
acute for two years. From a height of 
3,500 feet if was possible to determine 
types of timber and to locate the blocks 
of spruce and balsam accurately. In ­
formation received from a few days' 
flying would have taken two men mpre 
than six months to acquire by ground 
surveys.
«  «  «  «  4 * «  *  4^ « «  «
'4  . ■ ■♦I
«• t w e n t y  y e a r s  a g o
♦ i
■fr (From the files of “ The Kelowna ♦  
‘fi* Clarion") ' 4»
«>« 4* 1 4* •» 4>«  «  «  4* 4* «  4> 4*« « {
lliursday, Oetober 12,*1905
a;-~ j  ̂ cl “Kelowna now has three Chinese
two having arrived last week.’the Better Citizenship League.”—^Mark 
Req'ua. -
Orchestral Music —  “ Liebesfreud” 
(Kreisler).—Arion Trio.
‘Talks on Constructive Selling: 
'Where D o . the Best -Salesmen Come 
From, and \Vhy?”— B. J, Williams 
Orchestral Music — Slumber Song 
(Schumann).— Arion Trio,
“ Chats About New Books.”—Joseph 
Henry Jackson.
Orchestral Music —  Chanson Louis 
X I I I  and Pavane CCouperin-Kreisler). 
Arion Trio.
“ It Pays to Analyze Character: Head 
Shape.”  Roscoe D, Wyatt.
Orchestral Music— “ Dolores” (Gar 
bett).—^Arion Trio.
“ Preliminary Course in Commercial 
Law: Master and Servant.”— M. W . 
Dobrzensky.
Orchestral Music —  Serenade (T itl). 
-Arion Trio.
Tuesday, October 20 
8.00 p.m.—“ Radio Breezes,”  by K. 
C. B., famous newspaper colunShist.
8.10 p.m.— Programme from Kohler 
& Chase Ampico studios, San Fran­
cisco.
Organ Selections — “A  Cloister
“ C, Small shot four geese fit two i 
shots with a rifle one day this week."
• ♦ ■ ■
“ B. F. Green, who has a claim near 
Beaverdell, reports caribou and bear 
very plentiful in that district”
“ Messrs. Stillingfleet and Fraser bag­
ged ten chicken on: the Rutland pro­
perty last week. This is the biggest 
shoot reported.’"
‘C. C. J.osselyn has a forty-pound 
mangel _ in his window which was 
grown in the garden of D. LlOyd- 
Jones.’*
* * *
“There is on exhibition at this office 
a cauliflower which is the second head
Let ’Em Buck!
A. J. GARRY’S
A N 'D
li'EATUR ING  
Cowboys and Cdwgirls 
Bucking and W ild  Horse Riding 
Trick and Fahey Roping 
Champion Lady Rifle Shot 
Mexican Knife Throwers 
Australian Whip Crackers 
Comedy Hurdle Act, Etc.
ONE D A Y  ONLY
T W O  Ip ER FO R M AN C ES  O N L Y  
7.30 and 9 p:m.
PR ICES:
C H ILD R EN , 30c A D U LT S , SSc
L O C A T IO N —
SOAP M A K IN G  IS
N O W  E A S Y  W O R K
Booklet Tells How Household Scraps 
And Waste Can Be UtUized
cauliflower was grown on the farm of 
John Morrison, who has had two crops 
from nearly all his cauliflower plants.
‘Dr. Gaddes, V.S., of Winfiipeg, ar­
rived in town last week and will open 
up a practice at this point. Dr. Gad- 
Scene” (Mason); “ SOng to the Even-I des’ coming will be hailed with delight, 
ing Star” .(Wagner). —  Theodore as he will fill a long felt want.’ ’ 
Strong, at the Welte Philharmonic 
Pipe Organ. “The C.P.R, have men at work build-
Soprano Solos-—“Sing, Smile. Slum-1 ing another shack , of a warehouse on 
ber” (Gounod); “ In the Garden of To- the wharf. Judging from the work- 
morrow” (Deppen).— Ellen Corlett: manship. and the fact that the piles are
In the old pioneer days the thrifty 
housewives were wont to make their 
own soap as a regular part tof their 
household duties. It  used to be quite a 
laborious undertaking because they 
first had to make a lye from wood ash­
es. But nowadays it is different 
Hundreds of Canadian, housewives are 
still making their own soap but they 
are no't bothering with wood ashes, 
.ha. grew on "h T  s .r .k ; 'u .r fte “  hSd I Thny «e . .heir lye for a few 
being cu. off close to the ground. This |
Lye have prepared a little booklet 
which gives complete directions for 
home soap-making, using such things 
as tallow, bacon-rind, bones, etc., that 
too often are thrown into the garbage 
can. The beauty of it is that there is 
practically no labour about the busi­
ness, and, if directions are followed, 
success is as certain as sunrise.
This seems like a good way to save 
money, to say nothing of creating that 
satisfied feeling which always results 
from the cohtemplation of a really 
good and useful article which you have
Piano SoIps--Klavier Stuck, not driven into the ground, the build- Qur readers would cer-
No. 6 (Bargiel): Nocturne, Op. 15 No mg wil not be permanent, for in a tainly be well advised to write E. W.
12 (Chopin); Etude, Op. 10, 
(Chopin).— George Kruger.
No. 5 probability the first high water will tainlyGillett Co. Ltd., Corner Fraser Avenue
wreck it This beautiful structure will Liberty St, Toronto 2. asking for
Contralto Solo—  ̂ “ Melisande in the also obstruct the best view of the lake
Wood” (Goetz).— Ĵoan Ray.
Orchestral Selections— Overture to| 
“ Mignon” (Thom as); “ Kammenoi-Os- 
trow” (Rubinstein). — Polytechnic | 
High School Orchestra.
Tenor Solos—Siciliana from “ Caval- 
leria Rusticana" (Mascagni); “ Cielo e|
I mar,” from “ Giaconda” (Ponchielli).- 
I James Gerard.
from the corner.” a copy of their Lye Booklet.
A  W H O LE SO M E
B AK E D  D IN N E R
Miss Stanbury, who had been visit­
ing her relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Avery
VOTE FOR
Col. C . E . E D G E T T ,
Liberal Candidate
[the job if the meat was to be weli-flav-| 
loured and browned.
The enamelled ware roaster, w'hich I
__ _ i not only roasts but bastes as well, has
Pnlvtprhnir eliminated all the attention and thought 
^  that the old method involved. '
Mrs. W . R. Powley has returned 
from a trip to the Old Country, having 
made the return trip in ten days.
Most housewives do not realize that 
oven dishes require really less attention .
than those prepared on top of the stove. I Phillips, left last week for Trail, where 
But those who are fortunate enough to (she will spend the winter.
Piano Solos—'“ Bird Song” (Palm-1 have self-basting enamelled ware 
p e n ); ‘7ar,dins sous la ^u ie” p D e -  roasters know fronj experience t o  Stark left on Saturday, October
bussy); Etude de Concert, Op. 11, No, is a fact. The old-fashioned way of o i f StmtfnrH Ont to visit a bro- 
2 (Grondahl).-George Kruger. basting the meat every ten minutes or L̂ hê  lying s^iousiy ill at thirplace
Soprano Solos— "Brown Bird Sing-Lso did keep one almost cqnstantly on ' 
mg” -(Wood);.JlAh! Love But a Day”
(Beach).— Ellen Corlett.
Orchestral Selections—“The Scren- 
aders” (Herbert); Meditation from
Thais” (Massenet). — Polytechnic, . . , ,  . . .  i , , . ,  . t.
High School Orchestra. |*b j Mr. Sam Tyndall, who has been ab-
Contralto Soln« — “ Lvino- Proohet” Roasts are said to be much better I sent for about two years, visiting the 
(Meyerbeer)' “ Mv Love Is a F i s h e r - f o o d s  and an addi-j Eastern Prqvin^ces and Ireland, has re­
man” (Strickland).__ Ĵoan Ray j tional ^advantap is that potatps and j turned andjs being heartily welcomed
Organ Selection Humoroe
1°*! I and Bermuda onions are on the market
Soldier’ (Nevm ).—Theodore Strong. I  ̂ change from the usual
Tenor Solos— “The Blind Plough-J boiled and creamed .style of preparing 
man” (Clark); “ A  Dream” (Bartlett).| them, try roasting them with the beef
and potatoes.
Select a six-potfnd roast, wipe with a 
Polytechnic J damp cloth, sprinkle with salt, pepper 
and flour and cook in a very hot oven 
for twenty minutes. Then place a- 
round the meat six or eight large peel 
ed notatoes and the same number, of 
medium sized onions. Season the pot­
atoes and onions, cover and cook at the 
same temperature for forty-five min
WES1SANK
Mrs. Alan Davidson arrived home on 
Saturday with her new son.
Miss Winifred McIntosh, who had 
been at home for the past three months 
on sick leave, returned to Vancouver 
on Thursday to finish her training , at 
Vancouver ‘General Hospital.
Mr. Morrison arrived from Alberta 
on Saturday to pay a visit to Mr. and 
Mrs. Murchie at GIcnrosa.
Mrs. Dave Gellatly, who was home 
for the week-end, was unable to return 
to Kelowna on Monday owing to a bad 
attack of neuralgia.
• • ■
Now the wharf is finished, Westbank 
looks the important place which she 
really is. •
Mr. McCharles took the pile-driver 
back to Penticton on Sunday. Every­
body misses the chef.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Thompson very 
unfortunately lost their'little son on 
Wednesday. He passed away at Kel­
owna Hospital ‘after a month’s illness.
Mrs. M. G. Husse
visiting friends in Penticton,
w h o  h as been  
 a rr iv ed  
back  h om e on  M o n d ay .
“ Beautiful
-James Gerard.
Orchestral Selection 
Galatea” (von Suppe).
High School Orchestra.
Thursday, October 22 
8.00 p.m.
Oakland Studio programme.
Under the direction of Wilda Wilson 
Church, the KGO Players will present 
“The Fortune Hunter,” a comedy inj ”^’" '  
four acts, by Winchell Smith. The fol­
lowing musical programme will be 
rendered between acts by the Cremona 
Trio: Select.ons froni "The Serenade” 
(Victor Herbert); “ Vilial My Vilia'
by the old-timers.
•
Mr. G od fr^  Clarke left last week for 
Salmon Arm, where he will act as sup­
ervisor of the cow-testing department.
V • • .
The merry-go-ronnds at the School 
playgrounds, donated by the Women’s 
Institute, have been completed, and it 
is hoped that the flagpole will be erec­
ted and the flag flying by Armistice 
Day.
The Endcrhy Badminton Club ̂ has j dered by the choir.
been organized for the season, its o f-j . .m ..... \,
ficers being; President, Mrs. R. E. T.
The Harvest Thanksgiving services 
will be held in the* Community Hall 
next Sunday,. October 18th. Services 
will he conducted by the Rev. Mr. Mac­
Millan and special music will be ren-
(Lchar); Minuet (Paderewski); “Dre- Forster: Secrctary^Treasurcr, Mr. J. 
lam of Love" (L iszt); " I  Love You! I S. Dickson; Executive Committee, Mr. 
Adore You" (Herbert). C  F. Bigge and Mr. J. Richards.
The fourth annual Provincial Potato
S T IR R IN G  F IL M  HAS
PIC TU RESQ U E  SE-TTINGS
'The Lady Who Lied”  Is Cast Amid 
Par-Flutig Scenes
Picturesque ahd widely scattered 
scenes form the background of ‘‘The 
Lady Who Lied,” which comes to the 
Empress Theatre on Monday and 
Tuesday, October 19th and 20th, The 
action o f the play, which is based upon 
the colourful novel, “Snake Bite,” by 
Robert HicHehs, ^alternates between 
Algiers, Paris and Venice, with' the 
Sahara desert and a glamorous carniv­
al scene showing the Grand Canal of 
Venice, alive with gondolas, to aug­
ment its scenic beauty and interest.
Struck down by a horned-viper, 
whose sting is conridcred fatal, with no 
one to attend to him in his desert isol­
ation except a physician who is his 
sworn enemy, is the evil fortune that 
befalls the luckless Horace Pierpont, 
played by Lewis Stone. There is no 
nobility of mind on the part of the 
doctor; he is drink-befuddled and, sen­
sing an old love affair between his wife 
and his patient, he has only one in­
stinct, and that is to exact ttvcngc. 
The outcome of this situatiO'n furnish­
es a tcemendous sueprise.
Tlic cast is a strong one. Besides 
Lewis Stone, Virginia Valli 'a'nd Nita 
Naldi figufe in the in'lciise dramatic 
action of the play, 'stark as the desert 
against which feotne of the scenes are 
pitched, yet s'mouldcring with a passion 
akin to the blistering stib that treats the 
sands.
O v e r , o n e  thousand  tticn a re  n o w  e m -
; ■!( I
Show will be held at New Westminster ployed <jn the construction o f the Fras- 
on or ftbout Nov. 23th. cr Canyon Highway.
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Little Jimmy— “ M r. Monk Completes His Wardrobe
II ,
9f
o
’THAT MOMK. 
'TTlAr XOOK- 
YoVJFi- O TH E fi*
p a n t s  H A ^  
> .e J O M ^  A N '   ̂
T o o k - Y o u r  
5 > H o e 5  .
'  W /H Il-E  You 
S L e .P T , *
:aos.
H EPt,
w e Jjt.V
# •
■ - Y '  .''■w
(C/1925 D» Int u F«*TunE S en v ice . In c . C w»  Dtiinio re««i
^ s io !  l e :s  GrO
h o m e  ♦
*AIWT You 
GotM* TO cjer 
Y o u ft  SH0S9 
AN* HAT
Ba c k . ?  •
1 >
3
6U3lMUKR(b^
THE PRAIRIE 
FRQT MARKET
. < Current Prices And Market Conditions 
(From the Aycckl;̂  Bulletin issued by 
. J. A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis­
sioner, Calgary.)
Calgary, Oct. 10, 1925 
The Week In Calgary 
Persistent frost, occasional snow 
flurries with milder weather,* later 
, threatening rain, records weather con 
ditions for this week, , Feverish activ 
ity in digging potatoes in the city is 
noticed.
Ontario grapes. Concord variety, ar 
riving in good shape with slow demand 
B.C. apples' are moving freely. Sever 
,nl cars of bulk apples have arrived or 
; nre on ordet; from B.C.' These are be 
ing crated here and are sold under the 
name of the wholesale' packer. They 
.arc mostly of the Jonathan and Spy 
varieties and account for the low 
wholesale price quoted' on these variet 
ies. Pears are scarcely in evidicnce.
The rdeent cold snap apparently has 
taken a heavy toll from potatoes an< 
the situation on spuds is uncertain. A  
car of Canada A  arrived from Wind- 
' ermere; some of these are not up _to 
.grade, too many cracks and knobs with 
iconsiderable soil included in the ship­
ment, otherwise they are in excellent 
■■ condition. /
Calgary Wholesale Prices 
Apples, McIntosh, Fancy, box,
$2.35 to ................. ....... .........$ 2.50
Crates, $1.90 to \....... ...............  2.00
Jonathan, Fancy, box, $2.10 to.... 2.15
Crates, $1.60 t o ...............    1.75
' .Apples, Gravenstein, Fancy .....
Apples, Grimes Golden, Fancy,
1 )JC ..............................................
^̂ r̂ ites ............................................
Apples, Snow, crates ...................
Apples, Spy, crates ......... ........ . 1.60
Assorted crates ..................   1.75
' .Pears, Imp. Bartlett, Fancy, box,
$3.75 to  ....... ............ .—...
C Grade .................    3.50
Pears, B.C., Beurre Diel, Fancy, 
boix ............................................
™ C Grade, box ....'........................
Pears, B.C., D ’Anjou, C Grade,
$3.50 to ......................................
Grab apples, Hyslop, Fancy,
$2.15 to ................. ......... ......
■Grapes, Ont., Blue, 6-qt. bskt.....
■Onions, B.G., cwt., $1.50 to ....
■Onions, B.C., Silver Skin, per
box ........................................
Onions, Imp., large .................   6.50
Onions, Imp., sm all................   2.25
-Sweet Potatoes, Imp., lb., 8c to.... .09
Cabbage, B.C., lb. ................ ..............02
Celery, B.C., case...... .................  2.00
Beets, Carrots, lb. ........................ .02
Parsnips, Citron and Squash, lb. .03 
Cucumbers, H.H., Telephone,
dozen ............................ .......  2.25
Head Lettuce, B.C., doz. ....... . 1.25
Tomatoes, Local, H.H., case .... 3.00
Tomatoes, Field, case ........... ..... 1.00
Potatoes, B.C., Netted Gem, cwt. 2.00 
Potatoes, Local, Canada B,,
White, cwt. ................ ......
Potatoes, Local, Canada A, Net­
ted Gem, cwt. ................. .
Calgary car arrivals, October 1st to 
7th: B.C., 13 apples, l.bulk apples, 4
potatoes, 1 fruit and vegetables, 3 mix­
ed vegetables, 3 onions. Ontario, 5 
grapes. Alberta, 1 potatoes.
Edmonton
ED M O NTO N, Oct. 7.—Edmonton 
escaped the prevailing snowfall on the 
prairies until last Sunday morning. A- 
Bout'40 per cent, of the potato crop is 
still in the ground and growers are a- 
waiting the first favourable opportunity 
to get, theni dug before hard frost sets 
,in. Considerable frost loss has already 
been noticed and the present weather 
condition has completely changed the 
potato market prospect ̂f 1 _ ^ ^  1 m V—■ A .■
’ Markets wcllc supplied with B.C 
fruits. Ail country points have , taken 
a lot of mixed cars, and will not be 
looking for any more apples for 
cotmle or three Weeks.
Prices arc as follows:
Apples, McIntosh, Fancy, $2.50
to ..........................................$ 2.65
Crat,cs, .$2.10 to ................    2.25
Other Crate Apples ................  2.0(
Hyslops .............. ..i.....................  2.4(*
Bulk Apples, Jonathan and Mac,
. ......................  1.75
2.00
1.90’
1.75
1.90
3.75 
3.50
3.75
1.50
1.50
2.00
3.75
1.60
40-lb. sack
Washington Pears, Duchess var­
iety .............. ........................
Ontario Peaches, 11-qt............... .
Ontario Gages .......................... - ' 1.20
Ontario Pears .....       1.30
Tomatoes, B.C., 4-bskt................ 1.50
H.H., 4-bskt...................    3.00
Celery, j Washed ...:......................  .09
Celery, Unwashed ....................  .05
Onions, B.C., market demoral­
ized on account of fluctua­
tion f.o.b. points, now selling
at, per ton ............. i............. 40.00
Regina
REG INA, Oct. 7.—-Business is great­
ly hampered by continued unfavour­
able weather. Snow has fallen to the 
extent of several inches with'sufficient 
warmth during the day to melt the 
major part of it; this condition keeps 
the country roads, in a deplorable state.
The two American cars of apples 
imported so far came from Washing­
ton, being imported by the more re­
cently established wholesalers. One 
was spotted in Moose Jaw and the 
other in Rejrfna; the apples were in 
crates. The Regina car arrived on the 
9th, the other arrived in Moose Jaw 
about the 20th; the variety was Jon­
athans. .
Car arrivals from Oct. 1st to 7th: 
Apples, .5 cars, B.C.; pears, 1 car 
Wash.; onions, 2 cars B.C.; mixed 
fruit, 1 car Wash.; vegetables, 1 car 
B.C.; grapes,- 3 cars Ont.; mixed fruit,
1 car Ont.; mixed vegetables, 5 cars 
Man.; potatoes, 1 car Sask.
Ont. Plums, Green Gage, Il-qt.
bskt., $1.00 to .................... ..$ 1.25
Ont. Plums, Damsons, 11-qt.
bskt., $1.50 to ......................
Ont. Peaches, Elberta, 11-quart
bskt., $1.50 to ...... .......
Ont. Pears, Bartlett and Flemish
B.; 11-qt. bskt., $1,25 to........
Ont. Grapes, Assorted, 6-qt. bskt.,
55c to .............. .................—
Prairie Potatoes, White, sack., 
qwt., Man., Can. A, $1.50 to
Local Can. C, $1.25 to .'............
Prairie Onions, Yellow, sack., 
cwt., Man., Standard, $2.00 to
Sample, $1.75 to ...................
B.C. Apples, McIntosh, box.
Fancy, $2.60 to ................. .
Crate, $2.10 to ........ ...............
B.C. Apples, Assorted, box. Fey.,
$2.25 to ....    2.50
Crates, $1.90 to ......................  2.10
B.C. Apples, Kootenay Gem,
prates, $2.10 to ....................  2.25
B.C. Pears, Bartlett, Howell, D ’- 
.Anjou. box. Fancy, $4.00 to 
Assorted, box, C Grade, $3.75
to .... ...................-.....-..........
B.C. Onions, Yellow, sack, cwt..
Standard, $2.00 t o .............   2.25
B.C. Celery, crate, 50 lbs., $2.75
to  ................. —-............ —
Box, 25 lbs., $1.50 t o ........... .
Imported Peaches, Elberta, box.
Wash., No. 1. $1.75 to .....
Bartlett, box. Wash., Fancy,
$4.00 t o ...... :........... ..............
C Grade. $3.75 to ......;..............
Imported Onions, Spanish, crate,
140 lbs., Spain, $5.50 to ......  6.00
70 lbs., Spain, $2.75 to ■........ . 3.00
Man. and Local, Beets, sack,
cwt.,* $3.00 to ............ ........ . 3.50
Carrots, sack., cwt., $3.00 to.... 3.50 
Cabbage, sack, cwt., $2.50 to .... 3.00 
Winnipeg
W IN  N I PEG, Oct. 7.—-Continued
dirty weather has had a demoralizing 
effect on the fruit and vegetable trade, 
the Winnipeg market this past
1.75
1.75
1.50 
.60
2.00
1.50
2.25
2.00
2.65
2.25
4.25
4.00
3.00 
1.75
2.00
4.2.V
4.00
on
week. Potato growers who have just 
started to dig their potatoes are very
rhe fruit market is inclined to much alarmed for fear that the weather
Ice Cream melons are being offered at 
5 cents per lb. in an effort to force the 
•remaining stock into consumption.
F.o .b . price on potatoes, Canada B 
$15.00 to $17.00 per ton. A few nice 
Netted Gems arc being held for a high­
er price.
-Ontario Sixes Grapes, “Niagara
and Concord, 60c t o ....................70
McIntosh Apples, I’ ancy, $2.30 to 2.50 
McIntosh Apples, crates, $2.00 to 2.10 
Wealthy Apples, Fancy, $2.00 to 2.25 
Wealthy Apples, crates. $1.50 to 1.60 
A few off varieties. Fancy, $2
t o ............................    2.25
Crates. Kings, Gravenstein, Jon­
athan, $1.50 to ....................  1.60
Bartlett Pears, F'ancy, $3.50 to....  3.65
Hyslop Crabs ..........................   2.15
Field Tomatoes, 4 bskts, $1.1.5 to 1.25 
Cabbage, Carrots,  ̂ Turnips,
Beets, Pumpkin, S(iuasb, lb..
2c to ........................................... 03
Celery, lb....................................... OS'A
Onions. Standard, cwt., $1.85 to 2.00
Local I’otatoes, cwt......... ..........  1.25
Spanish (^nion.s, are dragging at
case .....................................  7.00
Sweet Potatoes, lb..................... - .08
Cranberries, lb.......................   .20
Arrivals Oct. 1st to 7th: B.C., 15 
apples. 2 fruits. Ontario, 2 grapes.
■ Washington, 2 pears.
Saskatoon
SASKATOON, Oct. 7.--On account 
• of wet weather, threshing entirely tied 
nip.
may become cold enough to freeze the 
potatoes, and as probably 50 per cent 
still remain in the ground, it would be 
disastrous to them. While several cars 
of bulk apples have arrived from B.C. 
and from Ontario, these apples are a- 
JbcuLclcancd-Aip .and it may bcLthc_mar- 
ket, so f.ar as prices on apples is con­
cerned, will be more stable from now 
on.
The following arc the car receipts, 
also the wholesale prices: Ontario, 6
apples, bushel baskets, T .apples, Bar­
rels, 1 ap\>lcs, bulk, 8 grapes, 5 mixed 
fruit. B.C., 25 apples, 3 bulk apples, 4 
onions, 2 celery, 1 mixed fruit. Man­
itoba, 1 potatoes. Imported, 1 grapes, 
1 pears.
Wholesale prices:
Ontario—
.\pplcs. Greening, Wealthy, bus.,
bskt., $1.60 to ................ -...... 1.75
Apples, Greening, bulk, cwt.......  3.50
.\pples, Baldwins, bus., bskt.......  1.85
Grapes, Concord, Niagara, 6-<(t.
bskts., 52c to ..............................55
Pears, F'lemish Beauty, D’Anjou,
Duchcs.s, ll-(it. bskt............. 1.00
Peaches, Elberta, 11-qt. bskt....... 1.25
Plums, Rcinc Claude, 11-qt. b.skt. .85 
British Columbia—
.•\pples. McIntosh, Fancy, box.
$2.75 to ................................  3 00
Apples, McIntosh, crates ....   2.25
Apples, McIntosh, bulk, cwt....  4.00
Apples, Wealthy, crates ..........  1.75
•\pples, Jonathan, crates ..........  1.90
Crab apples, Hyslop, Fancy, box 2.25
Celery. SO-lb. crate ....................  2.50
Onions, Yellow, Sample Grade,
,cw t.........................................  2.50
Imported—■
Pears, Flemish Beauty, Wash­
ington, Fancy, box .............  4.00
Peaches, Elberth, No, 2, Wash.,
box ................................. :...... 1.85
Onions, Spanish, Spain, 120-lb.
crate ......... ........................... . 6.00
Lettuce, Head, Colorado, 4 and
5 doz, crate ............. ..........  4.50
Manitoba—
Potatoes, White, Grade Canada ,
B., cwt...................................  1.00
Onions, Yellow, Sample Grade,
cwt.........................................  2.00
Vancouver
VANCO U VER, Oct. 7.—The weath­
er has continued cool and clear during 
the past week.
The movement in wholesale fruit and 
vegetables has been very fair during 
the week. The movement in apples 
has been particularly satisfactory. 
Supplies of the local product seem to 
have dropped off consfderably during 
the week but Vancouver Island and the 
Gulf Islands still send a fair volume, 
much of which is of nice quality. Mc­
Intosh Reds are short, with the sup­
plies on hand running heavily, to crated 
stock.
Two carlots of Ontario Concord 
grapes in 8-lb. baskets came to hand 
during the week and wholesaling at 85c 
per basket. Bqth carlots arrived in 
good condition. Red Emperors from 
California are expected in about the 
middle of the month.
There is still a cohsiderable quantity 
of field tomatoes on hand but sales are 
very slow and much of the supply is 
Binding its way to the incinerator.
The movement of Ashcroft and 
Karriloops potatoes has now started 
with its usual accompaniment of car- 
ots upon which adjustments are 
sought by the receiver. Grade seems, to 
je the point of contention. There .ap­
pears to be a considerable variation in 
the interpretations of the grade by the 
various interested parties.
Oliver cantaloupes appear to have 
cleaned up so well that what little de­
mand is left on this market is supplied 
by L.C.L. shipments from the U.S.A. 
none of the Oliver product being ob­
tainable.
The following produce was imported 
at Vancouver .during the vveek ending 
Oct. 6th,' 1925: Apples, 'Jonathans,
Wash., 787 boxes; pears. Wash., 658 
bpxes; peaches. Wash., 1,262 boxes; 
prunes, Italian, Wash., 2,143 pkgs.; 
quince, 9 half-boxes; persimmons. Cal., 
15 boxes; pomegranates. Cal., 101 boxp 
es; grapes. Cal., 4,093 pkgs.; grapes. 
Concords, Wash., 192 bskts.; grape­
fruit, Isle of Pines, 116 cases. Cal., 130 
cases; oranges. Cal., 680 cases; ban­
anas, 957 bunches; cantaloupes, 311 
pkgs.; Casabas, 10 crates; Honeydevvs, 
38 crates; peppers. Wash., 6 crates; egg 
plant. Wash., 25 crates; sweet potatoes. 
Cal., 562 pkgs.
Apples, McIntosh, Extra Fancy,
2.50 to ................................   2.60
Fancy .................      2.35
Crated, $1.70 to ......................  L8S
Apples, Jonathan, Extra Fancy.... 2.25
F'ancy .......        2.10
Crated ..................     1.50
Apples, Grimes Golden, F'ancy.... 1.75
Apples, Wealthy, Fancy ...........  2.00
Jumble ................     1.60
Pears, wrapped, Bartlett, $3.25 to 3.50
Bulk, lug;.................................  2.50
Prunes, Italian, lb.......... .......   .06
Peaches .........      1.75
Grapes, Out., Concord, 8-lb. bskt. .85
Thompson’s Seedless, lug......  2.25
Tokay ...................................   2.50
Malaga ...............:...... ...... . 2.50
Corniclion ................................  2.75
Lady finger ..........    3.75
Cantaloupes, crate, $3.25 to ........ 4.00
Casabas, lb.....................................04%
Honcydews, crate ...................  2.50
Peppers, Green, lb., up to .... ,.......... 10
Red, lb., up to .............   15
FASH IO N  FAN C IE S
By Marie Belmont
Wfe have had varied interpretations 
of the scarf- mode in the oast few sea- 
sons,'but none more effective than the 
present vogue. ,
According to the French openings, 
the smart wrap to wear with your even­
ing frock, before the evenings become 
too cool, is the square of gorgeous ma­
terial. The scarf above is of black and 
gold brocade, framed in a deep border 
in which the two colours are repeated.
Other longer scarfs are simply fifty- 
four-inch squares of lovely materiaL 
folded to make a long plain wrap, and 
held in to the figure.
- J -
MR. FLIVVER : “ Now, watch! I ’m going to show Aunt Emily
what I can get out of this bus,’ ’ „
DORIS: “ Well, stop. You’ve got Aunt Emily out of it!
— London Opinion,
Egg Plant, Ib; ...........................  .10
Sweet Potatoes, lb., 6A to ........ .07
Tomatoes, Field, lb., 2j^c to .......03A
Cauliflower, doz., $1.50 to ... . 2.50
Celery, doz. ........................... . .90
Lettuce, crate, $1.00 to .............  1.25
Parsley, doz....... ..................     .30
Rhubarb,- lb. «......................     .02
Squash, Vegetable Marrow and
Pumpkin, lb. ........... i..................02
Green Onions, doz.........................  .15
Sweet Corn, Golden Bantam, doz .30
Cucumbers, doz., 30c to .............  50
Cabbage, Red, lb. ..........................  .03
White, Ib. ....... .......r.................OI.F2
Spinach, lb...........................     04
Radishes, doz.....................................15
Pickling Cucumbers, lb. ................... .10
Pickling Onions, White ............   .08
Pickling Onions, ■ Brown .......... .04
Potatoes, Ashcroft, sack, $1.75 to 1.85
Locals, sack. $1.30 to .............  1.40
Onions, Okanagan, sack, $1.75 to 2.00
Yakima, Spanish, sack .........  2.50:
Carrots, sack, 75c to ........................ 90 ‘
Beets, sack ......     1.25
Turnips, sack ...1.............     1.25
Parsnips .i................................... 1.75
Garlic, lb. .......... i .............................20
Comb Honey, 24 12-oz., $6.00 to.. 6.50
B.C. Honey, 4-lb. tins ...........   1.00
“ Eggs to producer, cases returned: '
Fresh Extras .......  49
Fresh Firsts ......  46
Pullet Extras ......................  42
Peewees .......    25
'TtStTo£>wrtt~
will.”
SOLDIERS,
SAILOR?.
TH6
BOLSHIES
-
STOCKWEU'S ITD.
GENERAL MERCHANTS 
Phono 324
H E A T E R S
N E W  A N D  USED
Call in ami see them.
Prices to suit all. Wonderful 
Values.
VVe have a few
BIG  SPECIALS IN  
CROCKERY
Two
Thousand
Business
Men
Two thousand farmers produce 
Pacific Milk. The Fraser Valley 
fanner belies the rural tradition. 
He’s a business man and he looks 
it. People in Vancouver remark­
ed on the snappy, stylish appear­
ance of the men in the last dairy 
convention; and their product-— 
Pacific Milk—jit’s a credit to them.
Fraser Valley Milk Producers 
Association
PACKERS OF PACIFIC M ILK
Head Office: Vancouver, B .C .
For Baby's Bath
More than that of any other 
member of the family, baby’s 
tender, delicate skin needs the 
greatest care and attention. The 
soft soothing oils in Baby ’s Own 
Soap make it specially suitable 
for babies, and its clinging fra­
grance reminds oneof the rosesof 
France which help to inspire it',
‘‘Ib heat for you and Baby too" ay-ta
“ I f  this doesn’t cure you, come back and I ’ ll give you something thatj 
‘Couldn’t you give it me now, doctor!’’ —The Humorist.
.....
O H
A  handy size pack­
age for o c c a s io n s  
when half a pound is 
“ just light.”
N O T H IN G  D O ING l London Opinion
LEAD ERS OF TFIE UNION CHURCH D R IV E  FOR FO UR M IL L IO N  D O L L A R  FUND 
The Committee of Direction of the Maintenance and Extension Fund of the United Church of Canada 
FR O N T  R O W —Revs. H. Arnup, D.D., W . FI. Warriiicr, D.D., Montreal; Messrs. E. R. Wood, J. H. Gundy, Revs. Robt, Laird, D.D., W . T. 
Gunn, D.D., T. Albert Moore, D.D., J. H. Edmison, D.D. SECOND RO W — Messrs. James Fisher, H. W . Barker, FI. W. Ackerman, Belle­
ville; Chas. Austin. Chatham; Revs. D. G. Ridout, J. W . Garham, D.D., John Coburn. 'PH IRD  RO W — Revs. F, L. Brown, B.A., R. B. Coch­
rane, D.D., J. C. Robertson, D.D., Messrs. W . E. Millson, Norman Slater, Hamilton; Rev. J. M. Duncan, D.D., Mr. W . J. Aitchi.son, Hamilton. 
FO U R TH  R O W — Mr. W. E. Booth, Revs. James Binnic, Parry Sound; A. L. Smith, M.A., J. R. Patterson, Orillia; J. W , Woodside, D.D., 
Ottawa; D. M. Solandt, D.D., Mr. J. J Gibson, Rev G. Colin Young, D.D.
A Real Sloak
U p to  now Idtcfaen sinks have cost 
real money. Now , at low coat, you 
r^n put in the newest type S M P  
Knnmcled W are Sink. Th is is o 
strong sink built o f rust resisting 
Armco Iron, with three coals o f 
purest white enamel, same m  on 
bathtubs. Complete with 12 'bock, 
-strainer,-t>TBckets,~fittingB,-ajid fu ll 
directions fo r  setting up. Standard 
size 20* at 30* x  6 ' deep.
Price, complete, $13.00
K ,
Buy one or two o f these S M P  ' 
Enameled, W are Drain Boards also. 
Made to  fit S M P  Sinks and all 
standard sinks. Size 20* x 24*. 
Same Btnrdy construction ns on S M P  
Sinks. Very handsome and o great 
labor saver. Sold complete with 
brackets and fittings for setting up.
Price, complete, $6.S0
For sale by plurhbcrs and hardware 
stores throughout the country.
•*»"SHEEr M^al Products
♦lovrrneAL Toronto Winnipeg ,
eOMONTON VANCOUVen CAUJARV W-t'
G ET YOUR O FFIC E STATIONERY AT 
“ T H E  C O U R IE R "
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Crosse & Blackwell
LONDON, ENGLAND
W c made a survey the other day and were very much sur­
prised at the quantity of CROSSE & B L A C K W E L L  S 
goods we had in the store. W c were rather pleased, too, 
as C. & B, has for many years been synonymous with
quality and purityl
W c mention some of the CROSSE & B L A C K W E L L  pro-’ 
ducts which we carry in stock for discriminating buyers.
C. & B. Galantine Chickcri 
C. & B. Assorted Meats 
C. & B. Fancy Sockeye Sal­
mon
C. & B. Fancy Crab 
C. & B. Fancy Lobster 
C. & B. Pickled Cabbage 
C. & B. Pickled Onions 
C. & B. Pickled Walnuts 
C. & B. Gherkins 
C. & B. Sweet Mixed Pickles 
C. &. B. Mixed Pickles 
C. & B. Branston Pickles 
C. & B. Pure Malt Vinegar 
C. & B. Pure Distilled White 
Malt Vinegar ^
C. & B. Capers ,
C. & B. Curry Powder 
C. & B. Anchovy Sauce 
C. & B. Mushroorn Catsup 
C. & B. Browning 
C. & B. Bengal Chutney 
C. & d3 . Mango Chutney 
C. & B. Calf’s Foot Jelly 
C. & B. Anchovy Paste 
C. & B. Bloater Paste 
C. & B. Chicken Paste 
C. & B. Shrimp Paste 
C. & B. Lobster Paste 
C. & B. Tongue Paste
W E  m a k e  A  S P E C IA L T Y  O F  B U Y IN G  T H E  
V E R Y  B E ST  P U R E  FO O D S T H A T  A R E  A V A IL ­
A B L E  F O R  Y O U R  C O N S U M P T IO N .
RING T H E  P H O N E  A N D  A S K  F O R  214
The ie C o ., Ltd n
Xmas Apples!
Your friends in the Old Country will appreciate a box of 
Occidental Apples at Christmas. Guaranteed to be deliv-* 
ered in first-class condition on all orders placed before 
September 30th, or money refunded.
Delicious ..... ............. $5.50 McIntosh Red ........... $5.00
Jonathan ................... $5.00 Grimes Golden ,.......... $4.75
Spitzenberg .............. $5.25 Yellow Newton ......... $5.25
Rome Beauty .......... $5.25
Cash with orders
SEND  IN  Y O U R  ORDERS R IG H T  A W A Y
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd.
K E L O W N A , B .C .
Free City Delivery Phone^7
__  T H E  O L D ^ E S T A D L I S H E p n i R M ^
F H M P  B A IG A IN n
I A T  T H E  O. K. I.22 Winchester, single, new, I
special at ........................ $ 8.75 g
.30.1 Lee Enfield, an absolute H
barg.'iin............................$15.00
..303 Br. Winchester Carbine
--------------------------------— $l7v50
.303 British Winchester ....$29.50 
.303 Savage, octagon bar. $32.50 
.30-30 Winchester, long rifle, 
brand new, special at ....$43.75
■ A N O T H E R.22 Remington rifle repeater, 
brand new barrel ..........$19.75
12 gauge Belgian Shot Gun,
new ...........  $21.75 «
B 12 gauge Belgian Hanimerless “
I Gun, new ........................$38.50 mAll makes of Shot Shells and B 
Mctallics at prices that are right. B 
Rifles Rented .... $1.00 per day B
B A D M IN TO N —Another lot of ®
I the celebrated Prosser Rackets H are due tomorrow. B
R AC KETS  R ESTRU N G  and I 
Repaired by a “ Specialist”— H 
Prompt Service and Satisfaction
I our Motto. B
" " “ I
L T E D  bu sk  I
Bicycles—and—̂ Sport Goods B 
BB BBBBBBH BMMBMBB WWilllllB
: SPORT ITEMS :
*
BASKETBALL
FlY-CASTING 
CHAMPIONSBIP 
REMADE HERE
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARP^aT
T|IUR8DAY, OCTOBER 15th, 192S
l!
standard
of
Quality
for
over
5 0
. Years
b y  CAR FROM ^
KELOWNA TO MEXICO
Hours For Play Same As Last Season
— Receiving-every- consideration-from 
the Scout Hall management, the local 
basketball executive have arranged for 
the use of the hall during the same 
hours as wefe obtained last season: 
Mondays, 8.45; Tuesdays, 8.30; Thurs­
days. all evening, and when the hall 
is availablq, extra hours for “ rep” 
team workouts.
In order, to secure the hall for bas­
ketball for the amount of time in­
volved, it will be neccss.ary to have the 
support of the public at the games 
staged, which provide the only source 
of revenue the Scout Hall has from 
the Basketball Association. With bet­
ter seating accommodation this year, 
coupled with the increasedf interest 
in basketball throughout the Interior 
and the ccmscqucnt improvement in the 
standard of play, as well as an increas­
ed mimlicr of outside teams perform­
ing. local support should be forthcom­
ing. The additions to the Scout Hall 
have resulted in increased expenditure 
towards the upkeep, including janitor 
service, and the Basketball Associa­
tion arc extending the fullc.st possible 
co-operation, realizing their increased 
benefits towards the winter sport.
Mr. And Mrs. A. J. Jopes Complete 
Enjoyable Trip Of 4,300 Miles
Mr. and .Mrs. A. J. Jones returned 
on Monday from a motor trip of some 
five weeks duration which extended 
as far south as Tia Juana, Mexico 
They followed a route via Yakima, 
Wash,, thence down the Columbia Riv­
er to Portland, then by the Pacific 
Highway inside route through the Sa­
cramento Valley to Los Angeles, San 
Diego and Tia Juana. The. distance 
covered wa^ 4,300 miles and they were 
fortunate in having no car troubles 
other than a few punctures, their Stu 
debaker Sport model running like a 
clock throughout. Likewise they were 
blessed with fine_ weather, not one 
shower marring enjoyment of the holi­
day.
Roads of various qualities were en 
ebtmtered; The main State highways 
were - generally very good, being ei 
ther of concrete or asphalt construe 
tion, but some of the detours and'se 
condary roads were, if anything, worse 
than our local roads—and that is spill­
ing a mouthful, as our American friends 
.say. Mr. Jones considers the stretch 
of road between Kelowna and Yakima 
about the worst in the whole distance 
to Tia Juana. Oregon has the best 
roads of any of the states traversed, 
much better than those of California.
The ' travellers reached Tia Juana 
just after the fire, of which a good deal 
was made in the daily press, but they 
formed the impression that the devas­
tating nature of the “ conflagration 
Â as considerably exaggerated for ad­
vertising purposes.
No attempt was made to hurry on 
the trip and a lay-off of two weeks 
was spent at Los Angeles, from which 
as a centre famous watering-places and 
resorts surrounding it were visited. 
Shorter periods were spent at other 
points, the ,tourist camps being used 
as headquarters. There are more 
camps, especially proprietary ones, this 
year than ever along the main tourist 
routes, The business of catering to mo­
torists evidently being found a very 
profitable one.
Mr. Jones is very emphatic as to the 
necessity of charging a fee in the case 
of municipal tourist camps. The free 
camps down South are avoided by 
average tourists, as they are frequented 
by a class of “motor tramp” that has 
developed owing to the cheapness of 
second-hand cars and the living facili­
ties offered by the free camps. “ L iz­
zies” of somewhat antique age but 
quite capable of running can be bought 
-for-asMittle-as $35f-and"in~onc of these 
battered but indomitable vehicles the 
motor tramp stows his family and a 
miscellaneous lot of goods,' chattels 
and junk and sallies forth to tour the 
Pacific Slope. The families on wheels 
drift about from place to place, doing 
odd jobs such as fruit picking in order 
to obtain grub and living at the free 
camps. They pay no taxes and the 
children do not go to school, and these 
transients arc beginning to constitute 
a problem that the authorities will 
soon have to take firmly in hand. The 
first step may be abolition of the free 
camps. In any case, the motor tramps 
have had the effect of shooing away 
bona fide tourists from the free camps,
Mr. Hugh Kennedy Wins Bailey Cup 
After Tying With Vancouver Angler
The first annual competition for the 
Hailey Cup, emblematic of the fly-cast- 
iug championship of the Okanagan, 
was held at the. upper Bankhead pond 
on Sunday afternoon, and though the 
entry was small the competition was 
nevertheless Itecn, excellent skill was 
exhibited, and the event was a decided
success. . . .  , 11.
It , had been originally intended to 
hold the contest on Okanagan Lake, 
hut a stron).jf north wind ^was blowing* 
whiclL rendered this quite impractic­
able. The tower Bankhead pond was 
tried, but there trees interfered with 
casting. The upper' pond, however, 
proved to be a good spot on vvindy 
day. Fitful gusts of winds tried the 
skill of the anglers, but accurate cast- 
lug was possiblci though at each cast 
made the caster had to calculate not 
only the force of the wind but its dir­
ection, as the pond lying in a cup 
caused the 'gusts ,tQ come from all 
points of the conipJiss.
In this contest each man competing 
was allowed five free casts before the 
next five, casts he made were counted. 
Each competitor also had to try his 
skill at targets placed at distances of 
40, 50 and 55 feet. The rules govern­
ing the contest were well carried out, 
except that latitude was allowed _ in 
the style of casting, each man being 
permitted to cast in his ordinary way 
when angling. . ' , .
Mr^ F. A. Taylor was expected by 
all present to carry off the cup, but he 
played ih bad luck. While practising 
he so often cast into the targets, which 
were small barrel hoops, that he lost 
several flies through their getting 
stuck,in them., When his casts were 
being recorded, however, evpry _gusLof 
wind seemed to work against him. Mr, 
A. E. Malacord, of Vancouver, also 
showed considerable skill, as did Mr. 
C, W. Openshaw and Mr. J. B. Spur­
rier, but when all targets had been 
tried and the hits added up it was 
found that the final contest for the cup 
lay between Mr. J. Gray, a well-known 
Vancouver angler, and Mr. Hugh Ken-
and the proprietary camps and those 
where a charge is made have prospered 
accordingly.
In the tourist camps Mr. Jones found 
a great deal of interest being evinced 
in Canada, which most of the Ameri­
cans with whom he talked evidently 
regarded as a coming country with a 
great future. The advertising done by 
the Okanogan-Cariboo Trail Associa­
tion has also had an effect, and there 
is not the same dense ignorance as to 
the Okanagan country that existed two 
or three years ago. The one essential, 
Mr. Jones believes, is to bring the 
roads north of Yakim^ up to the stan­
dard of excellence south- of that point, 
and then it will be’ easy to induce tour­
ists to come this way.
Despite reports in the Vancouver pa­
pers to the contrary, Mr. Jones fount 
no apparent slackening of the Los 
Angeles “ boom.” Building is still pro­
gressing in all directions, and the city 
continues to grow. In the oil districts, 
fresh wells are being driven and new 
discoveries are being made. There 
seems to be no lack of employment for 
people who know how to work, while 
possibly the unskilled may have occa­
sional difficulty in getting a job. A1 
,the former Kelownians he met in the 
Southern California metropolis seemet 
to be prosperous, but Kelowna looks 
too good to him for any envy to rankle 
in his breast and he is glad to be home 
once more.
SOUPS
fi
GRASS HOCKEY
Enthusiasts Will Endeavour To Or­
ganize The Sport Here
For some time the Bclgo has been 
the scene of activities among a /few 
enthusiasts of the popular English 
game of grass hockey, and in order to 
provide the Bclgo residents with com­
petition as well as endeavour to or­
ganize the sport, a meeting has been 
called for Monday, October 19th. at 
8 p.m.. in Sutherland & Tockncll’s.
There arc quite a few players in town 
who are eager to take advantage of 
the open wcatlicr and, in addition to 
having a few matches this fall, to lie 
prepared to add another spott to the 
many branches in which Kelowna par­
ticipates when the spring comes.
While some players Iiavc their equip­
ment such as sticks, it is understood 
tliat ice hockey sticks arc being used 
until such time as the regulation Var­
iety are secured.
At the present time, very little is 
known of the possibilities of fielding 
an eleven in town, and all those in­
terested are invited to attend Monday 
evening’s gathering.
W ith a can of good soup B 
in the hohse, all ready to a 
serve with heating, you’re 
prepared for most every 
emergency. It seems to 
“hit the spot’’ in cooler 
weather; it’s convenient 
if company happens in, and 
it’s appetizing if you are 
not feeling just right. Keep g  
a“few”tih¥ dh the" shelf^^ 
there’s every variety and 
the soup could not be finer.
C L A R K ’S 
per t in .............
C A M P B E L L ’S 
2 tins for .......
nd
n
Holmes 
Gordon, Ltd.
Family Grocers Phone 30
T H E  GROCERY O N  T H E  
CORNER
nedy, who had made the same number 
nf accurate casts, Mr. Gray excelling at 
the forty foot target wlulc Mr. Ivcii- 
nedy's accurate casts were made at a 
distance of fifty feet.
In the final Mr, Kennedy scored ten 
points more than Mr. Gray, who, how­
ever, di<f some fine casting again at 
forty feet, just missing the hoop by a 
few inches at each cast. Mr, Kennedy 
therefore won the cup, which he holds 
till the next annual competition.
In the juvenile competition, which 
followed the main event, only two 
hoys competed, a target being fixed 
up for them at thirty feet. The result 
wan that first plficc was won by Laurie 
Scott, who vyas given the $3 “ Parker” 
fountain pen, presented by Mr. E. R. 
Bailey, Sr,, and Colin Maclarcn was 
given the second prize, a "Presto” self 
loading pencil, donated by Mr. J. B. 
Knowles. Scott won his contest by 
ten points.
Tims the first contest for the fine 
cup so generously' presented to the 
Kelowna Fish and Game protective As­
sociation by Mr. E. R. Bailey, Sr., re­
sulted in the cup remaining in the city, 
but it is quite evident that unless Ok­
anagan anglers make a point o f prac­
tising for this event, the cup may be 
carried off to some other part of B.C. 
next year, and the fly-casting champ­
ionship of this district be held b̂y a 
resident of some other part.of the pro­
vince.
The contests \vcrc watched by a very 
few spectators, in fact several local 
sportsmen were noticeable by their ab­
sence. Mr. J. G. McKay kindly lent 
his services as judge and Mr. K. 
Stuart acted as recorder, and every­
thing connected with the contests went 
off without a hitch.
Mr. J..Gray, of Vancouver, though 
he failed to lift the cup, was so pleased
PRO FESSO R J. c. M cL e n n a n
Famous scientist of University of Tor­
onto, who, in collaborating with Dr. 
G. M. Shrum, has made discoveries re­
garding the cause of radio static.
at oneq offered $10 towards the pur­
chase of a similar cup for an annual 
bait-casting contest to be held on the 
same clay the Bailey Cup iŝ  competed 
for, Mr. Spurrier also offering $5 to 
wards the same purchase. .
It .is intended next year to hold the 
fly-casting and bait-casting competi 
tions on either the first day or the sec 
ond day of the Kelowna Regatta, when
several Coast fishermen arc expected 
with the event, that after it was over he to compete.
T H E  G R E A T  W A R  V E T E R A N S ’ A S SO C IA T IO N
KfeLOWNA BRANCH
' }
Beg to announce that they will commemorate the 
 ̂ 7th Anniversary of the Armistice as f o l l o w s -
POPPY DAY
SA T U R D A Y , N O V E M B E R  7th
ARWISTICE MEMORliU. SERVICE
SU N D A Y , N O V E M B E R  8th 
W E D N E S D A Y , N O V E M B E R  11th
Full particulars later.
9-lc
Grease Cup Covers
Certain of the grease cups fitted oi* 
the modern cars arc so placed that they 
inevitably collect dirt on the outside,, 
eoinc of which may work its way in 
and ovcutuully get into the beariiiu 
with the grease when the cup is rcrillcu. 
By way of covers for such cups an 
ingenious car owner takes hollow rub­
ber balls and enlarges the holes just 
enough to permit of the balls being 
slipped over the grease cups, retaining 
a good tight grip at the botoiu. I f  
the balls are painted the same colour 
as the adjacent parts of the car, they 
arc not at all unsightly.
A WORD OF ADVICE
Now that tin; cool nights are 
with us and your fireplaces and 
heaters are being Used again, 
there is an additional danger 
of fire to propei;ty. Check up 
your insurance and if you find 
you are under-insured see
E. W. Wilkinson & Co.
INSURANCE in all its Branches. 
REAL ESTATE, RENTS, Etc.
PHEASANTS
Doily Bag Limit
Pheasants— Hens or Cocks ....— 4
European Partridge .................--.,4
Quail ...... ........ —............ - ............10
SPORTSMEN’S 
« HEADQUARTERS
Lovers of the great outifbors find 
our stock of Sporting Goods unus­
ually complete. One of the world- 
famous lines we carry is
WESTERN AMMUNITION
No othdr ammunition has ever won 
such a smashing string of champions 
Winners every one.
BADMINTON RACKETS AND  
SUPPLIES
Slazenger’s Prosser’s Bussy
W e Rent Guns '
SPURRIER’S
T H E  IM P O R T A N C E  O F
Clothes never pass unobserved— consciously or unconsciously people judge
you by them.
It’s mighty important— this matter of your personal appearance—-and it’s 
always a matter of satisfaction to know that your clothes are distinctive-— 
that they are made of good 'materials, in the correct style and well made 
— and after all they’re the cheapest clothes in the end— they wear longer.
W e ’d like to show you all of the 
newest styles and fabrics for this 
season— come in and see ^em —  
you’re more than welcome.
Suits
Fine pin stripe and broader stripe 
worsteds are the biggest bet outside 
of Tweeds for the fall and winter 
season.
Our Special, and has liad already 
a big sale, is the Wor- 
sted at .... $35.00 and fl o v V
Overcoats
Overcoats with ST U FF  in them 
and never before saw such cloths—  
not air cheap mind you. W c have 
them up to $100.00, and we also
" have good coats at ............ . $22.50
'But listen at prices $35.00 to $45.00.. 
T h ey a re- k n ockouts.
I
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Dear Sir,  ̂ c rr.u
W c arc pleased to announce that a special representative Ih e
Lowndes Company, Limited, creators and makers of the
Brand clothing, for which \vc arc agents, will he at our store on S A T U K U A Y ,
O C TO B E R  17th, and for a few clays.
He will bring with him a range of new materials containing several 
hundred patterns from the world’s most notable niills and a large iiumbci 
of advance styles in models direct from the designing room. ..
The fabrics in this display will exceed in range anything that a retail
store can carry. . , , , , i i
You are invited to inspect lioth materials and styles and to make a sel­
ection for suit or overcoat for immediate or later delivery.
Wc assure you that it would l)c a pleasure to see you at this Exhibit, 
and to take your measure for one of these high class, hand tailored garments. 
In calling, you will he under no obligation to purchase hut wc would strongly 
advise that you take advantage of this rare opportunity.
Rem em ber the date. Sincerely yours,
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD.
PH O N E  215 KELOWNA, B. C.
L' 'o',.,V IV'̂'
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